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air is invigorating ; its scenery bold’ and
bare, yet picturesque; and its sea-bathing
absolutely luxurious. A few days in this
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waterfall, Tynwald and its famous hill.
But of no local object of interest did we
as of the glimpses of the
make somuch
ocean which met us everywhere, of the blue
skies which made the days glorious, and
the golden sunsets and fresh sea-breczes
which gave us each evening a blaze of
splendor and filled us with the magic, healthgiving inspiration of the sea. Martin, the
He wasa
painter, lies buried at Douglas.
island

the

frequent visi‘or to

life-

in his

time, and was profoundly in sympathy with
The gloomy vastness and
its scenery.
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wild, bare, solemn loneliness of the
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moun-

tains and moors of this solitary isle.
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Four hours’ sail across the sea in a fast
steamboat landed us at the bottom of the
English Lake District. Between Walney
Island and Morecambe Bay on the coast of
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

carried along on

smooth

the

first visit is to Furness Abbey,

finest pieces of ruin that England possess:
¢s. The Abbey was founded in 1127, by
It
Stephen, afterwards king of England.
is in a secluded dell, embosomed amid the
foliage of nobls trees. The broken remains
of grand Gothic arches, of chapel, cloister,
all

and

portion, symmetry in architecture we may
| feelly imitate, but shall never equal, much
The Abbey stands in its
less, supersede.

ruins like the fragments of an Iliad or a
Paradise Lost. The detached and imperfect passages of an Epic in stone, the brok| en relics of an ancient work of transcend| ent genius. In two hours we are off again
for ¢ Lakeside.” A sail along Windermere
and a view from Bowness of the conclave

She walks with us and holds our hand;
Her eyes are angel's eyes; .
She walks with us across the sand,—
Sweet Faith, from out the skies!
Wearing a rose upon her breast,
That smells of Paradise.

Lakes,

of mountains that clusters about the

with a glorious walk

by

from - Ambleside

to our

R ydal Water to Grasmere, b1ing us

hotel Where we rest for the Sabbath. Grasmere is the center of the Lake District.
Wordsworth'shouse we passed on the way;
the cottage of Hartley Coleridgeis close by;

[]

English Correspondence.
nl
A

DerBY, ENGLAND, August 8, 1870.

church-

while the graves of both are in the

England is ceasing to be the old England
of our fathers. It is growing restless, mo-

yard in the green valley among

the

moun-

At thischurch we attend

for

morn-

bile, migratory.

ing service, and find a festival of a ¢* florid”
kind taking place. Grasmere has furnished an abundant supply of rushes and water lilies and flowers of all thapes and

pose.

found

in

re-

Society, bent on business or pleas-

ure, seems ever on

the

wing.

Railways,

commercial enterprise, and a more evenly
distributed share of the world's wealth are
changing the customs and habits of our
countrymen. Nobody lives and dies now
within sight of the smoke of his mother’s
chimney.

Not noblemen, adventurers, sol-

diers and sailors alone’travel about by land
and sea. Everybody is now, at times,
something of a wanderer.
The whole population of our land gets on the move during
the summer months, and a week or two at
the seaside, among the

the north, or away

on

hills and

the

lakes

of

continent

of

Europe, is found to be attractive and

bene-

ficial to most people, and within the

reach

of all but the poorest.

Our working men,

who earn but weekly wages, are begining
to resort by excision trains and tourist
trips to cheap and popular wagering places;

and the grandchildren of men

who

grew

gray within the circle of a few villages,
are found miles away from home, bent only on a summer’s holiday. Even newspaper correspondents can escape the desk
and the accustomed

duty for a while,

and

return with browned faces and strengthened nervous systems to find the ink dried up
or

moldy in

the inkstand, and the pen

all

© rusting and idle by its side.
It'was your correspondent's good fortune, just as France declared war against
Prussia, and ere the sharp, quick ring of
“needle guns and chassepots, and the harsh
shriek of the mitrailleur resounded
in
Europe, to be on the wing for a furlough of
three weeks. The baggage of himself and
his two friends was all packed up in knapsacks, and everything betokened pedestrianism of a serious and earnest nature.
The destination was, first, an island

midst of British seas, where the

fresh and cool, and

the

water

in

the

breeze
clear

is
and

pellucid as glass; and then back to the
- hills and lakes of the northwest of England,
and so home. The weather was glorious.
Showery
as our climate is, on only three

days out of the twenty

did

showers

and shrouded with mists as we are

ed to be, on only four,

or,

tops capped with clouds
haze and vapor,

report-

at most,

days oufof the whole time were
and

fall ;
five,

tains.

one
tri-

hues, for the church is decorated from
end to the other, with woven crosses,

angles and circles of rushes and flowers,
and a printed legion in each’ seat shows
that it is whatis called ‘“ The Rushbearers’
Festival.”
On Monday morning, our tramp begins
in good earnest. We get back to Windermere, and away over the west side of the

Lake to Esthwaite Water,by Hawkeshead,to
Coniston. From Coniston we go by Tilberthwaite to Langdale, visiting Dangron
Ghyl Force and ascending Langdale Pike;
thence we set out to Scaw Fell, the highest
hill in England (8,208 feet), from which
we get a grand, wild view of hill-tops,
lakes, distant mountains, the sea; then we
descend

to

the

Wastwater,

gloomiest

and sternest of the Lakes, and from
thence we pass Black Sail and Scarf Gap,
and go down to Buttermere and Crammock
Water, where we have a fine row on the
Lake in the evening, when all the surround-

ing mountains are glowing in the light of
the setting sun. Passing bold, pyramidal
Honister Crag, climbing its rough, shingfeSea-

covered way, we descend into shady

toller; linger a day and a night
esque Borrowdale; look in at
see how the water does not come
the Fall is nearly dry aid silent,
leaving Keswick, we put in at
at the

head

of

in picturLodore to
down, for
and then,
Portinscale
one

Derwent-water,—the

perfect Lake in the whole district,—to rest
At Crossthwaite
for another Sabbath.
church; where Southey lies buried, and
where there is a large white marble effigy
of him by Lough, we worship on Sabbath
morning and hear a good, plain, practical
discourse. Monday finds us again marching on, knapsack on back. O!d Skiddaw
is hid in haze and mist, and

we

him

leave

regretfally unclimbed, enter the beautiful
vale of St. John, stay for the. evening by
quiet Thirlemere, pass over by the shoulder of Helvellyn,where ‘‘the history of forgotten storms” is written in seam, and scar,

The

and ravine, and so reach Ulles-water.

the hill. English Lucerne, with its sloping wooded

veiled

with

A strongly-built, first-class fron steam.
ship took us from Liverpool to the
Isle of

Man. Our English legs carried us over
half the island, and did us good service as
we sailed all around it. Its entire circuni.
ference is not more than seventy-five miles,

There is but littlé of historic interest in the
island ; in legendary lore it can not com.

pete with Scotland or Ireland ; its antiquities are Druidio and Scandinavian.
But
its herriiigs are fresh ; its milk is pure;
its

shores, its fir-covered islets, and the mountains piled allaround, we left with real
sorrow that there was vo other large and
glorious Lake to visit. By Brothers’ water
and Kirkstone Pass we get back to Windermere, while a storm darkens the brow of

Helvellyn and the bills shake with thunder.

At our Hotel we learn that a deluge of rain
has fallen on Helvellyn,

though

only walked over dusty roads, and

the day in a broiling sun.

under most favorable

alroute,via Nancy,Strasbourgand the Rhine

bave almost lived in the open air for three
weeks; and we have walked nearly two

valley to ‘Basle, the vicinity of Strasbourg
being thronged with troops hurrying to bat-

old, and which was consecrated by Pope
Gregory X. in the presence of Rudolf of
Hapsburg; also the garden in which Voltaire and Gibbon used to sit,—now attached
to a hotel named after the great historian ;
—and in which the latter sat on the twenty-

hundred

tle.

seventh

we

have

most of

With a visit

to

ourold friend, the sea, and another dip in
its briny waters, and with a glimpse of Liv-

miles..

circumstances;

Your

correspondent

we

re-

were unable to enter Switzerland by the nsu-

We

found, however,

that it was still

possible to enter by Pontarlier and Neuchaed, rejuvenescent. He feels new vigor in tel. Determining upon the route, we left
every limb, new pewer .in muscle ‘and ‘Paris on the early morning train over the
brain. A pile of letters and newspapers Paris, Lyons and Marseilles railroad, and
awaits him at home, and a boisterous sa- a ride of two hundred and’ ninety miles
lute from a regiment of household *¢ in- through a most beautiful country, brought
fantry.” © With pleasure he learns that, us to Pontarlier, a pleasant little town a
through the kindness of the faculty of few miles from the Swiss frontier, where
we stopped for the night. By consulting
Hillsdale and Bates Colleges, brethren
turns with his friends, tanned,

strong-nerv-

Ingham and Buckley now wear the blushing honors of Doctors of Divinity. With a

a

thrill that stirs the old Teuton blood in his
veins, he presently hears of great German
victories beyond the Rhine. But nothing
can dispel from his mind the remembrance

an important war point, and the grand
rendezvous for French troops; and stretch-

of scenes of flood, and fell of wild grand-

soldiers.

eur, and soft and graceful beauty; henceforth they will be a new storehouse of
fresh and living illustration,al
ways present ;
and with Wordsworth one shall frequently
be constrained to say :

“I gazed, and gazed, but little thought
‘What wealth the scenes to me had brought.

For oft, when on my couch I lie,

map

- Special Correspondence.

which
to

place,

seen. that

were

The

Pontarlier is

the

seat

six

hundred thousand

fact of our close proximity

of war

accounts

for the very

critical manner in which all our moveinents
were noted.

The scenery through France is very interesting.
The country is au first level, in
the vicinity of Paris, then more and more
hilly, till, as we approach Switzerland, it
becomes quite mountainous.
For about

or

seventy-five

miles

after leaving

it requires but a slight stretch of the

imagination for one to believe that he is
traveling over some of the finely cultivated
prairies of Illinois or Iowa.
The whole
country looks more like a vast, ficely cultivated

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND,
Aug. 11th, 1870.

be

ing in about a northeasterly direction from

Paris,

Which is the bliss of solitude.”
THOMAS GOADBY,

it will

about forty miles southeast from Besancon,

°| fifty

In vacant or in pensive mood,

‘They flash upon that inward eye

the

of

indicate that the abbeys and cathedrals of
our land were built by a generation that
has passed away, whose ideas of form, pro-

Faith.

ately after crossing the Channel, without at
least a few hours of rest intervening. We

Our

rails.
one

window,

trpool and New Brighton, our pedestrian
holiday comes to a close. Some of the
finest scenery in England has been viewed

engine
to be

and it is pleasant to see a steam
again and a train of carriages, and

chapter-house, gateway,

, 1870.

a
——
If faith came not to hold our hand,
How weary we should be,
‘Wandering along the lonesome strand
That bounds the “narrow sea;"
‘While, one Ly one, our best beloved
Pass o'er, dear Lord, to Thee!

It is rarely

mon

garden,

fields.

hillsides,

than like afseries of com-

Vineyards

and

abound

on all the

as the hills grow higher and

War measures have obliged me to post- more rugged, we find
in every nook and
pone the special work in which I intended recess, where there
is even a few rods of
to engage while here, and about which I "soil, a little vineyard.
proposed to write, and so I will give your
At Dole we pass a heavy train laden with
readers some account of our journey from
French soldiers on their way to Besancon,
London to this.delightful city.
having been recalled from Algiers, to go,
The ride from London to New Haven
at once to battle.
Poor fellows! They
presents ‘nothing worthy of particular noseem glad to look again upon their native
tice, more than one over English roads
country, although many of them will doubtin general. The same air of neatness is less fill new-made graves before they are
observable upon all the estates through
permitted to visit their beloved homes, now
which we pass, and beautiful scenes greet
SO near.
us on either hand, similar to those we noticFrom Pontarlier to Neuchatel the beauty
ed during our ride from Liverpool to Lon- |
of
the scenery is such that we readily agree
don. ‘There are four things pertaining to,
with
our guide-books in calling it the finthe English railways, however, which can
not fail to impress themselves
mind of sn observing Yankee.

upon the
The first

thing observable is the ears, or ‘‘carriages,”
as they are universally called here, which

est

road

across

the

car,

the en-

trance being ai the sides instead of at the
ends. Each of these compartments is furnished with two seats, running lengthwise
of it and across the car, sothat when the
car

is full, half the passengers are obliged

to ride
smaller
used in
instead

backwards. These cars are much
and mote lightly built than those
America, and have only four wheels
of eight or twelve. The second no-

ticeable" feature

is the ‘‘brake,” which dif-

fers from ours at home both in construction and application, being so arranged as
to come in contact with but one side of
the wheel, thus giving only one-half the
amount of friction Ohysiney by the American plan; and instead.of being applied by
a brakeman at the end of each car, is applied by means of counecting rods
to the
whole train at once, by the “Guard” (who
corresponds to the American oonductor)
at the end of the train. Third, we noticed
that the engine is so constructed that the
engineer rides out of doors, completely exposed to the severity of the elements, instead of having a roof over his “cab,” as
has the engineer in our own country; the

argument being that the very suffering he
may experience from exposure, will tend
to keep him on the alert, and active in the
discharge of his duties. The fuel used, too,
is of such a nature that it causes scarcely
any smoke at all, compared with that which
issues from locomotives in the United
States.
The road itself can hardly fail to attract
attention, being far in advance of any railway in America. It has not only the con-

tinuous rail, which we now find upon the
best American roads, but is so constructed,

—either macadamized or rendered hard in
some other manner,—as to avoid in a great
measure the suffocating dust which is so
great aninconvenience to American travelers.
Less than two hours’ ride brought us to
the quiet little town of New Haven, and
six hours more, by steamer, to Dieppe, the
French

port across the Channel.

And oh,

that English Channel! We had experienced
weeks of rough weather on the Atlantic
and upon the Great Lakes, all of which had
been passed through without once paying
our addresses to Neptune. And then to
be used up by this little trip of seventy miles!
—Well,we can recommend it as an excellent

aid in getting one into an humble frame of
mind! If éver people had a severe attack

of the “O my!" as Mark Twain so vividly
describes it. in

his ‘Innocents Abroad,” it

was the two hundred passengers on board
the little steamer Alexandra, upon the

eventful day in question,

Thinkof a few

scores, more or less, ranged along the sides

of a ship, over which they lean and keep
up a series of bows to the antipodes, low
enough to satisfy the most fastidious, and
you have a scene something like that we
would fain describe,
From Dieppe to Paris is a ride of four
hours, through a pleasant country but which

can hardly be appreciated, if made immedi-

scenery

in

the

world.

The

is simply a series of tunnels and via-

ducts.

At

a tuunel

are unlike those used on American railways, | the
being divided into little rooms or corpart- the
ments, extending

railroad

one

moment

next, we are upon

most

hundreds

we

emerge from

perhaps a mile or two in length,
beautiful

a lofty viaduct, with

of Swiss villages lying

of feet beneath us, and within a

stone’s throw from the car window. After
leaving Pontarlier the road winds through
a picturesque valley till we approach Verrieres, the last French station, shortly before reaching which point, we pass through
the defile of La Cluse, which is strongly

fortified on either side.
the

On

ancient Fort de Jourx,

our right is
strengthened

by modern works, and on a rocky eminence, towering far above us, to the left,
is a new fort. In this same Fort de Jourx
Mirabeau was imprisoned, in 1775, at the

instance of his father; and the celebrated
negro chieftain, Toussaint I’ Overture, was
also brought by order of Napoleon from
Hayti to this place, where he remained a
prisoner till death. Just beyond this point,
the road attains its greatest hight, about
three thousand feet above the sea-level.
A little farther on, we pass through the defile of La Chaine, in which the river Reuss
rises, in the form of a considerable stream.
This river is believed to flow by a subter-

racean course from a small lake four or
five

miles distant.

Shortly after, we come

upon the pretty village of Fleurier, noted
for its extensive watch manufactories, far
below us in the valley; and a little further
on still,
Motiers,

we pass near the little town of
where Rousseau spent some time,

by permission of the Russian governor,
Lord Keith, afler having been expelled
from Yverdon by the government of Berne,
and where he wrote his “Lettres de Montaigne.” A few miles further and we reach
Couvet, a picturesque little town about
two

thousand

feet above the sea-level, the

birthplace of Ferdinand Berthoud, the inventor of marine. chrongmeters for determining longitude; after which, the route
lies through level meadow-land with the
forest hights of the Jura mountains on
either side. Within a few minutes after
leaving this point the road passes through
five tunnels.
Upon emerging from the
1a8t,we come suddenly upon one of the most
beautiful views
conceivable,
In front

stretches ‘a most romantic valley, lyjog
hetween the ridges of the Jura, with the
lake of Neuchatel in full view a mile away,
beyond which the Alps are plainly visible.
We here traverse the vine-clad slopes of
the mountain, and then cross the Gorge of
Serrieres, by another lofty viaduct, while
the little castle Beauregard is seen far above
on the right.
:
The ride from Neuchatel to Geneva would
be thought quite exquisite only for the incomparable interest of that just taken. And
even now, it is one to be remembered.
The distance is about seventy miles, and
the time nearly five hours by rail. Kor the

first twenty miles we follow
the Lake Neuchatel, and the
miles bring us to Lausanne,
of Lake Geneva. This city,
fom, of the Romans, has about

sand inhabitants, and is the capital of the

Canton de Vaud. Tt contains a Cathedral
built

after the Gothic style, of simple but

massive , construction,

of

July,

1787,

when,

between

the hours of eleven and twelve gt night,
he wrote the last lines of his history of

Rome.

;

A ride of thirty. miles from Lausanne
along the shore of'Lake Geneva brings us
to this renowned city, concerning which we

readily

adapt their teaching to the ‘‘refined

age” in which they live. The old Bible way
of faith, that separates men from the world,
renouncing

its pleasures, honors and treas-

ure for the ‘reproach of Christ;” cutting
off right hands and plucking out right
eyes for Jesus’ sake, seems too rough for
these days of improvement.

Events of the Week.
NATIONAL

MUSICAL: CONGRESS.

This body, which is: 4, direct offshoot of
may have something to say in the futnre.
the great Boston Jubilee, held its second
AMATEUR.
annual session last week in New York city.
It was not very largely attended, but those
Congregational Association.
present were quite prominent members of
When persons are engaged in co-operat- the musical fraternity. The event of speing parts of the same great enterprise, it is cial interest during the session was the dewell for each to know what the others are velopment of a difference of views between
doing.
They are building a R. R. through Prof. Tourjee and Mr. Barnes of Boston,
the town of my residence, and though dif- Treasurer of the= Congress. The latter
rather severely
on
the
ferent portions are let out in contracts to -animadverted
various parties, yet each wishes to know Congress in his annual report,stating that he
how the others progress in their work. considered it a failure, &c., and ended by
Some are constructing culverts, some are resigning his office. Mr. Tourjee moved its
‘building bridges, some changing the loca- acceptance, declaring that Mr. Barnes’s hostion of highways, while uthers, in different tility was designed especially to promote
parties, are grading for the track. Alltrue his own pecuniary advantage, as he was
Christians, professing the same Saviour and also treasurer of the Boston Handel and
acting in the same cause, are preparing the Haydn society, whose financial condition
way of the Lord, and therefore it is profita- he feared would suffer by the proposed
There
ble to know of each other’s progress or dif- colossal concert by the Congress.
ficulties. Consequently a brief account of were also discussions of the various phases
what the Congregationalists of N. H. are of the musical art, and it was recommended
doing may not be unacceptable to your that a musical education be providedin
each of our Colleges.
readers.
:
i
The General Association of the Congre- ROBBERY OF THE METHODIST BOOK CONCERN.
gational and Presbytérian ehurches of N. H.
The treasure room of the Methodist Book
met at Milford, Aug. 23—25, and reviewed Concern in New York city was entered by
the labors of the past year and laid out plans thieves about the middle of last week, and
for the next, at least to some extent. They property of considerable value stolen.
prayed, talked and communed together, Many clergymen and other private deposand thus gained incitement and encourage- itors are among the losers, quite a number
ment from each other.
:
of the former having lost the savings of
The report of the state of religion men- years. The thieves carried away only what
tioned revivalsin several places, increased would be usable, leaving registered U. S.
interest in more, and conversions and addi- bonds and other similar papers scattered in
tions in still more. Accounts were particu- profusion on the floor. They did their
larly given of revivals in Portsmouth, Deer. work thoroughly, even re-locking the safe
field, Orfordville, Colebrook, -Laconia and after abstracting
its dontents, and left no
some others,
Fisherville,

while Barrington,
Hooksett, Bristol,

Piermont,
Marlboro

and others were referred to as having enjoyed refreshings. These gave force to the
appeal made to Christians for prayer and
personal consecration. Besides eternal prosperity, the greater matter of growth in
grace of Christians was said to be unseen.
Meeting houses have been built in South
Seabrook, Farmington, and for the Second
church in Keene, while in many other places they have been improved.
The houses
of the First church in Nashua and the West
in Concord have been burned, but are re-

building better than formerly.

Other signs

of raterial prosperity are found in

and parsonages

built, and

chapels

increased

sup-

port to ministers.

Last year there

were

churches, reporting

in this

18,946

state

191

members,

with

23,759 in Sabbath schools; and this year
probably there are about the same; for the
additions have been counterbalanced by
emigration, so that many churches are
weakened by removal of members.
This being the two hundred and fiftieth
year, or fifth period of fifty years, since the
landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth, itis observed as a Jubilee, and services. appropriate were -held.

Rev. E. D. Sanborn,

in Dartmouth College, delivered

Prof.

a histori-

cal digceurse ; addresses were made by Rev.
Messrs, C. W. Wallace, D. D., N. Bouton,
D.D.,
W.T.

S.L.Blake,
J. W. Chickering,
Savage, D. D., and others, and a

series of resolutions was adopted, looking
to further observance by conventions in
different parts of the state.

:

Action was also taken favorible fo the
formation of a National Congregational Conference, and a committee was appointed to
confer with committees already appointed
in other states, to provide some plan for
this object. Congregationalists bow to no
authority but that of Christ, yet they recognize fraternity of

churches,

and

more of this, some desire a
of all in the country.

to

bond

secure

of union

A pleasing incident came up at the anniversary meeting of the Education Society,
when a letter was read, written by Rev. A.

D. Smith, President of Dartmouth College,
to Prof. H. E. Parker, saying that twelve
young

men, more than there were

scholar-

ships for, had applied for help, and
found himself compelled ‘o decline to
‘them. One gentleman sent a note to
chairman of the meeting that he would
five,and others promised to aid one each

he
aid
the
aid
till

clew which might lead to their detection.
RETURN OF MINISTER MOTLEY.
The return of J. Lothrop Motley, ex-minister to the Court of St.

James,

leaves

that

Mission unprovided. for. His career as our
national representative has been eminently
successful, and he has won both the esteem
and confidence of the English government.
His recall at the present time seems unfortunate, both because there has not seemed
to be sufficient reasons fort, “and because

it will be difficult if not impossible

to se- ~*

cure the services of another diplomatist
who will so ably represent the United
States, and be as acceptable to English
statesmen. The President has already offered the Mission to two or three different °
gentlemen, each of whom has seen fit to
decline the service. He will doubtless find
it difficult to obtain the services of able
men, when

actual

occurrences indicate

so

strongly that they would be placing themselves at the disposal of a stubborn temper.
SPAIN.
A Carlist uprising has just been checked by the vigorous efforts of the govern.
ment.
It is said to have been instigated by the clergy. Several priests acted
as leaders, and one who was captured at

the head of his company

was summarily

executed by the Spanish authorities.

Many

of the insurgents fled into France, but were
promptly arrested on crossing the line.
Troops are stationed along the frontier to
prevent further disorder.
It seems to be the Spanish purposeto
still prosecute the war in Cuba. Additional aid, in the shape of troops, ammunition,
provisions, ‘&c., has been asked by those

already on the Island, and the request will
probably be granted. Spain is really a
long time in comprehending the folly
of her Cuban policy; its wickedness can
not be expected to trouble her much.
THE FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR.

There

has

been

considerable

fighting

during the week, the results of which at
this writing are uncertain. It seems that
the Crown Prince attacked the French under
McMahon near Beaumont on Taesday, winning a decisive victory and capturing prisoners and guns. It is also reported that
the battle was renewed next day, the Prussians being still victorious, but losing heavily. Other dispatches indicate, however,
that the result of Wednesday's fight was
unfavorable

to

the

Prussians,

the French

This ready re-

unexpectedly dealing them a heavy blow
and capturing thirty guns.

sponse was cheering to the meeting.
The other services, addresses and prayer
meetings were all good, but of varied

William, received Saturday night, says that
McMahon’s whole army surrendered to the

kinds.

Crown Prince Friday afternoon, at the close

all had assurance of help.

Tho

singing was fine,

especially

such pieces as ‘The breaking waves

dash-

ed

thee.”

high,” and“ My

Each

evening

at

country,

seven

tis

of

o’clock,

one-half

hour before service in the church,

LATEST. , An official

dispatch’ fiom King

of a desperate battle, which raged from the
early morning.
McMahon is wounded, and

Napeolon is a prisoner.

wide-

THE SWEDISH COLONY IN MAINE.
awake, open-air meetings were held in a
The Swedish colony in Maine; recently
little common in the center of the village,at formed by emigration from Sweden, has
which lively singing, short, direct address ‘received additions daring the week.
The
es and prayers drew together many who colonists dre intelligent, industgjous, of
are not usually found in church.
The im- good moral habits, and promise to do much
the shoreof | pressions appeared to be salutary. The toward developing the resources of northThey already number about
next fifteen people of the beautifal village were abun- ern Maipe.
on the shore dant in hospitality,and in many houses a re- one hundred and fifty persons, nearly all
the Lusan- ligious impression was left, while encour- of whom can read and write. Each family
twenty thou- agement . to prayer and continued effort receives one hundred acres ¢f land, five of

six hundred years

ad
/

*
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was gained.
“Speak

i
smooth

things unto

R. M.S,
us,” isthe

cry of the age, and many religious teachers

which are to be cleared and a log house

erected at once. Five years from the time
of occupancyngach family is to receive from
the state a clear title of possession.

THE

MORNING

STAR: SEPTEMBER

7, 1870.

risoner’s bands,and lead him

) burs and brazen gates.

h visit thi yor unseen by mortal
‘eyes. vii Bis oun his dream, a ladder

the appearance which we have chosen
above all others. We boast in it, and all
other *‘ boasting is excluded.”

This dress is the passport into glory. You
can not be refused entrance if Christ covers
If his merits are imputed to you, all

Teaching from earch so heaves, 4nd the an- you.

that he had never consciously done wrong

to any one.

This religion is spoken of ag ‘‘the man
of sin, the son of perdition,

who

opposeth

and exalteth himself above all that is called
God,or that is worshiped;

fo tuat he

a

NUMERIOAL STRENGTH.

The most relia-

Baokstiping.

He who backslides, - or

ble statistics we can give as to numbers renounces the Christian religion, brings
are those in the American Ecclesiastical Al- unspeakable sorrow upon his own soul,
manac for 1868. The number there given The backslider brings a reproach upon the

is one hundred and eighty five millions cause of religion, and. proves the ruin
four hundred and twenty-two thousand. of precious souls. Again, the backslider

against refusing to join with any congregation on account of difference of opinion.
He said, ‘if they do but fear God, work

righteousness, and keep His commandments, we have nothing to object to. Rd ned

Diary

Henry Crabb Robinson.
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the sins of your past life are putaway; and | -God sitteth in the temple of God, showing Protestants are put down at ninety-five must inevitably perish, when God shall
eight hundred and thirty-five judge the world in righteousness.
if his Holy Spirit is imparted to convey to himself that be is God,” 2 Thess. 2: 3, 4. millions
your soul the victories of his death, you “Whose coming is after satan, with all pow- thousand. By this it is seen that there are
DisAPPOINTMENT. ' Disappointment is the
when we sleep and when we wake. ‘And it may undoubtingly expect an abundant en-: er,and signs,and lying wonders,and with all nearly twice as many Romanists as Pro- common lot of mankind. , Hence, none’
Whether for lingering illness, or deceivableness of unrighteousness in them | testants. Pagans number some six hun- should have their affections too much place- °
may be so, forare they not: all minister- trance.
The Heavenly Life.
dred millions.
This view of the religious ed on perishable objects; for if they do,
mat
ing spirits, sent forth to minister to the for . sudden death, you are alike ready. that perish, v. 9, 10.
Rl
Your peace is like a river,
heirs of salvation?
The Revelator Iridgs to view Roms condition of the world, also that of the their plans will, sooner or later, be defeatSome persons seem to think that, when
The angels take a deep and lively interAnd it is always the same;—the royal pagan and Rome papal, by a great red smaller portion of Protestants, who are ed. But there is one Being who.neyer disthey get to heaven, they will have nothing est in the conversion of souls, and doubt- dress for every occasion. Inthe more com- dragon with seven heads and ten horns, experimental believers in Christ, gives an appoints those who trust in him. He is
to do but to sit down on a cushioned seat less do what they can to bring about such hon engagements of life Jesus is needed, 12: 38. Both of these persecuted the idea of the vastness of the work to be done, ever ready to alleviate the sorrows of his
and fold their arms in idleness, or sing stir- conversions.
for it is in lesser things of life that the soul church ; and when the church fled into the to bring the world at large to a saving mourning children. His promises are sure,
ring or sentimental hymns through all
even unto the end of the world. All can,
For there is joy in the presence of the is most tempted ; and surely we would not wilderness, it cast a floodof water from, its knowledge of Jesus Christ,
eternity. Now I think this must be a mis- angels of God over one sinner that repent- be without royal robes on royal occasions. mouth, denoting still another attempt to
DecrLiNe.
For centuries Romanism had therefore, trust in him with implicit confitake.
eth. Jesus came into the world to save Let not any people wonder that we always destroy the people of God.
. almost complete sway, except in Pagan dence, with no fears of being disappointed,
There wil! be no drones in heaven, no souls, to seek and to save that whi¢h was have the same dress. It never grows old,
nations. But three and a half centuries either in time or eternity.
Again, a beast was seen rising out of the
idlers, noloafers.
There will be no drudg- lost. And at_his birth a multitude of the —it never ' becomes
common.
‘ Jesus sea, having seven heads, ten horns, ten ago the Reformation under Luther stayed | TrMPTATION. Merely to be tempted fo do’
éry, no hard or unpleasant task; butall heavenly host descended by night, and Christ, the same yesterday, and to day, and
its progress and gave it a staggering blow. wrong, is not a sin in the sight of God, as
crowns, and upon his heads the name
will be active, all will have employment.
hovered over the plains of Bethlehem, and
forever.” For all past saints have puton fblasphemy,” Rev. 13: 1. The dragon This was the first historical presage of its some suppose. We read that Christ ‘was
They would not be happy otherwise.
sang,—‘‘Glory to God in the highest, on the Lord Jesus Christ. The angel to Abra- (devil) gave him his power, his seat and fall. Ever since, the true faith has been in all points tempted like as we are, yet
We know at present but little of what earth peace, good will to men.”
Angels ham and the Lord to the disciples on the great authority, v. 2. And he opened his gathering strength. Once the Papacy mar- without sin.” Then, it is evident that
the employments and enjoynents of hes aven
ministered to Jesus after his temptation in way
to Emmaus are the same, though mouth in blasphemy against God; made tyred the saints; but since Mafy of En- yielding to the temptation is what constigland burned them at the stake, and Philip tutes the guilt.
.
will be.. The Bible now and then lifts the the wilderness. And when he was in the under very different appearances. Beloved,
war with the saints and overcame them, II.,0f Spain, put them to death by slow torA COMPARISON.
Sputious money often
curtain a littlé, and we get a glimpse of hands of his enemies, and about to be cru- -Jesus, our Jesus, is the glory of Zion!
v. 6, 7. All this has been fulfilled by
what is going on there.
Jesus tells us cified, Jesus had power to deliver himself Only Jesus: let us sing!
All along the Romanism. Then a beast came up outofthe tures 3() years ago, this work has mostly passes for the true coin, the pure metal.
But when it is tried in the crucible, the imthat the redeemed of the earth will be as from their hands, or he could pray to his ages,
though under different externals, earth with two horns like a lamb,—Roman ceased.
the angels of God m heaven. And we shall, Father and he would give him legions of walking and talking with him, (and thus
Once the Pope was supreme in the church position is discovered. So with some proCatholics have sometimes affected humility.
perhaps, get clearer and more correct ideas angels. The angels were ready and waitappearing in his likeness) have made the and love, but this beast ‘‘ spakeas a drag- and also in the State. Kings were de- fessors of religion. They, like the counterof the employments and enjoyments of the ing to be commissioned to hasten to his
character of Patriarch, Lawgiver, High on.” Harshness, haughtiness and arrogance throned and princes set up, at his pleasure. feit coin, shine brightest outside, and conBut he has lost his temporal authority. In sequently are esteemed as genuine Chris.
upper sphere by considering the life and rescue, and
Jesus,
instead’ of passing “Priest, Prophet, King and gospel believer.
appear in spite of pretended goodness. fact he has been tumbled about in national
service of the angels,than in any other way. through the gates of death, might have This is the glory of the saints.
tians. Bat when tried in the great day of
Satan can not love.
conflicts as any other man. -In 1798, he assize, their religion will be declared a base
True, we have only occasional hints in the rode triumphantly to his home in heaven.
We put on Jesus by. the Holy Ghost.
This power is spoken of. as ¢‘ the great
Scriptures respecting the angelic life. But
And when Jesus shall come again to He takes full possession of our hearts, and. whore that sitteth upon many waters; and was captured by French troops and carried deception.
these are full of meaning.
AxoTHER FAILURE. Voltaire said, ‘Jesus
breathes within us the glory of the Lamb. the inhabitants of the earth have been made away as prisoner. In 1848 the Pope was
finish his work in the affairs of this world,
driven from Rome, and a popular govern- Christ began the conversion of the world
And, in the first place, the angels are not
and gather in the final harvest of souls, the Immediately our characters are shaped into drunk with the wine of her fornication,”
ment was established in the seat of Papal with twelve men; but I, with six, will
idle. They are strong and active.
They angels will come with him. And they will a likeness with that of our adorable Lord.
Rev. 17:1, 2. Next, a woman was seen
And, within a few months, the banish Christianity from the earth.” Doubt~
have no hard or unpleasant work to dé. bejemployed as reapers in gathering the We see, we show forth His glory.
Glory on a * scarlet-colored beast, full of names power.
Pope
would
have been obliged to flee from less the boasting sons of infidelity will be
God does all the hard work, himself; what a
harvest. And, when the purposes for is «“ excellence made manifest.” The pe- of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten
his
country
had
he not been favored by the as greatly disappointed when they awake
would be hard or impossible for them,
culiar
dress
of
God’s
people,
their
characwhich this world was made and accomplishhorns. And the woman was arrayed in
protection of French bayonets.
in endless perdition, as Voltaire was, when
would be very easy for him.
Their nd S| ed, these heavens and this earth will pass ter if you please,—is his excellence made purple and scarlet color, and
decked
Some of the above triumphs were not he found that he, with his six men, could
are very easy and very pleasant.
Or if away, and give place to a new heaven and
manifest in them. None need be told that with gold and precious stones and pearls,
permanent in their results, and yet they not “banish Christianity from the earth.”
God gives them a difficult task to perform, anew earth.
And then the angels will it is the work of the Holy Spirit to bring having
a golden cup in her hands full of
Humirity. Nothing looks so lovely in
he always helps them do it, and that makes
sing another song, and the redeemed of out upon saints the lineaments of their abominations and filthiness of her fornica- shook the power of his Holiness the Pope,
it very easy. Paulsays he can do all things the earth will join in that song, and =the &l- Lord's divinity. But it is their privilege tion. And upon her forehead was a name and rendered his authority weaker and a young disciple of the Saviour ashumilthrough Christ who strengthens him. And leluias which they will sing will be more
ity. Without it, it is impossible to be a
to expect such a result in the present life. written, Mystery, Babylon the great, the weaker.
Till the late wit between Austria and child of God. When a young professor is
God always strengthens and helps those sweet, more loud and long, than atthe cre¢¢ The-fruits of the Spirit ”’ make heavenly mother of harlots and abominations of the
Prussia, the former country was a great aid proud and self-assuming, he clearly shows
who try to do something themselves.
men and women.
ation of this world, when the morning stars
earth.” The woman was ‘‘ drunken with
The angels are God's company.
Or sang together and all the sons of God
Too long hasthe darkness of doubt rest- the blood of the saints and with the blood to the Pope in times of trouble. But the that he does not possess the spirit of Christ;
rather they are a part of his family.
They shouted for joy.
ed on the dear children of the Lord. They of the martyrs of . Jesus,” Rev. 17: 3—6. | victory of Prussia at Sadowa changed that. for nothing shone more conspicuously in his
are his children,—his elder children, his
have spoken. and acted as though the im- A little farther on, it is said,—¢* Her sins Isabel of Spain not long ago offered the character than humility.
Such are some of the employments and
Pope a place in her dominions. But she
first born, They are sometimes called the
A Wise MAN AND AF
Mason has
enjoyments of the angels. And such, if age of Jesus was rather to .shine upon have reached unto heaven,” Ch. 18: 5. ‘has been driven from her throne and might
"sons of God,—the morning stars,—so bean
faithfully
delineated
the
difference.
‘A
others
than
themselves.
Now,
by
the
And farther still; “ By thy sorceries were
we rightly improve our time here, will be
sought an
asylum in the Papal wise man,” says he, ‘has his foibles as
tiful and bright are they.
They are older
promised Holy Ghost, ‘let them arise and all nations deceived,” v. 23. And once] ‘have
our employments and enjoyments in an| states, had not France been near at hand well as a fool. Bat the difference between
than Adam and Eve... And they grow in
‘‘In her was found the blood of}
other world.
And we may have a fore- shine, and make their boast in the Lord. more,
beauty and in strength-.as they grow in
Let them walk in the exalted conséiousness prophets, and of saints, and of all that were || and more readily approached.
them is, that the foibles of the one are
|
Protestantism is making its way in most
years.
And they all waif on God.
They taste of the employments and enjoyments of their heavenly character, relations and
known to himself, and concealed from the
slain upon the earth,” v. 24.
Jesus has
| of the countries of Europe where Cathol- world; while the foibles of the other are
do his errands, bear his messages and cele- of heaven while here on earth.
power with God. And why should they
These
various
passages
so
well
describe
|
He has
brate his works with songs of praise. They | employment for us here and now.
not? ‘Does it not grieve the Holy Spirit of the awful character and bloody persecutions | icism is yetin the ascendency.. In Aus- known to the world, and concealed from
tria a law has been passed authorizing himself. The wise man sees those frail-lived with God before this world was made. laid his commands upon us, and in keeping: |- God, when his “seal is not manifest?
of the Papal church, that Protestant readers |
He tells us
They were present at its creation, but not them there is great reward.
Church of ther Lord Jesus, put on your and interpreters of the Bible are pretty] | marriages by civil officers as well as by ties in himself, which others can not; but
as indifferent and idle spectators.
They to seek first the kingdom of heaven, and all white robes, and sing his welcome and
Catholic priests. Italy hasobtained a like the fool-.is blind to those blemishes in his
oe
.
uniformly agreed as to the application N fl Jaw, and, more" surprising
He
took a deep and lively interest in the work. needful faings wiil be added to us.
still, sanctioned
your victory.
¢‘Jesus Only,” is the uncharacter, which are conspicuous to everythem
to
that
church.
So when God came to make this world, he tells ‘us to¥ay not up for ourselves treasures
“he matrimonyof priests, in opposition to body else.”
ceasing happiness of those who have taken
LeNGTH
oF
Time.
The
Scriptures,
in
a
let the angels come with him.
And, per- on earth,but in heaven,—to consecrate our- him as their
the celibacy before enjoined.
sanctifying and satisfying
Duty.
If one has duty to perform, he
haps, he let them "take some part in fitting selves and al] that we have to him, and we portion. Jesus only is constant victory; figurative way, indicate how long Ro- | Byt we will not dwell here. Saflice it ought always to do it,let circumstances be as
shall receive an hundred fold of enjoyment it is ¢¢ joy unspeakable and full of glory ;” manism will exist to persecute, destroy, | | that the Captain of our salvation is on his they may ,and leave the event with the Lord.
up and farnishing this fair earth, and making it a convenient and pleasant habitatig in this world, and in the world to come, it is the seal of usefulness everywhere. deceive and corrupt. The first is in Dan. || way. He is riding forth with his law and
Ungodly professors and wicked men may
for man.
Possibly the angels had some- everlasting life,—a higher and better life * Thanks be unto God, which always caus- 7. After naming that this power shall | crown.
*¢ He shall see the travail of his oppose; but if we obey God, they can do
thing to do in the ornamental part of this than this,—the life of angels and spirits of eth us to trinmph in Christ, and maketh speak great words against the Most High, | soul and be satisfied.” If, in our country, us no harm.
di suchas shaping and bordering the the just made perfect, where this mortal manifest the savor of His knowledge by us wear out the saints, &e., it is said,—* TheyV1 the Papacy is increasing, it is much by
Lire. Nothing is so desirable as life.
shall be given into his hands until a time,he immigration.
orest leaves, painting the flowers, plan- shall put on immortality, where these slow in every place.”
‘¢ Jesus reigns here.” ¢‘ He The miser parts with his gold for the con3%
times and the dividing of time.” Time is] i shall reign till He hath put all enémies unning the plumage ofthe birds, and compos- and sluggish bodies shall be transformed
Fort Lee, N. J.
I. M. S.
tinuation of life. But eternal lifeis freely
interpreted a year, times two years, and
ing for each a song.
But, however that into spiritual bodies, and these earthly garder his feet.”
offered, ‘without money and without price.’
dividing
of
time
halfa
year,
making
three
may be, the angels took a lively interest in ments, worn ‘and faded and soiled, shall be
OVERTHROW
oF RomanisM.
It shall The - only requirement
is submission to
years and a half,and allowing thirty days to
laid aside, and we shall be clad in angel
Roman Catholicism.
the creation of this earth. . For, when God
come, for the mouth of the Lord hath spokGod.
'Fhis
we
know
is
easy.
The Saa month as the Jews did, the whole is 1260 en it,—¢‘ I beheld even till the beast was
crowns. |
laid its deep foundations, and marked out robes and crowned with starry
BY JOSEPJ FULLONTON.
viour
says:
‘Take
my
yoke
upon
you,
and
days. In prophecy, one day sometimes slain, and his body destroyed and given to
And in place of these earthly labors and
—
E—
its dimensions, and stretched the line upon
learn
of
me;
for
I
am
meek
and
lowly
in
it, then the morning stars sang together,and toiis, we shall sometimes circle around the
The enlightenment and conversion of the stands for a year, as in the seventy weeks the burning flame,” Dan.7: 11. ‘And heart; and ye shall find rest unto your
from
the
date
of
the
edict
to
rebuild
Jeruthrone, with angels and the redeemed, and
all the sons of God shouted for joy.
heathen engage the attention and labors
they shall take away his dominion to con- souls; for my yoke is easy, and my burden
salem to the death of the Messiah, Dan. 9.
sume and to destroy it unto the end,”
wv. is light.”
"And the angels have taken a deep and wake the echoes of surrounding worlds of God’s people, as weli may be the case.
The same time is given repeatedly in Reve26. This was said of the little horn that
lively interest in the affairs of this world with songs of praise and loud slleluias to Jesus died for them ; their souls are preTue MioNigar Hour. This is a peculiar
And sometimes, -perhaps often, cious, and they ought to be saved. Efforts lation ; * And the holy city shall they tread spoke great words against the Most High, season for reflection. The Christian looks
ever since its creation. They are deeply the Lamb.
under foot forty and two months,” Rev.
interested in God's dealings with mankind. we shall go out from his presence, like a are made to have other classes in delusion,
and which the more part believe to be the Pu- upon the past with pleasure, and on the
11:2. Thisis 1260 days. * And I will
flash
of
light,
to
view
his
outer
works
or
sin and misery, blessed with the gospel of
pacy.
fature with hope and joy. He sees heaven
Into these things the angels desire to lock,
give power unto my two witnesses,and they
Christ; but it’ has seemed strange to us
opened to his view, with its ten thousand
and do look. And they find employment bear his behests to distant worlds, and
Paul describes the ¢“ Man of sin,” and
sball prophesy a thousand two hundred
and pleasure in doing God’s will on this again return with the rapidity of thought that Romanism receives so little attention and three score days”, v. 3. ‘And the then says,—‘‘ Whom the Lord shall con- resplendent beauties. But not so with the
when
the
work
is
done,
as
angels
now
are
from the press and other means of public
earth, as wellas inheaven.
When Adam
- woman fled into the wilderness, where she sume with the spirit of his mouth, and sinner. He beholds the past with remorse,
and Eve were sent forth from the garden of often sent from heaven to earth, and instruction. .It is a great power in “the had a place preparedof God, that they shall destroy with the brightness of his and the future witk—dread,
He scans, as
2 Thess. 2:8
Eden, for their disobedience,
angels, or again recalled from earth to heaven, and as world, and in our country is fast increas- should feed her there a thousand two hun- coming,’’
it were, the gulf of perdition.
What a conThe Revelator saw an angel come from trast between the life of the Christian and
cherubim, were placed there, with flaming we soon shall be, when our earthly work is ing. The increase is largely by immigrants dred and three score days,” Ch. 12: 6.
Ifit is rightly done, our Lord will from the eastern continent, but that is less
heaven.
He cried mightily with a strong that of the sinner!
swords, to guard its entrance, and keep the done.
S. H. B.
say
to
us,—*“Well
done, good and faithful alarming than the fact that it has gains Again, in the wilderness,‘ she is nourished voice,—‘‘Babylon is fallen, is fallen, "Rev.
way of the tree of life.
An angel was sent
for
a
time,
and
times,
and
half
a
time)”
to the relief of Hagar and her. son, when servant, thou hast been faithful overa few from people of Protestant education and v. 14. ¢ And power was given unto him | 18: 2. ¢ Her plagues shall come in one
things, I will make thee ruler over many influences. These are specimens :—Doane,
Wesley 's-Preaching.
they were perishing with hunger and thirst
Ch. 13: day, death and mourning and famine; and
things, enter thou into the joy of thy Lord.” of New Jersey, is the son of an Episcopal to continue forty and two months,’
——
Bae
in the wilderness of Beersheba.
Just beshe shall be utterly burned with fire,” v.
5.
”
KENT,
bishop; Hecker, of New York, is the son
“It
was,
I
believe,
in October, 1790, and
fore the destruction of Sodom and Gomor- |
8.
Kings
will
say,—‘“
Alas,
alas!
that
Thus the precise period is. given. six
of a Presbyterian; two priests in New
rah, angels were sent to hasten Lot and bis |
not
long
before
his
death, that I heard
‘great
city
Babylon,
that
mighty
city!
for
times. By what is said in connection in
Oh
Coton Dress.
England are sons of Congregationalists,
v. 10.. John Wesley in the great, round meetingfamily from the city; and when they had
every instance, there can be little or no in one hour thy judgment is come,”
escaped,the Lord rained fire and brimstone
“Pat ye on the Lord Jesus Christ.” and three priests in this country are sons doubt that it relates to the time Romanism Merchants also will say,—‘ Alas, alas! house at Colchester. He stood in a wide
that great city; for in one hour so great pulpit, and on each side stood a minister,
upon the city and destroyed it.
When Put him on as a garment, so that you may of Methodists, two of them having fathers shall continue, 1260 years.
Abraham, aged and heavily-laden with appear in his graces. You may look in- who are preachers in that denominagp, having their
Now, if we knew the precise time when riches is come tonought,” v: 17. ¢ And and the two held him
grief, wasslowlytoiling up the mountain differently until robed in your choice gar- tion.
Catholicism, as a great power, commenced, a mighty angel took up a stone like a great hands under his armpits. His feeble voice
Irs Age. Under the reign of the Roman the time of its end could be determined. millstone, and cast it into the sea, saying, was barély audible.
But his reverend
side with Isaac, his beloved son, the son of ments. This dress of the saints is sure to
his old age, whom he loved ‘better than make the most homely, handsome; and Eniperor Constantine, who was in power But that is the difficulty, “It is not for Thus with violence shall that great city countenance, especially his ‘long, white
his life, and whom he was commanded to the most vile and wicked, clean and just. from A. D. 806 to 837, Christianity was you to know times and seasons, which the Babylon be thrown down, and shall be locks, formed a picture never to be foroffer up as a burnt offering upon its sum- John Newton, before he had it on, was made the religion of the State; Pagan per- Father hath put in his own power,” Acts found no more at all,” v. 21. The holy gotten. There was a vast crowd of lovmit, an angel was commissioned to watch lost to virtue; but this dress made him a secution ceased ; Christians were at ease 1:7. Itis not the object of Prophecy to apostles and prophets rejoiced. A great ers and admirers. It was, for the most
over the scene and deliver Isaac from new man.
Indeed, this dress is called the and exalted to high places; vital piety at make the exact time of events understood, voice of much people in heaven said,— part, pantomime, but the pantomime went
death, after the faith and fidelity of the ‘“ new man.” It has done the same for once declined, and Roman Catholicism or the fall particulars of what is predict- «* Alleluia: Salvation, and glory, and hon- 10 the heart. Of the kind, I never saw
or, and power unto the Lord our God; for anything comparable to it'in after- life.”
father had been fully proved. © When Dan- many of the readers of this paper. By his generated in the stagnant pool of a weak, ed.
iel was cast into den of lions, an angel was grace, which was ‘exceeding abundant worldly Christianity. It existed in its in;
The late Wm. Miller, who predicted the He hath judged the great whore,” Ch. 19: —P. 19. This incident was never forgotsent to shut their mouths, and, through the toward us,” we ‘‘ put off concerning the cipient stages in the fourth, certainly in the end of the world in 1843, fixed up on A. D. 1, 2. The four and twenty elders said,— ten by Robson, He often Felated it at
Alleluia.” And. a voice of a his own table, with the addition, that so
long, dark night, Daniel lay among the li- conversation the old man, which is cor- filth, century, and in the early part of the 538 as the time when the Papal abomination “Amen,
ons in their den, and in the morning came rupt according to the deceitful lusts;” and sixth it was in great power, with the Pope was set up, and adding 1260 years, the great multitude, and as the voice of many greatly was Wesley reverenced, that the
out unharmed. An angel was sent to the we were ‘ renewed in the spirit of our at its head. Itis then one of the old reli- time it wasto continue, the time extends waters, and as the voice of mighty thunder- people stood in a double line to see him
tomb of Jesus, to witness and make known mind ;” and we ‘‘ put on the new man, giong, having existed at least 1300 years.
to 1798. He maintained that it fell that ings said,—*¢ Alleluia: for the Lord God as he passed through the streets on his
way to the chapel. In a letter written at
the resurrection.
3 BIBLE PREDICTIONS OF ITS CHARACTER: year, as the Pope was taken captive by the omnipotent reigneth,” v, 4—6.
| which after God is created in righteousthe time to one of his brothers, he gave
. He rolled away the stone from the door ness and true holiness.” The putting on The first is in the ‘book of Daniel. The French army. The power would waste
the following particulars of the same ocaway
forty-five
years
more,
and
the
world
Gleanings.
of the sepulcher, and sat upon it.
His of Christ changed our whole characters and fourth beast had ten horns—the Roman
currence:
‘‘At another time, and not
——
countenance was like lightning, and his lives. Our present and eternal joy com- Empire with ten kings. Among the ten end in 1843. But modern Adventists have
CHARACTER.
An irreproachable charac- knowing the man, I should have almost
menced. We have been miracles of grace. horns was another ¢ little horn with eyes ‘not applied exegetical rules in interpreting
raiment as white as snow.
How beautiful,
and yet how fearful!
No wonder that, for The blessed Jesus has not only been ap- like a man and a mouth speaking great the Scriptures, and their mode of using fig- ter is of more worth than gold and silver, ridiculed his figure. Far from it now.
beheld and the ures and cyphering out particular times is houses and lands; yet, byimprudence, it I look upon him with a respect bordering
fear of him, the keepers did shake and be- pearing in our lives, but all the time that things.” Dan. 7:8, ‘I
came as dead men.
The angels have no we have been seeking his presence, and same horn made war with the saints and as fancy or convenience dictates; and this may be blasted, never to be repaired. on enthusiasm. After the people had sung
said,
fear. They are alike safe and happy, per- living under his name, he has been work- preyailed against them.” v. 21. Again it method would create a smile even among When moral character is gone, all is gone. one verse of a hymn, he rose and
Though one may possess wealth, what is “It gives me great pleasure to find that
haps, whether they are in God’s pavilion or ing in our hearts to produce fruit unto was predicted that he would speak great school boys.
Dr. Clarke thinks the temporal power of this compared with a good name? Spurn- you have not lost your singing. Neither
in the lion’s den.
This angel had no fear. eternal life, that all might see that we have words against the Most High and would
think
to
change
times
and
seasons,
v.
25.
life
in
him,
and
that
we
have
it
more
Papacy
might have commenced
in 755, ed from the society of the good, miserable men nor women—you have not fogrot a
He descended from heaven with the velocisingle note. And I hope. that by the asSome have thought this a prophecy of An- when the king of France conferred civil must be the condition of such.
ty of a sunbeanm. He came unarmed. Sin- abundantly.
Tee CHURCHYARD.
If there is. any- sistance of the same God, who enables you
That is what we mean by putting on the tiochus Epiphenes; a persecutor of the authority upon Pope Stephen II. Add 1260
gle-handed and alone, he rolled away the
thing
in
this
vale
of
mortality,
calculated to sing well, you may do all other things
Jews,
but
others,
with
more
propriety,that
Lord
Jesus
Christ,—receiving
him,
and
years, and itsend will be in A.D. 2015,
heavy stone from the door of the sepulcher
At
to
excite
tender
emotions
in
the
mind,
it is well.) A universal ‘Amen’ followed,
it
was
of-the
Roman
religion.
resting
on
Him
as
our
inner
and
outer
life.
145
years
from
the
present
year.
Dr.
and sat upon it.
How cool! How calm !
The Saviour foretold that the time Clarke says, however, * I neither lay stress to visit the cemetery, and there spend a few the end of every head or division of his
How confident! Rolled away the stone and It comprehends an entire submission to His
sat uponit! He cared not for the soldiers will, and an exceeding simplicity of trust would come when whosoever killed the upon nor draw = conclusions from these moments in serious contemplation. Here discourse, he finished by a kind of praythe living may learn the frailty of human er, a momentary wish, as it were, not conwho guarded that door.
The glittering in him for everything. Our way, our good would think he did God, service, dates.”
Mr. Barnes and others say thatthe time life, and the consummation of sublunary en- sisting of more than three or four words,
bayonets and pointing spears could do him ‘place, our times, our death, our surround- John 16:2. It was so when the Jews
no harm. With the brightness of his coun- ings, our reputation, are all put at his dis- were persecuted and slain ; it was so with when the Papal religion was set up and joyments. Could men behold these things which were always followed by a univertenance, and the fiery flashing of his eye, posal. So, as Business men, or in our so- the bigoted Mary of England, and Motley the 1260 years commenced, can not be de- in their proper light, would they not live sal buzz. His discourse was short, the
all the sldiers were laid! prostrate at his cial position, we wear his habit, unwill- relates that Philip II, of Spain, who sub- termined. But all agree that its termina- and act far different? Would they not text I could not hear. After the last prayto lingering tortures and tion is near, and that its end hasteth great- weep and tremble, exclaiming, ‘We are er he rose up and addressed the people upfoet. And when Peter was cast into prison, ingto appear in any relation as discon- jected Christians
creatures of a moment.”
on liberality of sentiment, and spoke much
gent to open the prison doors, nected, for an instant, from him. This is death, declared, near the close of life, ly. ““Evenso letit be.”
gels of God ascending and descending iy
on it. Milton tells us that millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth unseen, both
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‘Who trembles lesesthe bonds 80 newly severed
:
Be bound agaip.
:
I walk as one who feels that he is breathing
Ungenial air;

.

For whom as wiles the tempter still is wreathing
;
The bright and fair.

7 steps, I know, are on the plain of danger,
oe

(
pass aalong,
a stranger y
But looking
up, 1L pane
pi. Vooeg

to drag me down-

ard
aro:
Its spell is gone;
My eouIse ls now right upward

and

War

?

right

on-

dark

in,

night

2
In gloom away;
Speed thy fair dawn of light, and
ing,

to confidence in his fellow-beings. He
loved them, and he felt disposed to speak
words of love to them. He loved God as a
Father, and felt sure that others must love
to draw near to Hiu
in prayer. Aud it appears he was not a
Meigister. He drew the
magnet cross that confused heap of human,
life, and every fragment of true ore came
out to meet it. *
Is not this what is meant by not hiding a

light under a bushel, but putting it on a

candlestick ?
The peculiar adaptation then, that this
person had, was Christian love and Chris-

is steal

joy,

and

tian faith so pressing his mind and soul as
to make him in’ a certain degree a representative of Christ on earth. As old Chrys-

feel,

- Thou Star of Day,!

ostom

For Thee, its God ,1ts King, the long rejected,

Earth groans and cries;
For Thee, the long-beloved, the long-expected,
Thy bride still sighs,
— Bonar,

The

Traveler's

Talisman.

sengers to the very extent of their capacity,

and often beyond any limits of comfort and
convenienee.
Men, women and children, and many babies, were day after day cooped up in the

narrow space by day, and the still narrower
accomodations by night. They wedged and
jostled upon each other in a way that made
the ‘‘ loving one’s neighbor asone's self” a
very severe Christian exercise.
The passengers were of all grades as to
station in life and habits of refinement, yet
for several days they were squeezed and
packed into an intimacy of relations never
prevailing in any well regulated family.
Gentlemen's

boots

would,

in

the

night-

watches,
find their way into the ladies’
cabin—only separated
from
the men’s
apartment by a curtain. Sturdy male sleep-

ers, who had the habit of sleeping out loud,

disturbed the air with most unearthly
noises. Babies cried, poor things, hot and
nervous from the half-share of the narrow
shelf, which they occupied with mammas
and nurses; and a general melee of feminine and childish articles blocked up the
morning toilet operations, and seemed to
make the finding of one’s personal belong-

ings, and the reconstruction of the daily
toilet, a matter of impossibility.
Yet, after

a while, every morning, order was restored, and the company dressed and
lounged about, gazing listlessly on each
other and the strange and glorious mountain scenery through which the little boat
was passing.
Under these circumstances we were

somewhat dismayed,

when a mild, pleasant

old gentleman, who was traveling on the
boat with his wife and three or four children, announced his intention of having
prayers in the cabin.
We were amazed, because loving relig-

ion, and sensitive

to

anything

that

might

look like an ill-advised display of its exter-

nals, we doubted whether such an attempt
might not be a failure and bring ridicule
upon serious things—in short, whether to

propose religious exercises in that mixed,
uncertain society, might not be a disastrous

We intimated as much to the good gentleman, who listened to us with placid patience. ‘There are, I am persuaded,” he
said, ¢ in all this great company many
as

we do, that it

would be pleasant on our journey to ac-.
knowledge the presence of our Heavenly
Father with us; we should have prayers at
home,
why not umite with each other
here?”
:
Accordingly he went into the ladies’ cab-

in, and taking out his

pocket

Bible, asked

the ladies there sitting, ‘* if it would be
agreeable to them to have a short religious
exercise?” Something in his gentle tone
and manner won upon them, forthe assent

was
immediate
and
cordial—one
lady
spoke to another, and so on, till quite a cir-

cle was gathered. Some said, ‘‘Let me
speak to my brother, my husband, or my
father,” and several gentlemen thus called
came in, and soon not only the

ladies’ cab-

in but the gentlemen's was full of quiet, at-

tentive listeners.

!

The
old gentleman read the psalm,
“The Lord is my ‘Shepherd, * and followed
it by some very simple and tender remarks.
He spoke of the’ accidents and dangers of

travel, of the separation

from

our

homes,

and of the blessedness of feeling that we
were all watched and guarded by the Good

Shepherd ; he alluded

young

children

with

a

was

a

Christ-

that
And

he had so
before the

three days were over, even the drinking,
swearing rowdies among the boat-hands
came to listen to the daily services, saying
sheepishly to each other, *¢ It pleases the
old, gentleman, you know.”
H
Thus did he preach Christ on a journey.
One other anecdqte of this same good man
will show how he preached Christ on other
occasions.
:
He was owner of a large farm, and on
one occasion had a great quantity of hay
out on Sunday. The weather had been
dry, and there had been thought to be no
prospect of rain. On Sunday afternoon,
however, the sky darkened and there appeared to be a shower pending.
wm
Rho hired men came running to him for
permission to get in the hay.
*“ No, no,” he said, placidly.

:
¢ let

suade those young men of a living power
in Christianity, than any amount of treat-

ises.
SE
The talent then, for preaching Christ acceptably, is one that can be got by culture—it may be had for the asking, it is the
talent of faith and love.
He that hath the Son

of

God

him, hath power—a power
to himself.

abiding in

often insensible

.

The celebrated German
scholar, Tholuck, stated in
early life, that he was a
prize essay was written to

professor
regard to
skeptic.
show that

and
his
His
Ma-

hometanism was superior to Christianity.
He had one friend and patron, the Baron

Von Kottwitz, a humble pietist.
The Baron never reasoned with his pupil—he was an old soldier and not skilled
in the tongues, but this he did:
He sold
his whole estates and property, and with
the money founded an institution for the
destitute families, made so by ‘the Bona.

partean wars. Here he lived with them,
sharing their foéd, guiding their labors,
comforting their sorrows, and bearing them
onward in the arms of Christian love. The
image of the good Baron walking before
me, said Tholuck,

led

me

for unbeliefin all

ages.— Christian

such Christians will be more

to.

Chriss,

and

than a match
Union.

The Dying Infidel’'s Sermon.
—rr

———

Father M——, of Mass., who recently
died in faith, was once called to the dying
bed of an aged infidel of his acquaintance.
The good old man had long prayed for his
“friend,

but

his

entreaties

had

ever

been

refused mercy,

and

kneel, but it would be useless.”

oe

The aged saint kneeled at the bedside
of the agonized sinner. Those lips had
daily moved in prayer for half a century.
That tongue had daily brought the name

of sinners before God's throne ; but, strange
to say, all his faculties of speech seem paralized now.
Mercy was a word he could

for the

first time

prayer

finally drew in and

It will frighten the people.”
“It is my dying request, and I feel that

to the

sat

door, listened, and

down.

The

cap-

tain, the clerk, the negro cook, were all
ob-

served in the distance, thoughtful and
attentive., Then followed a short prayer
in a
gentle and subdued. voice, a commendation
of all on board to the care and love of
Good Shepherd,—there was a petition the
for
absent dear ones,—for wands ing souls,
that had forgotten the God of their fathers,
and the petition that all might finally, after
this life, find their Father's house above.

When all was over there was a very pérceptible change in the company, In the
first place those who were really Christians
began to know each other. A minister
the Gospel who had been traveling incog.of
showed his. colors. It was found
out who
Were Wembers of Sharehies, and where,
and
a degreeol confidentin] intimac
establish itself.
Haney begantp
Besides this, a good deal of serious
thought and earnestness began to manifest
themselves among those who were not
Christians.
‘ I believe in religion, though I have n't
got it,” said a young fellow in a flash necktie, who had been smokiog and drinkin

‘pretty freely since he came on board,
"Religion is a good thing if you can get

- the

right

article,”

he

added

oracularly.

* inward and hidden life. There were those
Who said they had always wished they
Were
but

did

not know

own

funeral.

When

you

have closed

the other parts of the service, I want you
to come down from the pulpit and place
your two forefingers on my lips and say,
“This soul is sealed for hell I”
“You

must spare me such a commission.

you must do it.
by my death.
So

Father

Let others take warning

I can not excuse you.”

M——,

at

his funeral,

after

he had finished the sermon, came down
from the pulpit, and, approaching the coffin, laid thé tips of his fingers on those marble lips, and, with tears streaming from
bis eyes, stated the dying man’s request,
and pronounced the words:

“This soul is sealed for hell I"
0, my reader , whether Christian or not,
be admonished.
*
If your peace is not made with God,
remember that your soul is following that
infidel's, and will eye long
be sealed.

Your lips can move imkprayer

now.

The

time may ‘come when this, the greatest
of earthly privileges, will be in vain. Chris-

tian brother,remember that souls—the souls
of your friends, rglatives and neighbors—
are daily going down to hell; andeo small
share

door.

of the responsibility

May

God

portance of that infidel's
tian Observer,

'w

is lying at your

help us to feel the imsermon !—Chris-:

My Sins ! My

Sins !”

At a meeting for anxious souls, a woman
appeared in such evident distress and anxiety, that a servant of Christ said to her

ny voluntary confessions from one and
other on board, of matters relating to anthe

Christians,

my

RE

Before night the old gentleman had had ma.

‘ What is the matter

with

are in such a state as this P”

you,

‘ My sins, wy sins,” she groaned.

just

said with much

*“ Yes, it is,” he replied;
and you must believe it.”

‘God

that you

with money.

feel-

rned home,

ingNo

he had never

Beem

before)\he

the Holy Ghost, by which the soul is con.

and

worthily
:

ITS CORPOREAL USEFULNESS.
1. It is a remedy against barrenness in
women and in beasts.
2. It is a preservation from sickness.
3. It heals the infirmities both of the

mind and of the body.

:

It purifies infected air
away plague and contagion.
4,

and drives

Varieties.
If a man could

self-worship he can

do

what

in

his

wildest

imagine, the grand re-

sult would be that

he

would

God, which would be

be his

own

the bell of hells.

It is better to endow one

man,

work as the Father works,

Jesus, she believed in Him, and in a moment her heavy burden of sin rolled from
off her back, and she found rest and

His precious blood
and she was saved.
One word to you,
sire salvation, you
own righteousness,

had

put he»

peace.

the heavens serene,

and

the

ocean

calm,

when, all on a sudden, darted on his mind
the
words,
¢¢ Pray without ceasing.”

away ‘¢ What words can these be?” he exclaimed.
1 “I think I have heard them before; where
;
:
my friend. If you de- could it be?” After a pause—‘‘
Oh, it was
must give up all your at St. Paul’s in London; the minister read
and look to Jesus only, them from the Bible. What! and do the
and He will 8Vé' you.— Times of Refresh- Scriptures say, ‘ Pray without ceasingP’
ng.
Oh, what a wretch I must be to have lived
so long without praying at all!” God, who
at first caused him to hear this passage,
The old Hymns.
now caused it to spring up ina way,
—
A
at a time, and with a power peculiarly his
Did you ever know any person who was own.. The poor fellow now found the:
brought up on the good old Zion hymns, lightning of conviction flash on his conwhom they ever failed to move to the science—the thunders of the law shake his
foundations when heard? The feet moving heart—and the
great deep of destruction
on unholy errands linger on their way threaten to swallow him up. Now he bepast the church door, as the melody floats gan for the first time to pray; but praying
out upon the night air. That man—who was not all. ¢¢ Ob,” said He, “if I had a
has wasted life, and energy, and talent Bible or some good book!” He rummaged
which might have blessed mankind, to his chest, when,in a corner, he espied a
reap only the whirlwind—he is back again Bible which his anxious mother had, twenwith his little head upon his mother’s lap ty years before, placed in his chest, but
while she sings that hymn, which will which till now, he had never opened. He
never grow

old,

about ‘the

sin

beautiful

riv-

snatched it up, put it to

his

read, wept, prayed; he
pained she would be, were she living, to came a new man.
know him now. The hymn ceases, and

er.”

the.

His

eyes moisten as he thinks how

low

benediction

follows,

and

He,

who

for

years

has never crossed the

then

be-

In September, 1862, I visited the battlefield

of Antietam,

where

thousands

of

soldiers were lying wounded and dying.
My duties lay in the field hospitals scatSundays!
He, who has “outgrown all tered through the country. Being very
that!” Ah! but he hasn't. He can’t out- thirsty one day after a long walk, I went to
While drinking
grow it—it is there. It will come, whether. a farm-house for water.
he desires it or not, Come, in spite of all at the pump, I observed lying in the barnhis efforts to laugh or reason it away. yard what seemed to be bundles of rags.
a nearer inspection, I found whatI had
Come, though he live in epen derision and | On
po)on for rags, to be the bodies of two dead
Hiackery of that religion Whose divine Pp q soldiers. Near by, we found thirteen who

threshold of a church! He, who: believes
in neither prayers nor priests, Bible nor

If the mun had the power in his pollution to will himself into the right without

God, the fact that he was in that pollution,
with such power, must damn him there forever.

There is a well-authenticated

story of a

convict having been greatly reformed for a

time, by going, in one of the colonies, into
a church,
where the matting along the

One thing is clear to me,

he ever knew well and approached closely,

whom he did not discover to be unhappy,
were sincere believers of the gospel, WHO
conformed their lives,as far as the natureof
juan can permit, to its precepts.” **Often,”
he says, *‘the religious preachings of his

“ [ would ye were hot,” is the Master's
cry.
If we are to succeed we muat be on

the

first one we met had his arm torn off by a

If we could thoroughly understand anything, that would be enough to prove it undivine; and that which is but one step beyond our understanding must be in some of
its relations as mysterious as if it were a
:
hundred.
\
The blessedness of life depends far more
on its interest than upon its comfort.
The devil could drive woman out of Paradise, but the devil himself can not drive
the Paradise out of a woman.

The nearer any friendly

dead,

and,

lifting the hat

side

young man abot

of

the

stable

twenty-three.

a

Prices of Freewill Baptist
Psalmody, 18m, ia Sheep,

roughly amputated on the field, he
suffered for days with intense pain.

bandage had

loosened,

burst afresh.

had
e

order to place him in a more comfortable
position, I involuntarily exclaimed,—
*‘ Poor fellow, yours is, indeed, a hard
lot!”
2
Looking up, with a sweet smile, he re-

plied,—
** Not so bad as it might be, sir; that man
over there has been dead these three
days.”

reply, ‘“ but it’s no’ hilin’.”

said,—

*What!”

I exclaimed,

no complaints?”

Looking

‘ do you

make

up again,

he

That's the trouble with the church tcday. There's abundance of machinery-—
the engiue is all in order, the train is made
up, the men are at their posts—¢‘¢ there's
plenty of water but it's no’ bilin’.”" The
great;motive power is wanting.
we need
to heap on the fuel of sound doctrine; not
shavings of sentiment which make a big
blaze enly to go out as quickly,but the solid
logs of tumdamental truth—chunks, if you
will. But we need yet more the fire—to
be baptized with the Holy Ghost as with

‘ Why, sir, I am happier than a prince!
and a heap better off, even here.”
‘* What makes you so happy?” I asked.

fire.—R.

according to His word, been with him always.
“Look here, Adair !” I exclaimed to my

" Old and New

Thought.

The language of antiquity is not like the
language of ourown times; the language
of the East is not like the language of the
West; and unless

we

make

allowance

for

this \vé can not but misinterpret the utterances of the most famous teachers and
poets of the humanrace. The same words do
not mean the same in Anglo-Saxon and
English, in Latin and French; much less
can we expect that the words of any mod-

ern language should be the exact equivalents of an ancient Semitic language, such
as the Hebrew of the Old Testament,
Ancient words and ancient thoughts—for
both go tog-ther—have not yet arrived at
the stage of abstraction in which, for instance, actiye powers, whether natural or
supernatural, can be represented in any
but a personal and more or less human

form.

When

we speak

of a temptation

from within or from without, it was more
natural for the ancients to speak of a tempt-

er whether ina human or in an animal
form; when we speak of the ever present

help of God, they call the Lord their

rock,

their fortress, their buckler, and their high
tower; what with'us is a heavenly message, or a godsend, was to them a winged
.

‘¢ Jesus loves

me,” he replied, * and He

showed it by coming in a stable such as
this. He suffered far more for me than I
suffer now.”

I spoke to him of earlier days, and he
told ‘me that he had been a believer in Jesus before entering on a soldier's life,

that, during all his

marches,

midst of all danger and

companion,—‘ Come,

——

o

do

and

trial,

see

a

and

in the

Jesus

had,

prince

upon

his throne!” and we knelt by his side in
tears and thanksgiving,at the remembrance
of the love of Him who had washed the
poor soldier in His own blood, and made
him a king and priest unto God.—Zimes of
Refreshing.

Holy
In the church

of

Water.
St. Carlo: Borromeo,

the Corso, at Rome, in the year
Pope's infallibility, is a precious
placed over the vessels of holy
ting forth as follows the virtues
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and persons,

away

in

one of the
document,
water, setof the con-

"devils from

places

2. It affords great assistance against fear
and diabolical illusions.
3. It cancels venal sina.

4.

It imparts strength to resist tempta-

tions and occasions to sin.

~ b.

It drives away wicked thoughts.

6. It preserves safely. from the passing
snares of the devil,"both internally and externally.
7. Itobtains the favor and presence of
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fire about it. Dr. Arnott of Edinburgh tells
of his being at a railway station one day,
and wearied of waiting for the train to
move, he asked one of the men what the
trouble was.
‘‘Is there a want of water P”
‘ Plenty of water, sir,” was the prompt
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DECLARE.

that which is obeyed - should be in very
truth the will of God. It is one thing, and
a good thing, to do for God’s sake that
which is not His will; it is another thing,
and altogether a better thing—how much
better no words can tell—to do for God's
sake that which is his will.

I

lay

FOR

is suffering frem pain and exhaustion,

without intervenmore the human_

While obedience is the law of

History,
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ity, whichis the divinity. of it, will appear

|g i114 that he had indeed passed away.
It | Treatise,
| great
wos too late to tell him of Christ and the Thoughts upon Thought,
salvation.
On the other
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with the individual heart
tion of class or creed, the

do
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What they call the Church militant is
only at drill yet, and a good many of “the
officers, too, not out of the awkward squad.

| shell, We bathed his wound, speaking to | Christian Baptism, Bound,
| him of Jesus, and the sweet news of the
3
rap Or,
Gospel. Turning from him to the next,
do
do
| 1'yqqrogsed one whose face was covered by | Life of Marks,
| js yg; The soldier at his: side told me Chi Merrs Book,

| tose’ was

thatno

gence of passion destroys the spiritual nature so much as respectable selfishness.
Shall it take less time to make a woman
than to make a world ? Is not the woman
the greater? She may have her ages of
chaos, her centuries of crawling slime,-yet
rise a woman at last.

cep
he can not eflace from his mind. | wer living, but desperately wounded.
3.
do
0
Come, as it did to John Randolph, who | go Rh
to ih wants, we
fa.
Bu
after years of atheism, and worldliness, and | jo, signs of life in the cow-stable near | Butler's Theology,
ambition, left on record that ‘‘the only men
by. Entering, we
found
four men;

CAN

’ 4

dom, it is of considerable

“ Happier than a Prince.”

as the

worshipers emerge he recollects himself,
and with an impatient “pshaw I” passes on.
What! he moved at a-*‘conventicle hymn I”?

bréast,

believed, and

BI = BO = om ga

who will

than a hundred

charities,

to-

he was walking the deck, with his feelings
soothed by the pleasing aspect of nature,

i

the most

Among oth
places, he
aisle was of the same pattern
visited St. Paul's. It Xappened to be at church to which he had gone as that ig the
when a boy—
the time of divine serviced. When
with his mother, I suppose.
ly passing,he heard the werds,
Until the human heart knows the Divine
without ceasing,” uttered by the ‘ministe
heart, it must sigh and complain like a petwithout having any impression made
on ulant child,
flings his toys from him
his mind by them.—Having satisfied
his because his who
mother is not at home.
inquiring the way to heaven, she said to curiosity in London, he returned to his maWhen
his mother comes back to him, he finds his
her, ‘“It is so easy, you have only to be- rine pursuits, and continued at sea fi
toys.are good still. When we find Him in
| lieve.”
seven years, without any remarkable ocFor twelve months this poor woman had currence in his history. One fine evening," our hearts we shall find Him in everybeen struggling to save herself, but all in when the air was soft, the breeze gentle, thing.

vain. She could not do it, it was far too
hard for her.
Now, however, she looked to

LAMPS

ter attendance on the Divine mysteries, and

receiving piously
holy sacrament.

of whatever

was remarkable.

IVE. PATENT

disposed to prayer.
:
8. It prepares the human mind for a bet-

where

resolved

AY

soled , rejoiced and excied to devotion and

flushed

London,

gratify himself with\the sigh

says it,

‘ Is—that—it?” slowly came from her
lips again, while joy and gladness spread’
over her face; and clasping her hands with
delight, she exclaimed, * I see it! I see it!
Thank God, I am saved;” and turning
round to some one near her, who was also

Q

Lo

she

it is now refused me.

arose from his knees, “I want to preach at

came

“Is that it?”
ing.

his native cou

3
I have tried to pray but my lips won’t
Hot Hearts.
move.”
:
he
—
“Are you willing that I should pray for
We need men of hot hearts to tell of
you then, and let your heart's desire go up the ‘* love
of Jesus,” was the appeal sent
with my words ?”
" ‘home by some
Chinese converts, the other
“No, you can not pray for me; others day.
This is whatthe church needs—what
have tried it, but could not.
You may the world needs—*‘‘ men of hot hearts.”

brought tears to mothers’ eyes. Then he
gave out the psalm, ¢ The Lord my Shepherd is,” and a pretty good choir of voices
took it up and carried it well through. As
they were singing, a hush seemed to come
over the boat.
Men threw down their ci-

gars and

He alone can give it you.”

met by the infidel’s arguments and scorn.
As he approached the bed he saw that bis childhood were banished wholly by busimind
was in agony. The man confessed ness or pleasure; but afier a while they
came at more
frequently, and stayed longer,
himbelr a sinner, and that he was not pre- until
last they were his first thoughts
on
pared to meet death.
waking,
and
his last before going to
Father M—— asked him if he had praysleep.” Said he, “I could not banish them
ed.
2
“No. I can't pray. I have continually if I would.”—Fanny Fern.

“Now,” said the infidel, as Father M——

which

it

alone, it is my Father's hay and he can do
with it as he pleases”—and he went on
quietly with his reading, \ »
tl
The quiet of the ackibn; the faith expressed in the words, went farther to per-

not speak; and
was impossible.

to the infants and
tenderness

of himself,he

bearer. This wrought in him a tenderness for others, a carefulness of their feelings, that was a better guide than the
worldly wisdom, called tact. It was because in all his movements he was so un-

failure.

Christians, who feel just

said

obtrusive and so loving,
much power over others.

Several years ago we were on our way
westward to Cincinnati, traveling on a
crowded canal-boat through the central
portion of Pennsylvania.
The reader may remember the days when
those canal-boats were thronged with pas-

days, and each

‘sense of the brotherhood of mankind, as led

To yonder throne.

Hour after hour of time’s

a re-

>

* How long have you been like this P” he messenger ; what we call Divine
guidance,
inquired.
they speak of as a pillarof a cloud to lead
** Twelve months,” she said, wringing the way, and a pillar
of
to give them
her hands, and again groaned out, ** My light—na refuge from the light
storm and a shadsins, my sins.”
ow from the heat. What is really meant
| ‘Twelve
months!” he exclaimed in is no doubt the same, and
amazement; *‘ what have you been about not theirs, it we willfully the fault is ours,
misinterpret the
that you have not found peace ?”
>
language of ancient prophets, if we
r*‘1 have been doing everything I could,” sist in understanding their words
in
their
she replied.
=
outward
and material aspect
‘‘ Then what have you been doing?” he forget that before langugge had only, and
sanctioned
inquired.
ro
Tals
a distinction between the concrete and the
*‘ I have been praying, and weeping, and abstract, between the purely
reading the Scriptures,and trying to repent, opposed to the coarsely material,spiritual as
and attending meetings; and what more. tention of the speaker comprehe the innds both
can Ido?” she asked most piteously.
the concrete and the abstract, both
‘Leave off all your doings, and look terial and the spiritual, in a manner the mawhich
there,” he replied, pointing upwards.
has become quite strange to us, though it
‘“ Where?” she asked, anxiously.
|: lives on in the language of every true poet.
‘There, on the cross! At Jesus, thé Jnless we make allowance for this . mental
bleeding, suffering, dying Lamb of God;
arallax,
all our readings iii
dying for your sins. You have been look- skies will be and must be the ancient
erroneous.
ing into your own bad, wretched heart, and Nay, I believe that it can be proved
that
tryingto get salvation out of it; and you more than half of the difficulties in
hiscan't get'it out, for it is mot there. God tory of religious thought owe their theorigin
sends salvation down to you from heaven’ to this constant misinterpretation
abgucient
through His Son Jesus Christ. God gives language by modern language,
of ancient
it to you; but you must take it, and take it thought by modern thought. —Max Muller's
from Christ. It is of no use for you to Lectures.
pump, pump, pump at ‘your own wretched
heart, you can never pump salvation out of
it; it flows down to you through the bless“Pray Without Ceasing.”
ed Lamb of God. You must look unto
Him, and receive salvation from Him, for
A sailor who had been long abdent from

SE

I walk as one but yesterday delivered
;
rom & sharp
chain;

This earth has lost its powef

to see how

day with a deeper interest.
Others were
led to take part, and a strong religious
force was developed.
:
Now let it be granted that this person
had a peculiar talent, let us ask in what
this talent consisted?
It consisted in such a strong, tender,
benevolent
feeling,
such
an
habitual

one round whom the world is spreading
:
Its subtle coil.

For sin is near i

surprising

after this kept up for three

that he is treading

A strange soil ;

My sep

of

together in more kindly and intimate relations. ‘The daily religious ‘exercises were

Qe.

knows

spoke

SNES Renna

As

as one who

really

who

ligious service, undertaken in childlike
sumplicity, had orought the whole company

Christian’s” Path.
—

I walk

It was

others

go

The

There were
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When the two disciples, on the: way to
* Emmaus, urged Christ to abide with them,
they asked a larger boon than they knew.
hearts

had burned

while

he

talked

with them. His opening of the Scriptures
to them was like a fresh revelation. The
old book flamed with a new glory. Pro. phetic inspiration had come to possess a
wondrous meaning.
Type and symbol,
the smoke of incense and the flame of sacritice, passover and pentecost, had begun
to seem freighted with unutterable things.
And so they intensely enjoyed the presence and the conversation of the stranger.
His words lifted them. While they listened’
they forgot their sadness. The terrible
cross on which their master had hung, be-

gan to give up

its

horror

for grandeur.

this stranger's exposition, into a temple

of

victory. They needed
this
influence,
and they prized it. And so they besought
him to abide with them.
But they had not imagined that it was
their risen Lord and Master who shared
their journey. They did not know that
they were inviting Christ himself to their
‘home, and asking that he might steadily
‘hallow as well as brighten it by his presence. They
really
though unwittingly
asked for the permanent fellowship and
power of the Lord of glory in the ordinary
circleof life, that would invest the simplest service with dignity, and silently
reprove the most ordinary expressions of
They

. selfishness.

asked

that

the

his joy.

:

But Pan] «trikes 4 deeper vein when he
speaks of Christ en wus. It is a favorite
thought with him. He brings it out again
and again. Sometimes he uses one form
of speech to express the idea, then anothgr.
It denotes the closest relationship. It implies a real spiritual oneness.
It shows
that the great apostle interpreted the promise,—‘ Lo, I am with you, alway,”—not
as a poetic license, or an eastern hyperbole,

but as the expression

of a

real,

experi-

mental truth, The Lord was no distant
persomage in his view. He was a friend
and helper, always at hand. He looked
to him to quicken his
vivify his affections; to
mb

understanding, to
energize his will,

to holdup his courage, to sustain his zeal,

He

to keep his patience from giving way.

believed that tke infinite forces of Christ’s
pature had passed within bim, bringing
strength out of his weakness, wisdom out
of his folly, and triumphs out of his defeats.

* He could do nothing ‘alone, as he stood
before the oppositions!of the world, but
could do all things im the strength
on that strength.
st.. He relied

up
he
of
He

believed ‘it would never fail him. He
upow itin- his ‘weakest hours.
backned
Jea

It was his confidence in the gorest emergencies. He looked for it before the battle
was joined ; he drew on it as the fight with
evil went on fiercely; he exalted it as’ he

reached out his hand for a triumph; ‘and

he

referred to ‘it: as the ‘ehiet explanation of
all his great victories. So closely was

in his view aad in
Christ wedded to Paul

‘And what he found true in

his experience.

Their

hearts

The

is natural and

are tender, and

They

susceptible to religious impressions.
are not blinded

by

prejudice,

by over-mastering passiogs,

nor chained

no? hardened

by long indulgence in sin, nor hampered by
They have
hostile habits an‘] associations.
It
not outgrown their wonder and trust.
costs little effort to believe that God is
Christ’s love, as it is developed in
near.

have already become.

in

narrow

coffins

ner's

speech,—went

| which his

very

to meet

presence

a jealousy

disarmed, and a

President

may

have

had

We may be
anything like
struggle; but
ry solution of

Without

|approval, or that men worthy of the vacant
like a fost

of honor but which may prove the platform
of a guillotine. Is it.not time for the *¢ Si-

Through all the exercises there should be |
heard the Master's gracious call and the |lent Capt4in ” to give place to the speaknew voices

to

respond,

and

ing President?

answer.

to listen,

accessions

to

the church will be constant and real.
Nor may this effort in the Sabbath school
properly lessen
effort
elsewhere.
The

The Sympathy

The

home

may

not be

godless ' be- | dealing.

cause there is a real sanctuary,

It may often be

ting opportunity for a wise

villainy

tion,—¢¢ Remember

We do not hold to any theory of

believe in

seeks to

it on: the

|

or

distinguish

dishonor.

the

man

whom

he

This, too, is an im-

peachment such as our chief magistrate’s
past history does not appear to justify.
But the best people of the country are
unable to state or see any sufficient reason
for so peremptorily recalling a man whose
qualities would honor any sphere and digthe highest functions,—especially
nify

when such recall carries with it a virtual

nest for the defeat of- the former as were
those which had been the victims of his
most villainous schemes. And it was no
more nor less than the inherent goodness
of human nature expressing itself. It was
the yvice of honor crying out against the

sway of perfidy and crime. It was rectitude lifting up its hands and protesting
against the further rule of avarice and cun| ning.
It was the principle of right finding
its complement in the cause of the Prussian mondrch, and adhering to it.

The United States were almost a surprise to themselves in the. hearty manner
|;
"
in whieh they condemned the French Emperor. *‘¢ Have not the French always been
our friends?” said many. ‘‘ Have they not
always admired our form of government,
and professed to be aiming at the same
form for France? Did they not reach

out

a

hand to help the struggling colonies to victory, and did they nothelp clear the way
for our first feeble steps?” Not these present Frenchmen ; it was mostly their great-

grandfathers.

And not under the rule of

the wise and able ruler.
Americans, in
common with the rest of the world, remem-

ber that Louis Napoleon dwells in palaces
which he wrenched from their ‘lawful

are

large faith, and little to warrant distrust; | not absolutely responsible for bestowing

them” as.
Right aswithin
Itis ‘ the which
naturally de-

one; but only while he contin. | untary.
16. the Spirit | ereditable
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taught work
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tounded the English Government, startled | No doubt the dictates”
the public, and’ greatly grieved his friends, | obeyed in some cages.

The mystery, the, wonder,
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| journals, but a majority of them speak
attainments,
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are riot a few men and women” Whe ‘yiver | man whose
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Second

the 13th, 14th and 15th of Sept.
The substance of the circular appears in’ another

column.
A year has passed
tives

of

the

:
since the representa-

Evangelical

Sunday.

met in Convention at Lewiston.

Schools

Although

at that time but one hundred and thirty-five
Schools were represented, the aitendince
was large,

the

meetings

enthusidastic and

invariably interesting and profitable, and the

They

give

a fuir

verdict in each

several

of

The Watchman & Reflector pleads properly and strongly for wisdom and fidelity in
the home, where the young may be taught
to recognize and love the good, and apprehend and hate the evil, before
cheated, corrupted or ensnared.

they are
It thus

approves the ounce of prevention as better
than the pound of cure. Here are its earnest and fitting words :
The carnival of crime is upon us in force.
The stern armof the law is the only recourse for
fety of communities,and even that is equivocal in its operation, for the
scales of justice are too often turned by
money and interest. But there is a work
of prevention which is incumbent upon each
one. Back in the family circleds where the °
work must begin. Parents must make
homes for their children, and sacredly

per-

form their duties in all matters

of instruc-

tion, mora),

and

intellectual,

social

relig-

ious. And example must be consistent with
precept. If parents make little of their
homes, if they

seek

recreation

and

enjoy-

menggbroad,if
they are extravagant, and
abound in artificial wants,if they despise or
affect to despise the plain, honest modes of
which

are

the

characteristics

of a

healthy state of society, and enslave themselves with fashion’s chains, what can they
or others expect of their children?
The prevailing of such a condition of
things breeds only trouble. Discontent
grows
rank, unwholesome ambition rules
the hour, inordinate desires

fication,

and,

conscience

sleeping, crime

ends

demand

being

grati-_

dead

or

the programme.

Is it

not an imperative duty for all good citizens,

all parents, to attend quickly and effectually to their duties to those under their
charge? It is easy to see that society is becoming stratified in a very dangerous manner, and that this has a cause;
and
that having once found a cause, there
is no excuse for inaction in applying a
remedy. Cure is good, prevention js far
better, and let no one waste words or
strength grumbling or

worrying until

that no sin of negleet can
door.

tion

State, to use the franchise so that they shall

was

organized,

and

arrangements

be

-sure

time was given to solid work “rather than
mere talk. The presence and labors of
Messrs. Vincent and Eggleston added
greatly to the interest of the occasion ; their
long and varied experience, eloquent words
and warm hearts making each session rich
in instruction and full of spiritual quickening. During the session a State Associa-

laid at his

-

Zion's Herald, always unequivocal and
outspoken on the subject of temperance,
calls upon the voters of Massachusetts, who
are to decide whether the sale of beer shall
be legalized in the various towns of the

made for the organization of County and
Town conventions. Such a convention has
been held during the year in eath county

have no reason to blush for their wrong
their neglect.
It attempts to rally
readers by the following appeal :

in the State, with

Let a count be demanded in every town,
and the result recorded and reported.
The

more or less success, and

many town conventions have also been organized.
The Sunday school work . of
Maine never looked more promising than
to-day. And it only remains for those interested in this work of the Master to enter
into a hearty and cheerful cooperation
with the ex’sting Associations in the State
to carry forward the work to a blessed success,
The Convention to be holden. in Bath
will decide very largely the general interest

taken in this movement in the State. In
this respect, it 18 more significant and important than the Convention at Lewiston a
year since. A most attractive programme
bas been arranged by the Committee. The
subjects proposed for discussion are all practical and vital. In addition to the S. S.
workers in Maine, eminent men interested
different

sections

of the country, have pledged themselves to
be present and take part in the discussions.
Among these are B. F. Jacobs, Esq. of Chicago, Ill, Rev. J. 8. Ostrander, of New
York, and Rev. E. G. Porter of Lexington.
Muss.
Arrangements have
been
made

for one fare.

:

Brethren of the ministry in Maine, and
laborers in the S. S. cause, let us be present
if possible at. this Convention. It can not

fail to deepen our own interest in this work,
and make us better prepared for advancing
it in our own

Churches

and

communities.

Let us join this forward movement for Christ
and the Children,
C.F.P
Two
Book,
Clark,
Jesus,”

NEw Books.
A second Questionprepared by Mrs. Mary. Latham
entitled, “The Wonderful Works of
has just been published, and orders

can be filled for it in a fuw days. | It is intended to follow “The Story of Jesus,” and will

be. foundto possess all the peculiar excellences of its predecessor.. Orders are solicit.
ed. Price,—single copy, 15 cents; dozen
copies, $1.44.

When sent by mail,the post-

age is,—single copy, 4 cents ; dozen copies,
30 cents,

:

in

“8Sacrep Meropivs” is the title of a
new collection of hymus and tunes, especially adapted to use in social worship. Itisa
work such as has been been often called
for, of real merit, ‘eompiled with care, and
printed and bound in the best of style. It
is, in size, a 16mo. of 178 pages. Piice,—
| single copy, 30 cents; dozen copies, $2,70. |
2

{OV

issued from the

calling

from

by examples.

with all the Railroads .and Steamboat-lines
in the State to carry and return delegates

of

confidence; and if this act of the President | ord him about the same right to his throne
can be vindicated as manly and statesman | that the highwayman has to the results of
like, he certainly needs the benefit of the his murderous career.
to beget a{

sides, and ought

our religous exchanges, in which the leading topics of thought are indicated, and the
methods of dealing with them are set forth

chicanery and deceit for the measures

ley and bis friends may claim this as a right; bd forced how rightful Onmapunia.
Whatever may be their opinions of the benthe people feel that Gen Grants silence is efit
that he has secured to France, they aca severe and needless strain upon their

He bas done much

both

The Religious Press.

in this great cause, from

charge of incapacity or unfaithfulness.
Justice would seem to require a statement,
owners, and that the most of his royal life
involving either a proved accusation or a
has been spent under roofs from which he
A
.
frank and unequivocal apology. Mr. Mot-

statement.

on

ing the theater of the great Franco-Prus-

the late Emperor Napoleon, either; it was
no relative of his.
Americans.are grateful enough for past
favors from France. Their sympathy for
Prussia is not against the French people
80 much as it is against the adventurer who
has usurped their throne, and substituted

And so these Prussian sympathizers

-

for na-

Annuzl Meeting of the Maine State Sunday
school Convention, in the City of Bath, ou

ts
Prussi
1
once to make it seema
roo
success theas upper
man that purchased
spirited
i
spirit” which and
be 2)
and foliage
soil Prussian
the
seek ultimate
it. The | sires
keepconfidence,
hope to our
he reasonably
this, are we Ji
| And ini part : because wg believe
© The wondrous { spirit
nite thing.
dwelt in Jesus of Nazareth, will ; be \photo- | eculiarly urged to aid the child in finding
;
that | people can pardon honest mistakes, but | light.
graphed in miniature in the real believer's | its own way. 10 ‘the great Redeemer,

he

defeat

A Circular has just been
State Ex.

for the right,

battle-field

varnished

living

Napoleon had never harmed, and which
William I. had never favored, were as ear-

"who

have POOR and light and

and

Maine S. S. Convention.

When Louis Napoleon declared war
‘against Prussia, nearly everybody but the
French, and a great many doubtless of
them, ardently hoped that the event might
cost him his crown, and promised themselves but precious few regrets could his
headgo with it. The desire for his downfall was rather instinctive than logical. It
produced an involuntary outburst of sympathy for the Prussian cause, and now and
then a conscientious individual questioned
the genuineness of that sympathy because
he found it ready made. Nations which

"distinct and defi

His’

cloth,

doubt, Americans remember the

an honest conviction,

will steadily reproduce, itself in the trug/| mony performed over an | infant, as the ex- but not even he may presume
too freely up- | their sympathy as they do. It is partly
the
makes,
faith,
parent's,
the
of
pression
|
—not : rounded and comdiscipte 's’Br nature,
is a most | active,no doubt, but the most of it is involrecord
past.
His
ding.
Ad
Ln
ay
ar
.
rtiadly 4nd in ‘frag- | ebild an heir of God. = That child must be | on bis standing

ing 4 dnd the ‘Tajestié

hand,

in | of a goed and worthy cause.

now thy Creator in the | BOt-

days of thy..youth.”

and litt le | ities which

whether it wins

E. Lloyd,Esq.,Box 4,540,

to last indefinitely. He has also prepared.
a large and several small wazmaps,exhibit-

*“ the second of December man” crushed,
but it seems more like the expression of

will accord vic-

cred impulse, that old precept needs to be | OY to the army that fights

038; all glory, for it | ism ofhis niother’s saiatliness. No 'ceretery while retaififig]

11

Lroyp’s Maps.

New York, publishes a great variety of
maps, whose accuracy and value have been
proved and attested by the highest authority.
He has now an excellent Revolving Double
Map of Europe and America, with a patent
reverser, making it a very cheap and admirable thing.. It is mounted on English

‘may simply be'the result of a desire to see

Whether it be between individuals or nations, laborers in .the mine or
rulérs
on the throne, the honest
intention
ory
;
J
will win its way,—at least, in the minds of
20s whether it does in the actual event

word or a sa-| °F not ; and public opinion

repeated with increasing emphasis and unc-

character will gradually part with its mys- | virtaes nor atoned for by bis father’s hero-

3

decide
of such

calamity to the whole of Europe. It is
quite possible that this whole sympathy

villainous itself,

and the | butit seldom fails to condemn

Sunday, is no reason for leaving the family
altar unvisited through the week. In the
house, by the waysNe, from - the pulpit, in
the social circle,—wherever there is a fit- |

Christ's sympathy, love with Christ's ten- | himselfl > God 8° not’ served 'by proxies.
derndss; ‘believe’ with Christ's fdith and)|To his own master each stands: or falls.
rejoice with Christ's joy. That matchless | The graceless child's sins are neither made

degree .

facts

ground

fact that there is a class at the church on | Others.

still more. “He will:think Christ's thoughts; | the validityof transferred faith. The child,
be anfméted by Christ's aims, be stirred by | Ike those who ‘are ‘older, must believe for

Lae
at ts, RG Je ip sp hk

no

mistaken in assuming that
this exists in the present
it affords rather a satisfactopublic feeling in the case.

that their ultimate

for Prussia.

j Human nature has universally its better
much~it
may plot and
Christian parent may not lay off his re- |Side. However
Howe
fair and open
sponsibility upon the Sunday school teach- | Scheme, it still approve : of jaip
er.

because

leave

operation in Mexico and its probable design ; and England the treachery of the secret treaty and its intended purpose; but
they seem partially to forget the gouty old
schemer who has brought about the difficulty, and remember only the principle for
which the German soldiers contend.
King William may be arrogant and
grasping ; Bismarck may be a cheating di“plomatist ; the Crown Prince may be thinking of the broader kingdom of which present victory will give him final control.
Allow itfall; and still there is a prevailing
conviction that they fight for principle more
than for military or political glory; and

sufficient

| reasons for his procedure, but the country
|is as much puzzled over his motive as it is
| surprised at his act. Until he shall ex| plain himself, it is no wonder that the peo| ple give him only a doubtful and qualified

character.

Uisciple’s reverent and. joyful
New ears will thus be prempted

them,

the

the best sentiments of the heart.
They
cling to it because it draws them, and approve it because of its intrinsic merits.

and waited, till he saw the two nations unit-

mate aim at the conversion of the pupil and | and shrink from what appears
of religious

disbelieve

the war being

sian ‘struggle, which will be found timely
tional honor, a free press and universal ed- Nand eminently trastworthy. Lloyd stands
ucation on the other, public opinion” is not at the head of the map-makipg fraternity.
long in deciding where its sympathy prop- He has had a large experience, he-has
secured an extensive patronage, he has alerly belongs.
.
The londstone possesses a mysterious ways aimed at genuine merit,and he is findforce which is aroused to action the instant ing the reward of earning a reputation inthat ore is brought in contact with it. And stead of manufacturing one by doubtful
so there is in every worthy cause a * vitaliz- .methods.
ing influence which calls into expression

to be taught and made practical. Every | office hesitate over a step that looks likaan
lesson and service should have an wulti- | assent-to what they can not really endorse,
the development

they

about

aggrandizement on one

| resentment which his first word changed
|into cordiality ; and he stayed, and worked,

be estimated by numbers
show. Scriptural and saving truth needs

to others. . He will know his; Lord, -and | ¢he great majority of those whom we renot ‘nderely through ‘the ‘account of ‘him | eeive to’ full ‘menibership are under twenty

nor

the office of Minister had

| English pride had become dogged and Eng[lish indignation
had reached a white heat
|over the Alabama question and Mr. Sum-

in them a
lace for
opizh that
BR%)t to
dtward
and

meatiing | fo Christ, toil the has not failed of reward.

words tell much, his own heart. will assert | baptismal regeneration,

when

| been made to look pitiable by" the childish
| garrulity of Reverdy Johnson,—went when

> y@llwant
TN

will interpret Christ, both _to, himself and.|-ehurches to-day were early converted, and

“1

—went

The

graves, but who leave such ‘great chasms
inthe home and heart,—‘* of such is /the
kingdom: of heaven.’
And the results of faithful effort heye are

While their | fears.

forced upon

He bad won a first rank in the

| ed by a mutual respect and an intelligent
| sympathy. And then, all at once, like a
clap of thunder in a clear sky, he is told by
fulness.
All this urges effort for the young. It|the President that his service is no longer
can hardly begin too early, or be kept up | desired, and invited to participate in the
be over-supplied with work of self-degradation by resigning his
too constantly
painstaking or wis
m, patiende or prayer. post and surrendering his commission.

and expression. ~ TI&Tn whom Christ dwells | A large part of the best ‘members of our

foundin * ‘the’ Evangelists.

The graces of the

the gospel story, touches their sympathy.
Nature and law have not come in to bide
the personal and present Creator. Prayer
The, Minister to England.
seems a real talk with one who: hears and
—
helps, and who takes an interest in their afMr Motley has returned to this country.
If, under the pressure of impulse, He leaves the important post which he so
faiis.
they run readily into evil ways, they are admirably filled,—that of Minister at the
often as ‘ready to retrace their steps with a | Court of St. James,—not only vacant, but,
confession that has litle pride and a full like the throne of Spain, begging for an
sincerity.
Their docility and their trus t- | occupant.
Mr. Frelinghuysen declines the
fulness are traits so closely allied to the honor and the service, as though he respirit animating
a- true Christian, that garded the one very doubtful just now, and
strong men are told that they must become the other too delicate and burdensome for
as little children if they would enter the a prudent man to accept.
It is stated that
kingdom of heaven.
Senator Trumbull has also been virtually
The Bible, both in its history, its pre- offered the position, but he shakes his head
cepts and its promises, lays great stress up- with such courtesy as he can, and yet with
on this early effort for the religious we 1- | such decision as he must. Other men, emfare of the young. Some of its most pre- inent in experience and public esteem,
cious and beautiful words have reference have been conferred with, but it would
They are bidden to seek the seem that they all share a common feeling
to children.
highest wisdom early, and assured that of reluctance to undertake the duties of the
such seekers shall not fail of reward. They office.
are especially warned against a heedless
It is useless to attempt to disguise the
spirit and a godless life. They are en- fact that this removal of Mr. Motley has
couraged by the examples cof early piety raised many serious questions and induced
which are set forth by the pen of inspira- many anxious inquiries. The President is
Parents are urged, over and over reticent as usual, and so there is not a littion.
the grounds upon
again, to bring up their children in the fear tle speculation touching
of God. Some of the saddest lessous taught which he recalled the Minister to iy
those who really believe,—
in the Scriptures are those which show the There are
terrible results of parental neg lect, unfaith- though we trust without good reason,—
fulness and evil example. Parental love that the President’s spite against Mr. Sumis app ealed to wlién the iniquities of the fa- ner vented itself upon his distinguished
thers are declared to be visited upon the friend. Others see in it an example of willful independence which enjoys braving priAnd there are few words, even
children.
We hope
of those which dropped from Christ's lips, vate protests and public dissent:
which have so much powér to chasten, and it may prove that these also are mistaken.
to heal the smitten and bereaved, as those Others still insist that Gen. Grant lacks the
which religion always utters over such ability to appreciate the high and rare qualas fihd room

laughter;

nonsense

belief; they unhesitatingly and emphatically condemn Napoleon's declaration of
| how little his place weighed when put | ar, because there was not the slightest
| against his patriotism,—how much less of- occasion for it, but was notoriously the defice signified than convictiop,—by prompt- velopment of a perfidious scheme ; they give
| ly throwing his commission into Andrew their sympathies to Prussia and their influarms,
Johnson's lap, in response to a demand for ence for the triumph of the German
[his Support of a quarreling executive at becausethey had provoked no assault, and
He went to England against their success would be in the interests of a
| Washington.
his personal preferences, because patiiot- wore advanced civilization. When it is
rson
| ism and friendship called for the sacrifice, for conquest, subjugation an

possibilities than in what they

developed

fitting. There is every encouragement to
labor to bring them into the way of Chri S=
tian living.

provoked

The expense of postage will be given hereafter. As the work is.in the hands of the .
binder,orders are solicited, and will be filled without material delay.

they | field of letters. He had served the nation
The | most creditably at Vienna. He had shown

encouragement lies even more in their un-

his own personal’ history, he holds to be
equally true in the deepest and strongest
life of eyery earnest and victorious Chris: full of ‘encouragement, When
| 1 | pains have been taken to bring the /young
Foy
Jan,40s |

« Christin ns” hasetillenother

A great work needs to be | ative there.

done for them and by them, before
are complete in Christian character.

young of their own ,congregations go elseThey are thought of as unteachawhere.
ble conservatives who are sure to be left,
in spite of self-complacency and protests
against new notions, unheeded in the rear.
This interest for our youth

corps

very imperfect.

The time has gone by when the question
of having regular Sunday school services,
for the especial benefit of the young, was
regarded as debatable. The general sel]
timent and practice of the churches have
Here and there an insettled that matter.
dividual, and now and then a church, declines to lend any aid to Sunday school
work.
But these are rare exceptions, and
the general inefficiency of both the persons and the churches that thus stand aloof
from this department of effort, testifies
strongly both against their theory and themThose denominations which put
selves.
Sunday schools under ban, .or into the
background, are growing feebler. Their
efforts produce only a limited effect. The

which sees through all disguises might be
ever and obviously open above them, marking every foot-step, and estimating every
deed as deeds will be estimated when they
are weighed in the balances of the sanctuary. They deemed themselves only extending a true hospitality when they begged
him to tarry; they were really framing
the most significant of prayers, and pouring it into the ear of the mighty Hearer.
They meant only to gain the quickening
and comforting conversation of a human
friend
; they asked for the perpetual ministry of him who is in the midst of the
throne, and who evermore leads his flock
by the living fountains of waters, and
satisfies them by imparting his likeness and

case. They laugh at*‘ Louis and LI,” because the affair was simply ridiculous and

consent he was

head of the brilliant
that makes the court

otherwise, and

Effort for the Young.

eye

common

the very

French

iL

community drifts away from them.

By

at

They | diplomatic

have a sacred accent which every hearer som, than in the zich clusters of fruit.
will refer only to him who spake as never Therefore they meed appreciative treatment, steady pdinstakipg and
a large
man spake. Thus Christ will still wa
the earth, as he promised, in the persfns | ¢harity. Indeed, of how many of us who
of his friends; prejudiced observers will are older in years and experience, is not all
“take knowledge of them that they have this true? And when Christ has been early acceptbeen with Jesus,” and they will work with
ed as the Lord of life, a Christian maturity
his power and walk in his glory.
The one thing needed is that we have is reached earlier and more surely. SetPreaching will thus become tled babits of worldliness have not been
WChrist in us.
an attraction and a power, hearing a. priv- formed. There is less to be unlearned
The habits settle more readily
ilege and a means of growth intp the high- and undone.
est goodness, prayer the clasping of the into Christian ways. There is less friction
divine hand and the feeling. of the divine and resistance to overcome. There is a longheart-beat, effort the reaping
of sacred er time for service. Life is more nearly a
harvests, and life a march through growing unit, for it has a plan instead of being
broken up into isolated fragments of effort,
victories to a sure coronation.
and the unity adds both power and fruit-

The
tomb in the garden, which had
threatened to swallow all their hopes
along with the body of the dead Messiab,
was slowly but surely changing, under

“\

placed

though the voice be really human, it wi 11 | Spirit appear more in bud ror opening blos-

&c., should be

Christ with, and in Us.

Their

They

need much teaching, much counsel, much | of St. James so noticeable. The republic
‘wise reproof, much patience. They are | honored itself by having such a representa-

those in whom he dwells.

remittances

Christian children ‘have still their England.

youthful tendencies and weaknesses.
have not outgrown inconsistencies.

self clearly through the spirit and work of

t EDITORS.

Behind the mortal face there will appear a radiant spiritual

A

ples.

of Christ from John's

statenient respecting the Logos, and are
‘only hopelessly bewildered By the mythical

or
its

real sentiment of the voters of Massachusetts
on this beer question is very much mistakIt is highly important
en by somebody.
that it should be brought out by a full vote
on

both

sides.

The

men,

whose

votes

against beer-shops shall be counted, recorded, and reported, will constitute a procession, invisible, indeed, to human eye, but

one whose number will tell for good or evil
on the future legislation of Massachusetts.
And 40 the All-seeing, that procession will
be as if, in heat and dust, it bad toiled that
day through the streets of Boston, in order
to please

Him, and

make

a demonstration

in favor of Temperance.
The question of the legal ale-house, and
that of ale drinking. are notto be confounded for a moment.
Anu institution that has
kept the working classes of England in
poverty and degradation, can not spread itselt in Massachusetts without similar results, even if it should not harbor the se-

cret sale of stronger intoxicants.
vote it down.

Let us

et

The value of proper religious habits and
systematic methods of devotion, is urged
very strongly by the Examiner & Chronicle.
gave

statement, that he

Dickens's

certain

hours to composition, without waiting for
the mood to. come upon him, supplies the
text, and the preaching follows, on this
wise:

But, in order that our daily seeking for

spiritual
as

communion

is very.

much

with

Christ may be,

to be desired,

somethin

more than mere seeking, we need to avail
ourselves of -every help, and carefully to
remove every hindrance to the reality and
truthfulness

of our

systematic

devotions.

To do this, we should remember that we
are physically, intellectually and morally,
creatures of habit.
The thing that we
have

done

to-day we shall find it easier to

do to-morrow.

The recurrence

of a time

or a place where a certain act has been per

formed

again and again will, inevitably,

predispose us to the repetition of that act.
Mr. Dickens understood that tendency of
our mental constitition;. and took the advantage of it, when he ‘‘regularly and without fail gave certain morning hours to composition ;” and when he determined, whether ‘the epiri,” came upon him or not,
always to sit, in waiting for its coming, till
the allotted time for composition had expired. If the Christian diseiple would folow this example, and avail himselt of this
tendency

and

to

form

confirming

experience would,

habits,

in

establishing

his devotional activity, his
in many cases, be very

different from what it now is,

We suspect

that there are many professed disciples who

hardly pray in secret at all, save under the

pressure of 8 mé great Morrow Or some
great joy, They have gradually come into
this position—which is, at times, a grief

\

-

recognizing, at the outsetof their
life, the necessity of having a set
a set place for private communion
. —of making their devotional life
of habit.

The

‘The

“The twenty-eighth session of this Yearly

religious
time and
with God
a matter

Meeting

was held

with

church, Switzerland

Q.

Harmony

the
M., Avg

of the Independent bas very

audience

ling

and

speech

imagine

try

pours

outhis limpid, spark-

like wine

that

study

by the

hour, they

is waste

of time, and

to palm off talk for thought,

© The

The reported statistics of the

is composed nomi-

exposed for sale in the

structed to raise a sum of money equal to one
of

containing

sus-

kopecs

taining the Itinerant. The Y. M. appointed

and personal power into

a committee of one from each Q.

M., which

will constitute a committee of arrangement
and finance. This Com. have the power to
correspond with and employ this Itinerant
to labor in the Y. M.,are empowered to draw
upon the treasury for funds collected under
the Itinerant system, and have the control
and oversight of Itinerant work. Brother
McKee, of the Separate Baptists, preached
the introductory sermon. Friday night J.
F. Tufts preached, Saturday night, D. Tibbetts, and bgother J. Tufts on the Sabbath.

The preaching

from

statute of the ruler, or the habit of events;
as if the statute were the ruler, and the ruts

were the wheels. But one would think it
impossible for an accurately thoughtful and
philosophic mind to fall into the error of
reasoning upon such loose language, as if
it were an exact and scientific statement of

The

united

with

the

church.

has

since

Another,

aged

ninety-six years, for a long time longing
and desiring to be gone; and, but a week
fact. Yet we are continually finding in- later,her daughter, aged seventy-five years,
stances of this vicious habit in the writing one of our members, in a moment sank
"of the *“ Theists” of the day. They argue, from life and health to the embrace of death.
for example, that miracles are impossible,
work. My
because they are *‘ contrary to the laws of Thus has death been doing its
nature.” Lazarus, they tell us, could not pulpit has been vacated for three successive
really have been raised from the dead, be- Sabbaths, : as the pastor has been laid upon
cause it is ‘‘ a law of nature” that the dead the bed of sickness, from which, by the
body shall decay, and shall not live again. blessing of God, I am gradually recovering.
‘Therefore there must have been either honBut while the pastor has been sick, the
Evangelists,

or a downright attempt at fraud by them;
in either case their story is unworthy of our
variable and can not be modified.

But when it is remembered that a law

brethren have been working

on.

of

law of nature becomes only the habit of the
God of nature, and he has the power inofinitely to modify that habit as he pleases.
He will follow and actin accordance with it
as the rule; because it is a habit only on the
ground that on the average it is more benefjcent than any other form of action. But
he may be expected to depart from, and
act contrary to it, whenever important re-

June,

five more, making, in all, seven.

and three

And yet,

Four men

none less than forty, and one man of sixty-

five, went down into the baptismal waters

in July.

with others on the second Sabbath

It was a precious season, rendered more $0

as we are not in the midst of a revival. Oar
Sabbath -schoul was never more promising.
boxes have found their
sults, unattainable otherwise, may be so at- A few Missionary
which, for the fruits,
midst,
our
way into
tained.
will be opened next Sabbath.
I. B. COLEMAN.
:

Denominational News and Nots

Ministers and Churches.

&c.

——

The College entered upon its eighth
year last Thursday. Seniors, eight; Juoiors, sixteen; Sophomores, twenty-eight;
Freshmen,

twenty-one;

in

all,

seventy-

three. Our first prayer meeting for the
year was held on Sabbath evening, and was
one of unusual interest.
The repairs on our buildings are nearly

A

services

will

be

in

the

forenoon,

land.

Mgrs. J. A. HALL MOULTON.

The
com-

mencing at 10 1-2 o'clock. In the afternoon
and evering of the same day a social reunion and welcome tc the Theological students are expected in Gymnasium - Hall.
The Faculty of the College have invited
the ladies of Lewiston and Auburn to be
the medium of this welcome.
The Faculty also invite those friends of
the College who are specially interested in
Sunday schools, and who reside in the vicinity of the College,to take the 22d of Sep-|.
tember
as the day for their annual picnic
excursion, and
to make that excursion to
Lewiston. The College
buildings, the
libraries, the cabinet and reading room
will be open to our. friends on that
day.

:

:

The census of Lewiston is justcompleted.
The whole number of inhabitants on both

sides of the river is nearly

twenty

thou-

sand.
!
J
Bros. Burgess and Bowen were in their
pulpits last Sabbath, the. first time since
their vacation. Bro. Heath will he home
next Sabbath,—three noble workers for
Christ.
5
The
Latin school has opened finely,
under the instruction of L. G. Jordan as
Principal. Forty young men, wanting one,
are in attendance the first week, eight of
whom will enter College next fall, and
twenty in two years from this time.
;
0. B. C.
Lewiston, Me., Sept. 1, 1870.

Profs. Fullouton & Butler passed through
this city, last week, on their way to Lewis.
ton,

where they

will at once

enter

upon

their work, and where their correspondents

will address them.

;

The subscribers would gratefully acknowledge
a donation of $100, in cash, contributed by their
friends at the Hall reunion, in Charlestown,
Ohio, Aug. 23d.
A. K. MOULTON,
Pastor of Freewill Baptist Mission church,
corner of Scoville Avenue and Putnam St.,Cleve-

completed, and the chapel will be dedicated
on Thursday, the twenty-second inst.

Card.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
The Methodists are about to open a seminary

for young ladies and gentlemen at Salt Lake
City. Subscriptions have already been proffered
for the erection of a church.
The average salaries paid by the Methodist
churches in the Boston District, which includes
the city and vicinity, is $1,480. Many of the
churches have parsonages attached.
Last year was one of prosperity to the Cumberland Presbyterians, some 10,000 new memThey now have 25 synods,
bers being udded.
100 presbyteries, 9,000 churches, 1,400 ministers,
and 160,000 communicants.
The German Young Men’s Christian Association of New York City has organized a Christian
the
Commigsion for relief of the wounded and

and widowed

by

the

European war.

The report of the Yearly Meeting of the Society

Eogland,
of Friends shows 4,500 members in New
the year,
among whom there have been, during
34 births, 75 deaths, and 30 admissions.
AvFor the new St. Thomas’ church, Fifth
has been
enue, New York, a musical conductor
an ele
engaged at a salary of $5.000 a year and

gant residence besides.

SINGERS and PUBLIC

BROWN’S

Camp-meeting,

cents

What

In

very pleasant.

This places St. Thomus’s

church
church next to a certain Roman Catholic
paid last
in this city, which is reported to have

Welcome

They

Orono, and

a revival

h eld

MAINE

Pictorial Family Bible,

every

with

over one THOUSAND
ILLUSTRATIONS, 50,000
|. References, a Family Record and Family Album,
There is no other Bible like it. Its Illustrations abound
in instruction. It
t selling Biblein America,
and the most attr:
od agent in'an ordinary
field, can sell from
pies daily. A prominent
editor and minister
it ** unexcelled ” for beau- '
ty of design and ski
“workmanship, in any market.
¢
Newspapers say it is the best of all Family Bibles,

It

of

So much for the palatability of the new element of
physicians

end scientific chemists indorse 1t as a nutrient of the
very highest class; while every housekeeper who

uses it admits that it is full fitty per cent, cheaper than
maizena, farina, corn starch, or any other prepara-

under a paPlace; and
is not sur18 kept run-

For curing all throat, bronchial and lung
it has never been equaled. Pimplés on the

with the officers of

the

Postage paid.

prepaid on receipt of £tsmps, as follows:
“No. 1.—Fruits, 10¢c. No.2.—Ornamg¢ntal

IT WILL

N

bottle
more

KEEP

THE

HAIR

A

every

be in

once,

|

67,16 |

C. 0. LIBBY, Treas.

| Genesee Y.M,
|

Dover, N. H.

| Wayne

| Susquehanna

Mamie.
Notices.

August 6, 187
Summer Arrangements,
|
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 2.40 and
5.45 P.»., and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
8.12 P. M.
For Great Falls, 10.10 A, M.,, 2.40, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
For Ajton Bay, 10.10 A. M;, 2.40, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.
p,
For Wolfbogo and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A, M,, 2.40
5.06
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.50, 8, 10.55 A. M.,
at 7.40,
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday
8, bp. M.
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.30 A. M., 12 M,,
P.M,
and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6
t—
i

u|

Outward up:
PILES! PILES! PILES! PILES!
plications are mony thrown away. The only per.
HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC
manent cure is DR.
LOZENGES» They strike at the cause. They are
COB:

1

at No,

Tremont Tv mple, Boston, by KE. A. HARRISON
Co., Proprietors, and by ell Druggists. Mailed

Y.M.

ylvania

Y.

M..

Not
I.

Approved

in

by

& CO.,
street, Chicago.

in vain

victim of early
every

indiscre

advertized

means

remedy,

of self-cure,

whiol

he will send freeto his fellow sufferers on receipt or
a stamp to pay postage.
Address J. H, REEVF
St., New York.

1v27

FIFTEEN PER CENT.
GUARANTEED.
from
We guarantee to purchasers of our prope
12 to 15 per cent. per annum; that is,at.the expiration
of one, two or three years, we pay back the principal
and 12 or 15 per cent. interest per annum, if the pur.
chaser then prefers that amount of money
to the
property he has purchased, we, of course, takin,
the
property upon paying the money.
The time and rate
per cent. agreed upon at the time of sale in each case.

We

place Money upon loan

on two and

three fold

Real
Estate securities, at 9 and 10 per cent.
num, the interest payable semi-anvually.

per

an-

We invest on joint account, that it, in purchasing
property for others, we take half the pecuniary re-

GRAHAM, PERRY

“

Y.M

CO,

ROOM 8, MAJOR BLOCK,

«“

“Chicago, Illinois.
REFER
Q.

M,
“

Y.M,

connected

&

Corner LaSalle and Madicon Streets,

Q. M.

with

BY PERMISSION.

\

Hon. J. Y. Scammon, Chicago; 2d National Bank,
Chicago; Nash, Spaulding & Co., Boston; Harding,
Grey & Dewey, Boston; 1st National Bank of Geneseo. 111.; A Corbin & Co., bankers, New York city; B.

S. Woleott, President Hanover Insurance Co,

Liberty Association

M.

like it.

nervous debility, premature decay

has discovered a simple

“

Jowa Northern

Q

QUACKS.—A

tion, causing

Y.

50. River, Iowa, Q. M.

N. Y.;

18t ‘National Bank, Richmond, Ind.; Perrv & Co.,
Albany, N. Y.; D 8. Heffron, Utica, N. Y.; Keystone
National Bank, Erie, Pa.; James Calder, Harrisburg,
Pa.; C. O. Libby, Dover, N. H,
tf16

&
for

2034,

FIRST MORTCACE

SINKING

FUND

LAND
OF

Wisconsin

West

GRANT

BONDS

THE

B.

RCo.

FOR SALE AT NINETY,

WHITE, MORRIS & CO.,
Bankers and Financial Agents of the Company,
No. 20 WALL ST, NEW YORK,

increase

to obviat

Union

book

7 PER (EAT,

BOSTON AND MAINE RA ILROAD,

Forrale

M,

{ Lawrence Q. M.
| Westmoreland
| Ohio & Penn Y,M.
Washington Q. M.

a

suited

Q

| Penn

Emily L. Houghton.

do they require
pleasant, nor, like all pills,

Walton

Y. DM.

Chenango Union

In Waverly; July 4th, by Rev. E. J. Keeville, Mr.
In Almna,
Alfred Myers and Miss Hannah-Manee.
June : 4th, i by the : sume, Mr. Silas 1 A, Br eed and Miss

Ill health.

.“

medern

BIBLE

sponsibility for half the profits.

No. ) Berrien; Q. M.
Ilinoise Y M. :
Hancock & Quincy
Livingston
Wisconsin Y. M.
, Apple River Q. M.
Cnicago
se
Minnesota Y. M.
Winona & Houston
Zumbro

1,00
7,00 |
rr Ta)

No other

An OPEN

¥.W. GOODSPEED

VOID

Y.M.

St, Joseph's Valley

{ Boston Q. M,

’

87 Nassau

River Raisin
Shiawassee

( R. Island & Mase. Y.

land.

&ec., having tried

Putnam Q. M.
Michigan Y. M.

Jo Vermont Y.M.
+00 | Union (P. Q.) Q. M.
1,00 | Enosburg
“

book of

Al! History analyzed from a new stand point.

87 Park Row, N. Y., or 148 Lake
26129

Richland & Licking Q.M.
Northern Ind. Y. M.

MISSION.

GOD

over 100 Divines and all the leading papers.
The best terms to Agents ever before given.
Our
new plan insures a sale in every family. Address, at

Little Scioto Q. M.
Marion (Ohio) Y. M.

Maine Western Y. M.
Parsonsfield Q. M.,

HISTORY.

God rules among the nations.

important or interesting to us as a people:
Ohio River

FOR

A grand theme, and the grandest

times.

of Oct., the clefks will -Bee the necessity of

:

WANTED

IN

The following Q. Ms. belonging fo ¥he several
Y. Ms. named, have not sent us their reports for the
If we have to get out the Register by
next Register.

!

JOHN H. WILLARD, Troy, N. Y,

BAPTISM.

Other religious
sending their reports immediately.
bodies, either in the States or British Provinces, that
in torm, are
not
but
sentiment,
in
are Free Baptists
earnestly requested to send us statistical reports corany other
and
| responding to those in the Register,
information concerning them that they may
dems

a
¥ B ch, Farnworth, N H, per J Runnells,

60 cents,

2m33

HEE

the 10th

inetitution offers the accumulated advant

AGENTS

Q. M. REPORTS.

BIBLE & TRACT CAUSE.

tiveness—the

OUT.

It should

SEMINARY.

ages of over 50 y ears of successful operation,
Every facility is provided for a thorough c ourse of
useful-and ornamental education, under the direction
of a corps of more than 20 professors and teachers.
For circulars, apply to

Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper
covers, 15 cts. Postage extra ; on the
former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

H,

cause of

This

the

every Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of

;

They are exactly

FALLING

ly

MMROY FEMALE

this newly revised and useful book.—

¥ B ch. Olneyville, R I, per I 8 Harrls,
C F Lothrop, Chesterville, Me,

of dose.

FROM

comely appearanee.

MAIL.

Special

"Boston, Mass,

prepa-

stain

SEWING

MACHINES. The best machinein the world. Stitch
alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY.
For further particulars address THE WILSON SEW| ING MACHINE CO., No. 656 Washington sires);

This little book has been revised by
the Author, has been clothed in an éntirely new dress, and presents a very

Rev CF Penney, Augusta, Me.
Rev ¥ H Lyford, Hampton, N H.

Raymond,

public, as cone
and accomplish

CHRISTIAN

EXPRESS.

B ch,

ever

other

& BARRY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
© 86

ToAgents to sell the celebrated WILSON

For sale by all druggists.

Rév Wm Whitfield, Pierpont, N'Y.

F

10c.

FREE.

A YEAR AND EXPSENES

$2000

Xt cleanses
the Scalp, and
makes
the
HAIR SOFT, LUSTROUS & SILKEN.
Our treatise oun the Hair sent free by mail.
R.P. HALL & (0
Nashna, N. H. Proprietors.

ses-

F Bch, Hinckly, Ohio. per G H Damon
F Bch, N Royalton, Ohio, ** *

Trees,

No. 4.—Wholesale,

5¢.

Established 1840.

preparation

Our Renewer is not a Dye; it will not

Books Forwarded.

FOREIGN

descripGteows4

for

Send

the best.

New & Rare Fruit & Ornamental Trees.
Descriptive and Illustrated priced Catalogues,sent’

gkin as others.

i

B Foge, Unity, Me.

19;

We invite the attention of Planters and Dealers to
| our large and complete stock of
Fruit Trees.
Standard and Dwarf
Grape Vines and Small Fruits.
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs and Plants.

Preparation for

than three bottles of any

Bardick—A_Cook-G

& C 0., Publ shers,

Samp

1~
or

ration.i.

A J Gould—B S Gerry—S8 B Given—A
Fairbanks—Mrs
urd—A Isham—
Holbrook—H B Hunt—J J Hoag—C H
W
8 Johnson—N A Jenne—J Mills—B F McKenney—G
Mitchell—W LL Noyes—E Purinton—C
K Russel—-R 8
Rhode—G W Russell—J Silvermail—J F Smith—L Shunkwiler—JH Shepard—N Tyles—C L Vail—D G Young.

BY

cheapest

offered to the
will last Tonger

ORDER.

Received.

M

is

Copp—R Dean—C G Drummer—E Folsom—B Fogg—A D

om

617

MENTAL TREES
FRUIT FOR& ORNA
AUTUMN OF 1870.

RESTORING GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL
COLOR AND_PROMOLING ITS GROWTH.

Rev B # McKenney, Prairie da Sac, Wis.

Bailev—C

and’

{Publishers of Nearly 300 styles of Bibles. Ask for

RENEWER.

Prof John Fallonton, Lewiston, Me.

Letters

E. POTTER

ELLWANGER

Post Office Addressee
.

of

Address—

Next session will
be with the charch at Greenville, R. I., Sept. 13, at
half past 7, P. M., and continue through the 14th and
0. H. TRUE, Clerk pro tem,
15th.

W B Arnold—0

614

the Potter editions, and get
tive Catalogues.

HALLS

RHODE ISLAND & MASS. Y. M.

Butler,

*

Potter's Standard Bible and Testament House.”

H

eowlvis-!

A prompt attendance is requested.

J

Mary

editions sold within a short time, Agents are realizing
fabulous profits in its sale.
For circulars, containing-a full description and sample
sheet of this great work, and terms to agents, address

N.B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confi
dence on all diseases requiring skill and experience,

G. W. GOULD, Clerk.

that has ever come under their notice.

1

AGENTS WANTED.

Dr. HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch stfeet, Boston.

FARMINGTON Q. M. will hold its next session with
14th, 15th. Miuthe 2d New Sharon church,
Sept.
isters’ Conference the 13th, at 2 o’cloek +P. M.

*

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

FARMERS, MINISTERS, STUDENTS, YOUNG MEN
and WOMEN
can assist in the propagation of Divine
Truth, and at the same time engage in the most profitable of all employments, by canvassing for the New

H., Sept. T,1869.

18 the only infallible Hair

next

$1.25.

L. IR. BURLINGAME,
DOVER, N. H,

any

Either book sent by mail on peceipt of price.
Address *‘THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE

COMMITTEE.
hr

VAN BUREN, Mich., Q. M. will hold it 3

creams, jellies, and other favorite items of the dessert

tion from corn or the cereal grains,
The new food staple is manufactured
tent, by the Sea Moss Farine Co, 53 Park
in view of the above established facts, it
prising that their extensive machinery

our

with the
Tuesday,

PER

SMITH.

the much vexed sub
a

or, the Biblical account of Man's #Creation-

Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND" HER DISEASES, $2.00. In Tur-

gion with the Waverly church on the 16th of September, and not with the Geneva church.
E. J. KEEVILLE, Clerk,

thirty professed cooks, many of them hailing fromthe
best hotels in the United States,have voluntarily come
forward and pronounced RAND'S SEA M088 FARINK
the flndet article for puddings, custards,blanc mange,

A still greater number of distinguished

A

he tells them just how and when t¢* do it.—Farmington Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1869.
|
These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr
Hayes,one of the most learned and popular physicians
of Jae day.— The Medical and Surgical Journal, July

CHANGE oF TIME.
RENSSELAER Q. M. The fall session of the Rensselaer Q. M. will be held with the Stephentown
church, commencing Friday, P. M., at 1 o’clock, Oct,
7th,
I. B. COLEMAN, Clerk.

The first preacher of the gospel in Norway in
modern times was Hans Nilson, He suffered
persecution and was kept for ten years in prison.
In Norway there are at the present day, 132 parishes to 200 square miles in extent, and the people have to go 30 or 40 miles to church, which
.
they often do only once in a year.

food.

M1SSION

i

tested by Scientific Theories of his Qrigin and Anti.
ih
y Josepn P. THOMPSON,
Pb. D,, L
.
ne vol., 12me. Price, $1.
Will bg sens prepaid by
post, on receipt of price, by

to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the
cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and

will be a meeting of the committees apby the different Y. Ms. of Me.,to consider the
of a State Mission Society, ay the vestry of
ct. 12th, at 9
Baptist church in Augusta,

o'clock, A. M.

and not one in the islands of the South; now
there are in the former 179 ministers, and in the
latter 62, besides 57 native assistant missionaries.
The members have increased from 18 individuals
to 60,000.

Upwards

STATE

2w36

3

76 E. Ninth Street, N. XY,

No. 3.—Green-house,

meeting

for examina. .

:

HYATT

2w36

of our race for these invaluable Plodustions. If.seems

church in North Strafford, commenci ng
The pastors, and members of the
Sept. 20t]
20th.
churches in the New Durham Q. M., are invited ,to
G. 8. HILL. For the Com.

There
pointed
subject
the Free

J.

PRICE

most extra

Notice.

There will be

receive a copy

tion, post. paid,

The Door will open September 15, "70.
THEO. E. PERKINS, Publisher,

complaints are added.—

Lancaster, N,

key morocco, full gilt, $5.00.

Try it in

—

DR. HAYES is one of the most learned and popular
physicians of the day, aud is entitled to the gratitude

dis-

you will

|

INFANCY
ENGRAV-

are of actual merit, and should find a place in

topics:

welcome everywhere.

your school and
family, Pubhshed by
THEODORE
E. PERKINS,
. 76 E. 9th Street, N. Y,
Price $30 per hundred, beautifull
bound in board covers. Send 25¢, and

CLOSE COMMUNION.

intelligent family.
They are not the cheap erder of
abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties
and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but are writ.
ten by a responsible. professional gentleman of eminence, a8 a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning which lamentable ignorance exists.
The important subjects presented aye treated with delicacy,
ability and care, and, as an
®ppendix, many useful

School Tearhizoto the

“ Songs of Salvation” is receiving a
warm

Woman

are utterly unlike

preseripiions for prevailing

BY

The great Narrative Wako
ect o

others ever published.
VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have received the valuable
medical works of Dr. Albert H, Hayes.
These books

Abbott: put the | bepresent.

Kitchen,

Every

E. M. HAYNES, State Sec,
Lewiston, Aug. 18th, 1870.

The people of Maine will welcome as a Godsend the arrival of immigrants upon their shores.
A religious colony of 125 Swedish Baptists is
reported as having just arrived and seeking a
settlement in Aroostook County.
Fifty-five years azo there was but a single

elder, has made arrangements

these valuable books.

‘“ The Relations
Dangers of Practical Life,” opened by J. S. Barrell, Lewiston;
* Qualifications and Duties of Sunday School Teachers,” opened by Rev. C.F. Penney, Augusta; ‘‘Qualfications and Duties of Superintendents,” opened by
“ Relations
Hon. Geo. H. Pilsbury, Lewiston;
of
Pastors to Sunday Schools.” opened by Rev, C.F.
Allen, Bangor;
‘‘ How to conduct teachers’ meetings;”
¢ Best means of conducting
Bible classes,”
&c.
Eminent Sunday school workers from different
sections of the country are pledged to be present.
All Railroad and Steamboat lines in t he State will
carry and return delegates for one fare,

—in short, wher.
churches, or in sheds and barns
1ace, Erupti ns. Blotche:, and all Scrofulous dis.
have no orever they can get a chance. They
eases areoured by this wonderful and most valuable
foreface
dained preachers, baptize by Immersion,
medicine. Bold by druggists. Beware of counter
us ceremonial,
most, and maintain as a religio
| feits. Observe that Dr Pierce’s private Government
of the
Revenue Stamp is on each bottle.
feet-washing, the men washing the feet
The sncramen.
women, and the women of the
In
soup.
ment follows a feast of bread and lamb
BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG,
dress and dai'y habit the Dunkards cultivate a
We are glad to announce thit Mr, John B Bach.

severe simplicity, and thelr honesty and integrity
are said to be proverbial,
7
|

for

;

T. E. Perkins and Rev, Alfred Taylor, .
| A REAL BOOK OF PRAISE.

i

"Rev.

the

such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No person should be withou

Baptist Printing
that the Annual

of

from

anguage. All the NEw DISCOVERIES of the author
whose experienceis of an uninterrupted magnitude—

Conv ention,

by Rev. Smith Baker,

cussions of the following

My FRIEND, stop that terrible cough if yon would
This you can do by
grave.
avoid a consumptive’s
using Dr. Pierce’s Alt. Ext. or Golden Medical Dis-

buildings of

Book

Joes Republican,

of Sunday

diseases arising

allusion even can be found in any other works in

The State S. S. Convention will hold ‘its Second
Annual Meétingin the city of Bath,
commencingat
13th, and
3 o’clock, P. M., on Tuesday,
September
continue three days. Each Evangelical school im tite
State is entitled to representation as follows :—Pastor,
Superintendent, an
one Delegate for every fifty
Every school is entitled to one delegate.
scholars.
The Order of Exercises will embrace
an Address of

are actively moving in
country.
a band of Carlists, and
on government troops,
a court martial.

other

| Music and Hymn Book,

= OPEN Doon.

EITHER SEX can require to know, but whateds tully
explained, and many matters of the most important
and interesting character are introduced, to which no

lady’s pos.

Dover, Aug, 29, 1870.

St. James’ church, San Francisco, the nucleus
of Ritualism in California, has ceased to exist.

covery.
disease

all

The New Sunday
- School

J

ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF

STEW ART, Secretary.

Maine Sunday School

BY THE

NGS.
| These are, beyond all comparison, the

Kathai-

ald Appointments.

1.D.

\

indebtedness

LOGICALLY AND PATHOIOGICALLY, from
10 OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE

Establishment will be transacted.

$1,000 in salary to its priest,
holding
The Missouri Dunkards have just been
church
no
have
They
meetings.
annual
their

in other

The

s

Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND
HER DISEASES; or WOMAN TREATED OF PHYSI10

Meeting of said Corporation will be held at their office in Dover, on Wednesday, Sept 21, at 11 o'clock,
A.M.; at which time and place the business of the

year upward of $7.000 for its music and less than

but preach

A

Printing Establishment.

ning night and day to supply a demand that is rapid
Jy becoming universal.

their own,

my

Magno-

6w3b

The Corporators of the Freewill
Establishment are hereby notified

The several Conferences of the African Methodist Episcopal church are asked to contribute
$100 each toward the building of a Metropolitan
church in Washington.

the

Can possess.

They should be ia every

Notices

year.
A new Baptist paper, specially devoted to the
interests of the colored people, is soon to be’
started in Memphis, Tenn.

from

made

Hagan’s

session.

This last estimate is probably too high, but

Voice

Kathairon

of youth,
It makes a lady of thirty appear but
twenty.
Both articles are entirely harmleas and

statistics are so imperfect that it is impossible to
get at the exact truth.
The oldest missionary in India is supposed to
has labored fortybe Rev. George Pearce, who
three years as a missionary of the English Baptist Society. At the commencement of his labors, idolatry had never been more vigorous in
India. The government protected the burning
of Hindu widows, and no less than 1,260 were
burned every year in Bengal.
The Rev. J. D. Bradley, the English Ritualist,
has returned to New York, and opened a- hall,
which he calls St. Sacrament Mission, in which
the Eucharist will be celebrated every day in the

A

CHONDRIA, aad

ren and Magnolia Balm are just what will give them
to you, and nothing elsc will. The’ Balm is the bloom

held af

number at 5,000,000, with 400,000 teachers. A
writer in the Chicago Teacher thinks that there
are now 6,000,000 scholars and 1,000,000 teach-

ers.

Xt?—Lyon’s

est attractlons a woman

=~

1869, Mr.

Did

h ot
h¥ ANN UAL SALE 25,000
Price $3.25. Sent post paid on receipt of price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
1w35
C,H. DITSON & CO.,New York.

without further notice from us.
PUBLISHED

FORTE.

Its great popularity still continues.

D. R. WHITTEMORE, Gen. Agent,
:
Providence, R., I.
du

FOR‘THE

PIANO

ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS or EXCESS
ES of mature years. This is indeed a book for every
man. Price only One Dollar, 285 pages, bound in
cloth, DR. A. H. HAYES, Author.

lia Balm changed that sallow complexion into the
marhle beauty you now see
This is emphatically
the language of all who use these articles. A fine
head of hair and a refined complexion are the greats

The number of Sunday school scholars in this
country in 1858 was estimated to be 350,000. In

1864, 1,000,000.

cheap imitations are
nothing. Be sure to

hair soit, luxuriant and thick, and

out of Chicago,

a year.

use them to

BRONCHIAL
TR OCHES.
BOLD EVERYWHERE.
6md4

of the

v

me

PEABODY
MEDICAL
INSTITUTE,
No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,
(Opposite Revere House, )
100,000 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAR,
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVATION. “A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of”
EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE IN
MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY, HYPO.

OBTAIN the true
)

to

will be supplied on application.

y

Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthless and
offered, which are good for

applications

RI CHARDSON’S NEW METHOD

re.

"MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD,

¥

five

sent

fice the amount. of their

TROCHES

SPEAKERS

have

The Quarterly.

attention,as neg

BRONCHIAL

who

be promptly

All persons, indebted for the F. B,
Quarterly, will please remit to the of-|

clear and strengthen the veice.

Wesleyan minister on the continent of Australia,

GENERAL.

succor of the orphaned

National

Those

.

willmost invariably give instant relie

The Duke of Norfolk has decided to erect,
entirely at his own expense, an imposing Roman
Catholic church, adjacent to his baronial castle
at Arundel. The church is to be begun forthwith, and is to be completed in two years.
Nearly a hundred works on science, medicine,
history, geography, law and miscellaneous
‘$ubjects have been published in China by ProtesGovernors and viceroys, men
_ tant missionaries.
belonging to the learned class among the Chinese, have reprinted not a few of these works at
their own expense, thus adding them to the
permanent literature of the nation.

all heads of families,

women,

reports

Laws,

For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE
and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effec

J., delivered a

sensational

The French clergy still
favor of the defense of the
A priest, captured with
convicted of having fired
has been shot by order of

with us, and in July

united

their years,

y BROWNS

Twenty years ago Mr. and Mrs. Saker, of the
Baptist Missionary
Society,
London, settled
among the “African tribes at the Cameroons.
They taught the people to make houses of framed timber and of brick, have reduced the Ianguage to writing and translated thé Bible, which
they are now engaged in printing.

his wife, in the vigor of

a man and

great

twenty-two

during these dark days there has been a
in- “rif in the clouds,” for in the month of

nature is only the statement of a result and
not a cause, the difficulty vanishes.
The

Bates College,

one

Foremost in the Rank of Music Books.

admission to the
are requested to
THEIR APPLICA.

without the money, and have received no reply, have
been accepted on condition of the payment of the ad
mission money.
‘Any who have failed to receive a copy of our By-

Disease.

has been largely atteaded for the past two weeks.
Besides the great tent, capable of holding 5,000
persons, there is a number of smaller ones, used
for prayer and conference meetings.
The services have been participated in by clergymen of
various denbminations, though under the control
exclusively of the Methodists.
A Baptist minister in the Strawberry Association, Virginia, has been serving a church as pas)
tor forty-seven years, during which time
he has
received but ten dollars compensation, or about

one to two weeks,

Her husband

and

Desplaines station, a few miles

est prayers and tears.
Another member
of this church
died of consumption, aged
forty years, waiting for Jesus, and ready

he came.

N.

turned.

for.

lect often results in an incurable Lung |

A new church is in process of erection in London for the deaf and dumb, of whom there are
stated to be 2,000 in the city.

tire time of more than a year, when he sank
and died, leaving too little evidence of
Christian faith, though the subject of earn-

when

being

MINNESOTA

subscribed

Requires immediate

The Established Chruch of England is said to
cost annually between five and six millions of
pounds.

There is a subtle misconception which is |.
very apt to accompany the use of this word then subsiding, alternating, during the en-

law. We apeakof the power of law. We
say the law is mighty, and will vindicate
itself. We say it cannot be broken with
impunity.. We say the law of nature can
be depended upon. We personify this the

price

AND

rapidly

ACOUDT COLD, OR SORE THROAT

proceedings of the Ecumenical Council,

'

continued

Bayley of Newark,

false, malicious

D. A. Tucker, Clerk.
every grace to enhance the effect of his
-inistrations, will be his success. In this
way he will shortly educate a congregaRevivals, &c.
tion to appreciate the best he can give and
\
JFn
do, and be what he prays anil preaches.
The true
preacher lifts the
people to the
W. StepaENTOWN, N.Y. Great changes
level of
pulpit; the false one lets the
have taken place in the Stephentown and
pulpit down to the level of the people.
Nassau church and its vicinity within the
Of the misconception of the nature and past few weeks. A man who has lived
‘office of law ®hich appears in much of our more than eighty years,enjoying health-and
prosperity, was stricken down, more than a
modern thought, and of the grievous misyean since, with slight paralysis accompanuse of the word in our popular and scienied with hiccoughs; and although he partific speech, the Congregationalist & Recordtially recovered. from. the shock, the hicei has this just and forcible thing to say :
coughs

their

RAPIDS,

being

be looked for on the completion of the negotiation of
-the issue,

exhibition, each copy

pages,

are

spokehof by

3
T

CEDAR

Bonds

highly

Investors will do well to subscribe speedily to the
small balance of this loan remaining unsold, as an
immediate advance above the subscription price may

sermon Sunday in defense of Papal infallibility.
He made a severe attack on the London I'imes for

was timely, and spiritual,

and powerful.

English Wesley-

(three cents)—about a fourth of the cost

price.
Bishop

.

280

very

These Bonds are First Mortgage Convertible Sinking
Fund 7 per cent, Gold Bonds. A security equal to
5-20’s and paying double the return at present-prices.

Foreign Bible Society has of late caused some
envy in Russian clerical circles, in consequence
of which this plan has been adopted, at the instance of the Holy Synod. one of the Bibles are
to be distributed gratis, as it has been proved
that the people do not attach as much value to a
book which they can get for nothing-as to one for
which they have to pay.
There are 60,000 Bibles

work within its bounds, and another to the
effect that the Q. M.'s of this Y. M. be inpurpose

- BURLINGTON,
Railroad

A separate départmient has been established in

among which was one providing that this
Y. M. procure an Itinerant and set him to

asser-

Bélief, because ¢ the laws of nature” are

126,000

the exhibition at St. Petersburg for the-saleof
cheap Bibles. The success of the British and

to live, The most of the churches in this
Y. M. have good Sabbath schools. The Y.
M. passed some very important resolutions,

for the

This Painting has been
those who have seen it,

members and an annual income from the British
Government of £94,000.
It has 1,094 Sunday
schools, with 8,050 teachers and 16,305 scholars.

nally of six churches; but three have nearly
lost their visibility. The Ripley Q. M. is
composed of four churches which are trying

every discourse. The work of the preacher
is to instruct and inspire, ip order to direct
and edify.
And in proportion to the
thoroughness apd fidelity with which he
does it, acquiring every art. and employing

est delusion on the part of the

has

The Switzerland Q. M.

such trickery is a device of the Devil to

experience,

church

407 probationers, 5,758 deaths, 16188 losses by
removal, 5,443 Sunday schools, 105,592 teachers,
622,689 scholars, and in the reduction of church
debts and newly-erected churches an -expenditure of $1,752,000.
¢

deceive the very elect. If the pulpitis ever
to be restored to its rightful leadershipi
society, and become the chief moral forgo
in our civilization, our preachers must prepare for its service with the most laborious
and conscientious fidelity—putting all possible thought, beauty, sentiment, information,

Irish Presbyterian

ans show 848,359 members in full connection, 20,-

tion for argument, and noisy declamation
Experience proves that
‘for eloquence.
all

Tn

Special Notice.
Brethren making application for
F.B. Mutual Benefit Association,
send their admission money WITH
TIONS.
:
If not accepted, the money will

Painting of the Battle of, Gettysburg, on exhibition
“during the approaching Fair, at Manchéster, N. Hfrom the

Rev. 8. P. Ahe-

Tucker was chosen Clerk. Letters from
the Q. Ms. were read, stating a low time
in religion. In fact, if the resolutions which

dollar per member

the New England Fair, to place his great Historical |.

contributed
last year

"ong, a native Chinese, has embarked
Islands for China, as a Chinese missionary.

12—15.

little patiencé with platitudes of speech
anywhere, and accounts dullness and im- the Y. M. have adopted do. not work sug
becility. in the pulpit both a blunder and cessfully, fears are entertained that some
a sin. He insists upon vigor, freshness, of the churches will lose their visibility.
‘and the most laborious preparation, and
tells us that nothing buta vital power in
the sermon can save the people from drifting beyqnd the preacher's reach. There
is force in the following words:
It is the fashion of some preachers to
sneer at’ laborious preparation for the pulpit, ridicule writtgh
sermons, and make all
manner of fun of “Edward Everett for committing his orations to memory, and practicing elocution before a looking-glass.
Extemporaneousness is their hobby; and
because Wendell Phillips stands before an

Hawaiian churches

$4,018,609 for foreign missions,

Moeting opened Friday afternoon, and J. M.
McHenry was called to the chair, and D. A.

,

editor

7, 1870.

.

a few, the result of not

not

cases

in

Indiana ¥. MM,

Very probably pr

horror to themselves,
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Address Saco
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the long period of THIRTY YEARS that the “Pain
Kille:” has been before the world it has never lost
one whit of its popularity, but on the contrary, the
call for it bas steadily increased from its first discov:

ery, and at no previous time hasthe demand for it
been so great, or the quantity made been so large,

as it is at this day. It is because people have
found it to be all that it was claimed to be; and hence
it is popular and always will be.

Sold by all Druggists,
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When the strifes and the cares of Tar
-

Have flown with the sinking sun,—

~~

EE

Just to sit in the leafy shadows,
‘With the darkness dropping down,

ra.

¢« Beyond the public buildings, the homes
of the Spanish aristocracy are clustered
around the. great Square. Their houses

for silver,

The sun for the placid moon,

are built of adobe, two stories

‘When the nights are soft with slumber,
And sweet with the scents of June;
Till our thinking is naught but dreaming,

And, far from all sordid things,

may sometimes see a dozen of them,

“While the rustle of 1éaves above us, .

+

e master and mistress of this gang, who,

Just stirred by the breathing airs,

Falls sweet through the solemn silénce

‘however poor they may

As the whisper of saintly prayers,
But still with a touch of sadness,—
Just a dream of the dying dayyOr the sound of a voice long silent,
From one that has passed away.

be, are

too

he habitationsof

the Indians

encircle this city are miserable
filthy within and without.”
“0, mamma,”
)

which

mud

huts,

exclaimed Laura, ‘‘is this

evergreen Quito?

I am

afraid, after

ourtrouble to get here, we

shall

all

be

in

¢ This is the architectural aspect.
think you
beauties

will

find

There

observe,

nothing

but

except

and wonders of nature,

Looks down through thepdrowsy air,
As she pines in her lonely splendor,
And envies a world so fair,—
So fair with its buds and brightness,
So rich with its golden store,

transported to Asia

So great in the grand hereafter,
©

Then give up the golden season,—
These nights in the summer’s prime,—
‘When the stars are the poet’s teachers, :
And the world seems wrapped in rhyme!
Sweet, sweet is their stilly silence,
That speaks to the spirit blest;
Still bearing its burden of blessings,
And the boon whieh it brings is rest.
Ah! fair are the skies above us,
And fair is the earth beneath;
‘While she gathers her garlands of roses,
And fashions her royal wreath;
For the voice of the golden summer
Floats far through the skies above,
As she sings in her queenly garden—
And the song that she sings is love.

the

to tempt

or Africa.

Here are

groups of men in gay ponchos, not hurrying to and fro, intenton business or pleasure, but lounging in front of the shops, or
leaning listlessly against the walls, and Indians creeping along with heavy water-jars
or big baskets on their backs,or

heaps

of

vegetables

which

sitting by

they

Harry’s Prayer.
2

have

brought from the mountains for sale.
Here
are files of bare-footed soldiers, strange

looking men with an uncertain mixture of
Spanish, Indian and Negro blood in their
veins, and long processions of monks” in
white robes which reach to their

~Appleton’s Journal.

feet,

and

priests in similar garments of black, all
wearing enormous hats turned up in a
comical way at the sides. Occasionally
we meet a Spanish gentleman, one who
boasts his descent fr
the conquerors.
He disdains the ponchu, and wears the
classic cloak of old Spain; hence the citizens are divided into men with ponchos
and gentlemen with cloaks.
The ladies
‘are not troubled about the fashion of hats
or bonnets.
Théy have gone a step
yond us, and discard them altogether.”

My little boy beside my knee
His evening prayer had said,
But silent kneeling lingered he,
Still meekly bowed his head.

A sob—and shrinking from my touch,
“ Say, mamma, may I pray

For the white colt I’ve loved so much?
Cadet was sold to-day.”

,

~

a

i

To treat my nobby well.
¢ Watch ifhe feeds the measure full;
‘Watch if the stall is warm;

Set down how hard he makes him pull,—
Each angry lifted arm.

who

stretches

consider

Speak up and ask, forall to hear,

¢¢ 1 always thought,” said Laura,

people

He might have felt the good Lord shared
The. beast he called his own.

| were

—Era.

who

bold

live

and

among

Che Family Circle,
Evenings With the Children.

manly;

¢ that

Henry,

mate, and more magnificent views, than
any other on earth. It lies nine thousand
and five hundred feet above the sea, which
is two thousand feet higher than the highest habitable spot in Europe.
“To tho traveler emerging from the
' mountains, weary with forests and rocks,

precipices

and

barren wastes, it looks like a fairy city lying in the lap of the Andes, but as he approaches and examines its details, it appears to be a shabby and thriftless place,

like all the cities of Spanish America.
“The finest structures surround
great square in the

egnter of the city.

the
Here

are the public buildings, some of which are
three hundred yearsold. They are quite
. massive
and imposing, but sadly out of
repair. And here are the great Cathedral,

and

‘The interior of this church fairly blazes with
the ancient Peravian te

of the splendor of
les.”

unknown,

and

must be, never to fear a frost!”

‘ But there is no skating,” said Henry,
* and no coasting, though there are ever so

many hills.

don

it.”

think

I should

x

like

=

“There are mine snowy peaks within
sight,” replied the mother, laughing, *¢but
I can not promise that they afford find
coasting.

The atmosphere is of

ent clearness, and objects

are

transpar-

seen

at

an

amazing distance. The stars stand out
and shine with a peculiar light. The diseases common in hot regions are unknown.
If there is a spot on the

earth

where

men

ought to live without sickness, it is here,
for it seems as ifthe diseases from which
they suffer may all be traced to their bad
diet and filthy habits; and it is said that
even with these, the doctors find it hard to
live.
¢¢ This little state of Equador presents
every grade of climate, from the perpetual
summer on the coast to the everlasting
winter of the snow-covered

also
table
¢ As
tions

mountains;

so

it is capable of every variety of vege:
production. Professor Orton says:
the Equadorian sees all the constellaof the firmament, so nature surrounds

him with representatives of every family of

plants. There are places where the eye
may embrace an entire zone, for it may
look up to a barley-field and potato patch,
and down to the sugar-cane and pine-ap-

ple.’ ”

The

Builders.
BN

A couple.of young robins got married,
and wantedto go to housekeeping. Married robins never board. They always
keep house. Of course the first thing eed
ed is a house.
It is a singular fact that robins never buy
houses, nor hire them. They always build
them themselves without any help. Why
they are so- particular, I don’t know, buf

that has
same

been

built by any claws and beaks

materials.

One

always build their
pattern, and of the

would

think

that

among the great numbers who build every
spring, some would desire to build their

symbols

of

the

governments

civilization

the result

many influences, the effect of

ny

es, some of which lie deep in our!

of

caus-

natares,

or far back in the ages which have passed;
but the most potent and indispensable
force is a pure

Christianity,

what this people

have

man Catholic church,

and

lacked.

that

The

established

here

is

Roby

the conquerors, has had for three centuries
complete control over them, and we see
what they have become under its influence.
One-fourth part of Quito

is

churches and convents.

The

covered

priests

with

and

monks, who are notoriously idle, ignorant
and

immoral,

swarm

like

Boys

and cats are very bad

for robins. They both can climb up
houses, and they both catch and eat
robins, when they are learning to
wish there were no boys and cats.”
don’t like to live away off in the

gloomy and lonesome. The sun don
shine] brightly there, and when it rains, it
takes so long to dry.”

on the earth. It is painful to look on their
poverty in the midst of such boundless natural wealth, to see their miserable mud
houses, their abominable roads and neglected fields, and to remember their advantages for beauty and comfort.”
“ But what makes them contented to live
80?” said Henry.
‘ Why do they not go
to work and improve their condition ?”

*“ A high

boys and cats..

things
to our
young
fly. I
“I

there was

unstable

locusts.

The

time is consumed in shows and processions
ignorant poputo make them
wiser or better. Asin all Catholic coun~
tries, the Bible is kept from the people, and
instead of it, they are taught legends of

and the church of San Francisco, which
hich amuse the idle and
was built by the treasures of Atahuallpa., ! ¢; but nothing is done

gilding, and

is

that

mother, smiling, ¢ and perhaps the character of the people of Quito is as peculiar
as its situation. We should suppose that
men surrounded by everything so truly
beautiful, so sublimely grand in nature,
would have some corresponding virtues;
but here, in the very midst of the mighty

‘most corrupt

culiar in its situation. It is nearer the
equator, and can show a more' genial cli-

rivers, frightful

= Frost

woods,” said

strength and righteousness of God, we find
a weak and ignorant people, and one of the

f—

EVENING.

“and I am in a hurry to see how it
looks.”
*¢ This city,” replied Mrs. White, *¢ ‘is pe-

bridgless

blasts.

fires are never made for warmth.”
‘¢ Ah,” said Laura, ‘* how delightfol that

mountains

something like their own bills in them.”

mountains, which are the

BY VY. G. RAMSEY.

said

re-

the

‘ I think that is generally true,” said the

Quito,”

and

as

Quitonians, we are glad to acknowledge
any merit which they possess.”

.

I would the master could have heard
That prayer in choking tone;

in

Bible,

member that we are not only indebted to it
for spiritual light and immortal joys, but
that it lies at the foundation of our political strength and social happiness.
‘Let us turn now from society, where
we find so much to condemn and deplore,
and observe the wonderful beauty and exhaustless wealth which God has bestowed
on this mountain region. * The climate is
perfect.
Here they never faint under
the summer sun,
nor
shiver
in the

And

in all their ugliness, is a question we have
not time to discuss; however,
amid the
ignorance, superstition and idleness of the

“ So write it good or bad, till near
He comes to heaven, and then

‘“ Here we aré

degradation are in proportion as this corrupt religion has more or less control.

houses a little differently from others, but
they all build just alike.
Another singular thing about robins is,
though there is very little mutual confidence or real friendship, they contrive, by that they must have a new house every
their prof use compliments and promises, to spring, and move into it. But you had
soothe all passions and to prevent quar- rather hear about the robins than about
houses.
rels.”?
Two young robins, as I said, got mar‘“ But is it a good thing,” said Henry,
‘“ to conceal enmity and distrust with all ried, and wanted to go to housekeeping.
The first thing they had to do was to sethis politeness ®”
« Politeness is always good, and enmity lect a place for building. ¢I think,” said
.| and distrust are evil under all conditions, Mr. Robin, ‘that we had better go away
off into the woods where the trees are thick
but whether they are worse, concealed unand large. We shall be out of the way of
der a mask of civility, or openly revealed

¢¢ Bless his new master, make him kind,”
(Here two great tear-drops fell)
¢ And may he always have the mind

re

We find a similar condition in

all Catholic eountyies, and the poverty and

but their own.
They
houses after the same

proofs of equality and independence.

NINTH

to society.

far to cover a multitude of sins. - And that
is the universal politeness. We observe it
in every class, from the proud aristocrat

insolence which many people

I saw their pearly tears.
“ Thou who in every place can see,
‘Wateh liftle horse, and let
Him soon forget this home and me—
Only not quite forget,

the

the fact is that they will not live in a’
house [that anybody “else has lived in, or

out his leprous hand to us for charity in the
street. There is none of the rudeness and

The tender Jesushears ;”
His blue eyes heavenward tarned until

I think

great cause is, they lack the stimulus
which the ¢ Truth as it is in Jesus’ supplies

fails to. please the stranger, and which goes

down to the ragged beggar

¢ Yes, Harry, pray for what you will,

TPE, CEE

be-

“Do they wear mantillas over their heads,
like the ladies of Guayaquil?” said LauTa.
i,
:
‘“ Yes, my dear, they call it a paneulon,
and it seems the most indispensable article of female dress.
‘“ There is one thing here which never

I deemed that sleep had given him then
Draughts from her soothing cup,
So spoke for him the low amen,
And sought to raise him up.

About Cadet—Amen.”

I

vou to remain long.
““ As we walk throagh the Steels every
thing is so different from the cities of the
forth, that we wonder if we have not been

Calm, the Queen of the Night up yonder,

Pep

a

hurry to get away.”
are many other things to

their poverty and ignorance.

winter

proud

for any labor.

‘When over the jasmine petals,
And over the woodbine-blooms,
All the loving airs that linger,
Are laden with sweet perfumes;
-Half-drowning the drowsy senses,
Fill the grasses under our feet
Sigh, breathing the scents of the roses,
And drinking the dews so sweet.

PO

with

as many
naked,
filthy ‘children, in. one
“| house. ‘The second floor is occupied “by

Loe

—

The

first floor is occupied by the Indian servants. They are lazy, . thievish and dirty,
but they do all the wotk that is done.
You

‘We soar from a world of sorrow
"Mid the shimmer of angelsywings.

So proud of the days of yore.

high.

the saints, Latin prayers which they donot
understand, ard a blind, bigoted faith in
the church.
“ You ask why they are .contented in

Let us be thankful for the

and this forlorn hope for better days.

Sits crowned with her starry crown.

Y

said ‘Lau-

this silent mourning for departed greatness,

Till the Night, like a queenly matron,

. Just changing our gold

whose gold built this church,”

¢‘ They. are silent, and appear very stupid and indifferent, but it is said they cherish, with sacred care, every relic of their
former national glory, and that they secretly hope for its return. The mountaineers wear a small black poncho next their
persons in mourning for the Inca. There
is something ‘which touches ‘our hearts in

Ah! sweet in the summer’s evenings,
‘When the day’s fierce heats are done, -
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Mrs.

Robin,

“it

will

be so

Mr. Robin was about to say, * just like
women who are governed by feeling in-

stend of judgment,” but he
that he was just married, and
who are just married always
before they speak cross to their

remembered
that persons
wait a. while
wives.

“Well, where would you like to build?”
said he, very pleasantly.
“I think we had better build

2g 1670.

dancing along,’ continued Azul, tossing | She strives, she watches, she
prays, ind,
the bubble off of the pipe, ‘see how grace- | God helps her. That is Mrs. Meek’s way.
They selected a branch on which to fully she -moves,and how beautiful she |Yet she is onlya poor woman like you,
build, and without delay proceeded to col- looks. Every one admires her. —Dear me! And what she does you can do."— Arthur's
lect and put in order ‘materials for build- What a pity! She is gone, all gone in a Home Magazine.
ing. They worked ‘very hard, and were moment. But no matter; there will be
‘soon ready to move into their new house. plenty more just as pretty.
All those little|
They needed no furniture except a bed. parti-colored bubbles, among the suds in
>
——
This was soon made of hair and of the soft- the basin, are her children, and they are
40 you like the smell of a good cigar,.
est wool that could be found sticking on looking up, and" wishing that they could do you? Well, I have heard young ladies
the bushes where the sheep had wander- float about in1 the air,so large and dazzling. say . so before, but I have always thought if
ed.
.
Foolish things,
they don’t know how soon Iwas in their place I would not tellof it.
:
In a few days there were three or four they will Sah
Whatever you may say, nobody will believe
blue eggs in the nest, and not long after,
‘Here is the general,’ said Josie; dent you like the nasty. stinking thing for its own
three or four featherless birds, whose eyes
he tremendous ? Don’t he look grand? sake. Why, it almost strangles me. And
were shut, but whose mouths were open All those rich colors are the magnificent after my papa has béen smoking, I would
Now see how almost rather he would not kiss me. 1
very wide, whenever they heard anything] uniform that he wears.
proudly he moves;
with the eyes of the don’t believe he would want to kiss me, if
come near their nest.
‘Don’t you think we havea fine family ?” whole army upon him,’ and the enemy he could smell tobacco smoke in my breath.
trembling for fear of him !—Oh-o- 0-boo- hoo- I am surehe would not call me his rosebud
said Mrs. Robin to her husband.
o-o!’
“They look rather scrawny just now,”
again very soon. I am very certain men
‘Why, what's the matter with the great don't like tobacco breaths in other people.
said he.
“But you wait till they get their feathers hero ?’ asked Aggie, laughing.
I wonder if that is the reason they don't kiss
‘Oh, hush!” sobbed Josie, ‘the general's each other,
on, and then you'll see.
I don’t believe
;
1 there was ever a finer set of robins hatch- bursted up, and xy eyes are ful of soapHow do I know they don’t like tobacco
suds!’
ed out.”
smoke? ‘Well, I can read some, and don’t
Philip and Agiie langbsd more than I see ‘No smoking” up around in ever so
This brief conversation was held while
they were seated on a limb over their nest. ever, but Robert kindly bade Josie to bathe many places? And when I ask papa what
They seldom stopped long enough to talk, his eyes with ; pure cold water, and then they did it fox, he said it was not nice tofor it took them nearly all the time to get come and look at the pictures in the new have tobacco smoke from other people's
story-book, instead of blowing bubbles, or
food enough for their babies.
mouths puffed into our faces. My papa
Just asthey were about’to start off for talking about worldly grandeur and great- said that himself, And then on the ferry
more food, alarge kite lodged in the tree at ness.
boat, I see the men come flocking into the
to his wishes

in everything alse, which she

did.

Smoking.

some distance above the nest.

They did

can, and have plenty of money,

so

that

I

could buy everything I chose, and enjoy
myself, without having any trouble and

bother that a king has.”
‘I would like
said Josie,
men
to obey

to be a great general,’

‘and
my

have

a whole

commands,

army

and

of

when

jewelry, and set the fashions for other people.’
Philip had

now

drawn

his pipe

full of

ger and prettier this bubble gets, the largerand more splendid my fortune will be.

“I know a place where there are no boys,
and where the cat is the most amiable creature in the world.
The prospect is very
pleasant, and there are plenty of worms on
the currant-bushes and grape- Vines in the
garden.”
“Well, let us go and see the place.”
So they flew away to Mr. Barclay’s farmhouse. There was a row of trees in front
of the house. In a nest on one of these
trees, Mrs.

Robin

had

been

hatched

out,

and reared. It was natural that she should
desire to return to her native place.
‘Mr. Robin was pleased with the situation.

He saw that it offered many advantages.
There was safety from the hawks and owls
to which they were exposed in the forest.

A view of these advantages decided him

See how large it is now !”
‘And it seems to be

full

of such

pretty

houses and trees,,” said Aggie, looking at
the reflected objects in the glassy globe.
‘Yes,’ said Philip, complacently, ‘a very
rich man can - have plenty of houses and
trees, and every thing else that he fancies.
My fortune will keep growing larger and
larger just as this bubble does, and I shall
have so many grand and beautiful things
around me, that all the world

will seem, to

my eyes, as gay and richly colotéd as the
scenes that you
will

see in this.

be——There

now,

you touch that splendid

it burst?

Everything

Joe,

what

made

and

make

‘why

make

bubble,

;

‘Sure enough,’ said

Robert,

the poor bubble break before its time?
Death will come soon, and with one puff of

to build on one of these trees, but,like some

his cold breath will send away all

other folks, he pretended that he was governed wholly by the Wishes of his wife.

and grandeur of the richest man that ,
Then, what has he got left of his fine bubble ?’
‘But look here!’ cried Aggie, holding up
the bubble which she had just blown, ¢ look

“If you

prefer to build here, my

dear, I

shall make no objection. I am willing that
you should have your own way. in the matter. ”

~ Mrs. Robin was greatly pleased that she
had a husband who was so ready to yield
to her wishes in regard to the place of
building.
She felt that she ought to yield

I

came dashing along on my beautiful horse,
everybody would
say ‘Oh, look! here
comes the general.”
‘And I,’ said Aggie, ‘ want to be a fine,
rich lady, and wear splendid elothes and

‘And have boys and cats plaguing us all
the time P"

because

their

own

is so full

of" Der.

————

some

near

Formation

1 of tobacco smoke.
But I don’t see any ladies go into the men's cabinto get the smell
When children go abroad in a clear of the smoke. And they don't scent their
morning, they often find all the grass cov- handkerchiefs with it, nor pat it into their
ered with drops of -water, and sometimes bouquets. I should. think if they liked 1t
the water even drops from the trees though so well, they would have essence of smoke
the ground is dry, and there has evidently among their cologne bottles.
been no rain in the night. They soon
Bah ! nobody will make me believe that
learn to call these drops by the name of a clean, sweet young lady cares anything
dew ; but whence and how comes dew on about the smell of a cigar, unless there is
the ground is a puzzle. Well, there is al- a man behind it. And the men don't beways more or less moisture in the air. If lieve it either. They may not say so, but
sense,and soon saw that whatever it was,it there is a cubic inch of water in a cubic
they keep a thinking, and they think you
was notalive,
So he flew back to his wife,
yard of air, then the air is said to be thor- say it to please them, the egotistical fellows!
and told her that it would not hurt them, that oughly impregnated or filled with water. Perhaps afterwards they'll say as my broththey must huiry and get some food for In such a case, the smallest amount of cold er Bill said, the next day after you professtheir childrer?.
I suspect he;was in a hur- or absence of heat in anything will cause
éd to like hig—etgar smoke.
He said it
ry to get out of sight of the kite.
little drops of dew to settle on the surface. mage him
Ahink of the young lady that
While they were gone, the boyto whom
Almost any substance will have more or took
w whiffs now and then, when she
the kite belonged climbed up into the tree * less dew on it when the air is in such a was lonely, because it made it smell as
after it.
In so doing, he discovered the
state, because few substances a
though there was a man around.— Young
Robin’s nest.
“Good,” said he, “I am enough to prevent it. Then, just j
People’s Helper.
glad my kite-string broke; it has given me tion as there is less water inh
ir, mu
NL
€
anest of young robins. I'll watch you my .a body or substance be cooled lp produce
WM Drop of Oil.
lads, and whea you get your coats on I dew. The blades of grifss sd the leaves
will take possession of you.”
of trees being
so tjgpf
are quickly
The sewing machine went hard, and
He visited the nest every few days, and cooled by the air when the sun goes down. would not do its work well, despite all of
the old birds saw him.
They guessed
They radiate or throw out the warmth that sister Amy's efforts.
She had oiled it
what he had in view and determined to is in them, and soon become cooler than the thoroughly, she thought; had attended
cheat him if possible. = They made the air is, and then the water that is in the air properly to. the tention and all that; and
young robins stand on the edge of the nest, begins at once to settle on them, and in still it was perverse.
and flap their wings that they might learn
the course of a clear night will collect
Brother Will came and looked over her
how to fly.
As seon as they could use
there enough to form the ‘‘dewdrops.” shoulder, and knit his brow, as was his custheir wings at all, the old .bird pushed There is never any dew onthe
hare tom when in a puzzle. At last, turning back
them out of their nest.
They were thus ground, because it never gets cooler th
"the machine, he glanced over the works
compelled to fly, as well as they could. the air, so as to cause the moisture to set- and asked:
They flew into the corn-field and were thus tle on it; nor a cloudy night, because the
“Did you oil it here, Amy?”
out of sight..
clouds radiate heat to the ground, which | “Why, no, I never thought of that.” A
The very day they got them into the prevents the leaves and grass from cooling,
drop of oil was applied, and in another
corn-field, the boy climbed up to the nest as a cloudy night is always warmer than a
minute the slender needle was flying
“with a wire cage in his hand.
‘Bother !” clear one would have been for the same cause.
through the work like a fairy. No more
said he, “they have all flown away."—AlThe dew does not fall on the leaves like hard work to turn the wheel. That one
den.
rain, but collects from all directions, and drop of oil, on a dry spot in the machinery,
it is not seen on the under side, because
made it all right.
!
Soap Bubbles.
that side is so porous as to absorb or drink
There are many other places where a
itup, as a sponge does water.—Little Gleari- drop of oil works just as great wonders.
Philip, Aggie, and Josie, having provided er.
Cold mornings, when tempers are apt to
themselves with a basin of soap-suds, and
get frosted, as well as toes and finger-tips,
their clay pipes, began to enjoy the amusethere is no magic like a few sweet, cheery
Worries.
ment of blowing bubbles, while their elder
words. Oil to a dry machine is only a faint
brother, Robert, sat near by, engaged with
comparison to its good effects.
.
What
people
call
‘¢
worries,”
are
very
a new story-book.
So when any one is angry, and ready to
Often they comé “from
mere
‘What are you reading about now, Rob?’ common.
do and say many rash things, just give them
trifles,
but
they
are
not
the
less
‘*
worries”
asked Aggie, as she stirred up the soapfor that. Little things sometimes vex and a ‘soft answer.” You know what the Bisuds.
ble says about such answers.
trouble us more than great things.
‘I was reading,’ answered Robert, ‘about
If Bridget is hurried and cross, just give
“Iam so worried with the children,”
a little boy and girl to whom a great fairy
says one who is the mother of a large her a little timely help. Make her fire
gave the choice of being just what they
blaze up brightly, for one thing, and see
family; “I can not get a quiet moment.”
pleased when they grew up. So the boy
“Something happened to worry me this if her temper does not soften.
chose
to bea king, and the little girl a
All day long, as you mix with your little
morning, and I have felt upset all day, »
queen.”
|,
says another.
mates at school or at home, you will find
‘Pshaw!” said Philip, ‘1 would n’t want
|
‘One thing or another is always coming plenty of chances for using this drop of oil ;
to be a king. I'd rather be a free Amerito worry me,” complains a third, taking a and oh, how it will clieer and brighten the

soap-suds, and began toblow a bubble.
Presently he paused, and said, * The big-

farmers,” said she.

ladies’ cabin,

not know what it was.
At first they
thought that it was a great bird—some new
kind of hawk, and they were very much
frightened. Mrs. Rovin did not take any
pains to conceal her fear, which was not
for herself, but for her babies.
Mr. Robin
was quite as much frightened on his own
account as Mrs. Robin was on acvount of
her children.
He flew to the next tree
under pretense of getting a better view of
the strange object, but in reality to be further away from it. He was a robin of some

at the

fashionable

lady.

thepride

See how

she

sparkles with gold, and what rainbows are
spread over her.
Now she seems to be

dressed in the richest blue, now
green, now in ro:e color.

in emerald

There she goes,

more

.general

view,

and

setting

himself

way for yourself and all about you!

down as more tried with worries “than oth~
er people.
But, after all, worries depend very much
on how we take them. What puts one
person out for a whole day will hardly dis-

as a witness

turb

law.

another

for

a

moment;

and

a

lot

in life that seems to one full of trouble and
vexation, is found by another peaceful and

happy.
“Ah!

I know that very well,” cries Mrs.

Little German

Boy’s Faith.

A little German boy was brought forward
He

in

lived

a

very

with

important

his

uncle,

case

and

at

this

man had insured his house for a great deal
more than it was worth, and then burned it
down. The Insurance Company suspected
as much, and would not pay the money.

Sharp; ‘but I can't take things so quietly.

On questioning the child,

There is Mrs. Meek,

now, next door;

what may,

ever

he had kindled the fire according to his uncle’s command.

nothing

seems to put

come

her

out; but I'm not one of that sort.”
*“ Well, Mrs. Sharp, is not that just’ what

Isaid? Worries depend very much on the
way we take them.
You agree with me
you see. Mrs. Meek takes them one way,
and you take them another. And you grant
they

do not

trouble

her

so

much as

they

do you. Is not her way the.best?”
“Yes, but I can’t take things as she
does. I'm not one of those quiet folk; and
when worries come I must be worried.”
“Stop! not so fast. I am notso sure there
is any must about it. Do you strive against
being worried? When
things turn out
amiss, or the children are troublesome, or
any one says something that vexes you,

do you try not to be. vexed, or worried, or put out? For that is What Mrs.
Meek does.
Again, do you watch agilust worries ?
You know they are likely to come; do you
prepare your mind for them, that you may
meet them aright, and get the better of
them? Iam much mistaken if your neighbor Meek does not do this too.
Once more, do you pray?! I'know yonr
neighbor does that.
Depend apon it, Mrs. Sharp, it is chiefly
trying, and watching, and praying, that
make

by
be
she
the

your

it was found

that

Then came or the law-suif, and the little boy;was placed on the wittness-stand,
and for several hours was cross-questioned

by ingenious lawyers, who tried hard to
make him cross himself in the answers.
Even experienced men, who have their
thoughts well at command, find it hard not _
to become confused in such

circumstances.

Often they say what a moment later they
very much wish unsaid. But this little
German boy never altered his statement
a hair. All their efforts to confuse him were
in vain, The second day they tried the
matter over. The interpreter was bidden
to ask him if he did not know that his evi-.
dence would injure hisuncle, and whether
he did not think it would benefit himself,

The reply the interpreter

gave

thrilled

many hearts in that court-room :

*“ He does not know whether it will injure his uncle or benefit himself, He believes in God.”
That was the secret of his standing so firm
amidst all the perplexities of the lawyers.
His heart was fixed. God never deserted

the humblest child that put its trust in him.
Oh! 0 many times in life, you will be
placed in just as trying scenes; widely different, no doubt, but full of. difficulty.

neighbor so much less worried | Then

how will you need

something

strong

things than you are. Perhaps she may [to lean upon! How happy you will be if
of a quieter disposition by nature; but| you can say—*‘ Tby rod and thy staff they
never would have been able to meet | comfort me.” Jesus Christ is a sure helper
troubles of life as she does without |in trouble for all who put their trust in him.

God's help, and
2

that she gate by prayer.

Child's World,
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Baboon

ly, and it seemed strange that all nature

Life in Africa.
—

S—

Near the Winterburg, a mountain to the
north. of the eastern frontier of the cape of
- Good Hope, some years ago, there were
several troops of baboons, young and old,

which resided in the deep rocky ravines,

and ‘gamboled among the fearful precipices

around.

Very human were these creatures

in their appearance and habits, especially
when suddenly alarmed ; the mammas were

. then

seen

who

to, catch

up

their young ones,

clung round their

parents’ decks, ‘and

were thus carried rapidly to the summit of
the ign, where they would grimace and

cough outtheir defiance at the intruder who

_had’ventured into their domain.
‘An enemy, however, once found his way
* into

their stronghold, and this was an ene-

my hungry, cunning and powerful. It was
a Cape leopard. Crouching down among
the long grass, or amidst tho crevices of
the rocks, the leopard would suddenly spring
upon a young baboon, and actually devour
it before the eyes of its screeching parents.
‘Strong as is a baboon, theleopard is yet
far

stronger,

and

with

its

terrible

claws

could soon tear" to pieces the largest male
baboon.
we
During seme days the leopard feasted on
baboons, but at length these creatures combined,

and

They

jointly

attacked the

did not really mean

battle with

him, for th@se

leopard.

to risk a pitched

creatures evi-

dently knew and respecte
great powers.
They had, too, as the r
proved, determined on a safer and more crafty method
of

rogeeding.

ie

he leopard

g

fearing the combined strength

of his adversaries, left their neighborhood,

and retreated across the country, but he
was followed by nearly all the large baboons. On went the leopard; on followed
the

baboons.

The

day

was

hot,

and the

leopard disliked this perpetual tramping,
and so tried to seek a retreat and lie down
to rest. Then it was that the baboons
closed

round him and worried him.

Soon,

too, he began to thirst, his tongue hanging
out of his mouth, and the white foam cover-

ing his jaws.
ater was soon scented by the hunted
brute, and to this he rapidly made his way.
But now the baboons became frantic; they
closed

on

great
their

not

to

the

activity
sharp

teeth,

drink.

another,

leopard, some

actually

tearing

and

the

by their

him

with

creature could

The baboons could relieve one

and

ob

will, do

method of administering justice.
Worn

out with exhaustion and thirst, the

leopard

at length could totter on no further

and sank to the ground a prey to the ba-

boons, who, in spite of his claws and teeth,
which were yet formidable, attacked him
with their whole force, and soon tore him
to pieces, they themselves escaping with
only a few severe scratches.
Assembling their forces, the baboons returned

they

rapidly

their

by

welcomed

were

cause, once in

females

unless he

he

a while,

is like an opium eater;

when

it,”

be-

the impulse

now in the seventh

power of memory ‘are

of a young

related

Florentine, named Magliabecchi,” who died
in the year 1784. He had a great passion
for reading, but no taste fer any particular
subject, reading indiscriminately whatever
came to hand. Remembering every thing
he read, he was consulted

by

Particular Notice! Persons wishing obitua-

blew a storm and

Wind-power, which now

then subsided into a per-

the learned,

far and near, upon all subjects in regard to
which they desired information; and he

obituary.

—

attended by the writer
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surrendered

May
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With
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jon to their (oxvellont
t addition
vith the

died in

board and tuition; they anticipate an overflowing

O., wile of Arthur ‘Tennant,

On one occasion he was|

some daysy ‘‘feels like” work | tinctly.”
i
th deepl
Amid
«« How
I wish,” said Hogg, ¢¢ that I could
deeply wooded . ravines of a | The 1he boy boy who
midst the
disinclined thereto,
range of mountains on the eastern frontier and some days is utterly
recall
it,
for,
very foolishly, I destroyed the
has
,
iceship
apprent
his
d
he has finishe

‘of the Cape
of

the

These

of Good Hope, a large colony

pig-faced

creatures

resting-place

steep

and

baboon

had

for

found

many

dangerous

were

there a safe
the

so

cliffs

that no creature except a baboon would
dare wander among them, and so the an-

imals were safe and happy.
The traveler in that wild region would
find his arrival announced from hill-tops
by a chorus of wild, weird like coughs or
barks, while these semi-human animals
could be seen on the sides of naturally form.
ed walls, of -a thousand feet deep, grimacing at and threatening the solitary traveler who had intruded into this domain—a
.domain of which a king might well be
proud.
3
This part of Africa has been gifted with

only copy I had.”
Sir Walter replied :

acquired the invaluable habit of industry,
of laboring hour after hour, and day after

located.

generations;

were

| when

day, enjoying the exertion and accepting
it as a matter of course. He becomes a
thrifty member of the community, to be reas surely as a

lied upon in his work
‘engine.
And so the young

steam

man who pursues the studies involved in securing a liberal education, gains, in addition to stores
of knowledge,

whatis far more

grand bank,

«¢ Let us sit down upon this

and see how much of it we can call to
mind.”
:
So they seated themselves on a grassy
slope; and Scott commenced the poem and
repeated every line of it verbatim, although

valuable,

that

and

it but once,

he had heard

several

years previous. Hogg was overcome with:
delight at being able to welcome home one
;
of his own long-lost poems.

discover distinct peculiarities between the
two races, and to beable to tell which was
an Amatola baboon and which was a denizen of the Chumie.

The

nize,

baboons

and

themselves

did not frater-

if by chance stray baboons from

each colony met one another in their wan-derings, a regular fight ensued.
When the sun sank behind thé Chumie

Hills, the baboons from that region would

exclaim in the crowd,

Mahon!”

‘Why, there is Mc-

And, sure enough, there was the

most celebrated of living French generals,
the best personification of the French golthe
dier, the hope of the French army in
favorpopular
great
a
and
hand,
at
struggle
this
ite. gh had, as I see by the papers
day
morning, spent a large portion of thesome
with the Emperor. Parisians have for
days thought ~that he was with his corps

a godly lifeand conversation, living a life of
prayer and faith, helping and counseling the
oved ones around her. Her last sickness was
very trying, yet she was patient, calm and submissive, murmuring not, casting all her burdens
on the Lord, rejoicing in the Saviour; fear was
taken away; she praised the Lord that the
journey was ended.
Her two remaining chil| dren were the subjects of her dying prayers.
These, with an afflicted husband, she leaves to
mourn their loss. As a wife, mother, friend
and neighbor, she was greatly loved.
¢ Blessed
are the dead that die in the Lord.”
.
G. 8. HILL,
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|

an
near Strasbourg, and his‘departure is
mothe
Algiers
from
called
was
He
event.

git on the most giddy precipices, and bar “ment that there were signs of the imminent
k of war. He was In citizen's dress
forth a defiance to the distant mountains)
In that clear atmosphere sound travelsa
night, and with three gentlemen likelong distance, and is heard during a still wise dressed as civilians, but the group—
evening at almost fabulous distances.

Thus

the barks and coughs of the baboons at
one district were heard and replied to by
.
the creatures some mil
Ama
e off, in the “hy
tola.

To

barks

keen

the

uninitiated, these mere animal

seemed to mean nothing; but
to the

ears and comprehensive senses of the

baboons, they

conveyed

the direst insults

and most defiant challenges.
.
Human nature has its limits of endurance, and 80 has baboon nature ; thus, after
a particularly warm summer day, during
which, probably, thé creatures’ blood became

lenges

additionally heated, the evening chal.

were

given and answered with un-

usual vehemence,’

the Marshal was accompanied by some of
his staff—was, after all, thoroughly military
in appearance.
They were enjoying themselves with the
pretense of being plain

but

people,

their

movefaces and bearing, every feature and MecMa
ment,

indicated , their profession.

ial
hon wore a new silk hat, and its espec in
nent
promi
him
made
that
ali
was
loss
—a soft, brilfe crowd. His hair is whiteand
his mousclose,
cut
d
liant white—an
ndo
tache is also white— as white ns Ferna

not half so Jorge. He is said
Wood's, but
an Imperialist and so small a cir-

not to be
cumstanceas that he does not wear his
beard in the fashion of the Emperor, gives

The moon rose bright confirmation

to the report.

le wears no

with

Unity.
Q—

lips,

his

on

liberty

and

independence in his proclamations, delivered up their homes to a. licentious soldiery ;
their cities to spoliation ; their properties " to
pillage, and, after impoverishing their rich
proprietors and traders by forced requisitions, enrolled the peasantry in his armies
and hurried them away to perish in Russian snows. These recollections are stronger and more enduring than the differences
of Hessian,

Hanoverian,

or Saxon.

When

the French foreign ministef tries to separate Prussia trom Germany, *¢ with whom
we have no quarrel,” what is, the reply?
The Bavarians, the Hessians,

the

Wurtem-

burgians, the Saxons, the citizens of the free
Hanseatic towns, vie

with-

one another
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The Germans are the most highly instructed and thoughtful people in the old
world. In the vast army which i8 now
arrayed to meet the invader, there is not
a private soldier who has not learned by
heart the records of the disastrous time
of their sujugaiion, The memory is still
dark days when a French
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all who knew him.
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Term, 12 weeks ; vacation through holidays.’
0. E, BAKER, Supt.

Verses are inadmissible.

MARY L., wife of James M. Woodhouse
and
daughter of Aaron W.and
Sally Skinner, died
in Waupun, Wis., July 31, aged 4 years. She
experienced religion in the days of her youth,
and united with the F, W.Baptist church in Boston, Erie Co., N. Y.,where she maintained a good
standing.
For a number of years, she suffered a
reat deal from disease of the lungs and other
complaints, whi
e bore with Christian patience and resignation.
In this dispensation of
divine providence, a husband and one son, (two
having previously died) and a large circle of
friends are left to mourn the loss of one they very
highly esteemed and loved.
Funeral services
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News Summary.

case of retreat, hence

badly.

school-

must

leave

royal

At Madrid a strong anti-Bonaparte feeling exists in consequence of the revelation that before
the war, with Prussia Napoleen engaged to restore Isabella to the throne of Spain, in return
‘for the. cession of the Balearic Islands tp France.

A cargo of tea is cow sent from Shanghae or
Foo Chow to New York, via Sin Francisco, in
fifty days, at a cost of only $9,25 per 100 pounds.
The German societies of Hoboken, in addition
to the $2,700 already forwarded, have collected
$800 for the relief of the wounded soldiers of the
Prussian army.

The work of preparing the foundation for the
bronze statue of Abraham Lincoln, to be erected
in the center of the southwest space of Union
square, has already begun.
Chief Justice Chase is dangerously ill at the
residence of his son-in-law, Senator Sprague, of

R.1.

ea

:

A Gloucester

fishing schooner has

been

tured by a Canadian vessel and taken
as a prize.

eap-

to Quebec

.

carbonaté of lead, and
lead

were

found

abundant

proofs

of the

in the water when tested with

sulphureted hydrogen.

FOREIGN.

the capitulation of McMahon’s army and the surrender of Napoleon to King William.
It is also

the most enthusiastic demonstrations of joy.

With each advance the Prussians bring forward their field post and their telegraph, a most
perfect system of organization. It is difficult to

news this Monday morning from the seat
is of an importance so decisive that it will
universal attention.
The battles at Sedan
on Thursday, after a terrific struggle, in

reported that Bazaine’s army at Metz has capitulated. The Prince Imperial is in Belgium.
The
news of this victory was received in Berlin with

In

Paris the Ministry has issued a proclamation

in-

citing the people to bear the disaster with forti-

tude and

nerve

themselves

to renewed

efforts

for the liberation of the country.
i
Fierce battles were fought Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday between the Crown Prince

and McMshon, and on Wednesday and Thursday
between Bozaine and Prince Charles, ix all of

which the Prussians were victorious.

imagine the columns of provisions, which creep
like serpents over the country.
Active detachments of telegraph men push on with their light
poles set up at intervals, and their slowly decreasing coil of wire, and field post offices bring

letters
to different divisions.
A

Roman

pavement

preservation has been

in

:
an

admirable state of

excavated

on the site of

‘the manor yard at Oldcoats.
Itis of limestone
and red sandstone, each piece of the mosaic

Belgium is prepared to defend her neutrality
being half an inch square. The stones are laid
by force.
1 in cement, and form diamonds and circles. The
The drought continues in many parts of Scotwork is very skilfully executed.
Roman tiles
_ land.

Queen Victoria subscribed £500 for the French
wounded.
Prussians say the French
the Emperor fiercely.

prisoners

denounce
e

Ten thousand persons are attached to the headquarters of the King of Prussia, including

eighty

servants,

:

The Parisians

of all ranks have

been

enrolled

i

for the defense of the city.
Advices from Algiers say that

the

Arabs and

Kabyles sent addresses of felicitation to the Tur- 008, now in France, promising to imitate them.

The late Turin journals announce that Prince
Napoleon has taken up his residence near that

Measures

have been

taken

to blow

bridges and tear up the railways around
promptly on the approach of the enemy.

up

the
Paris

' The Orinique (frigate)
the flagskip of the Med-

iterranean squadronhas
, left for

to cruise

on

the

Roman

Civita Vecchia,

coast as

against Garibaldians.
Four

million

kilogrammes

of

protection

powder

have

been distributed to the batteries on the fortifications of Paris.

Public meetings are held all over Prussia to
sustain the government

in prosecuting

"to the end and to discourage all attempts

mature fiegotiations.

the

war

at pre-

It is nnderstood that the diplomatic corps, in
case the city is besieged, will go to Tours,which,

owingto their presence, will be considered neutral, and respected as such by the belligerents.

‘The French have sent to the Spanish ministry
for information
in regard to the organization of
guerrilla bands, probably with a view of using

that method of warfare against the Prussian inThe chief municipal officers of Paris have ad-

dressed a letter to the Minister of the Interior,

declaring
that the people are ready to encounter
the

vod

MRT

is

a

have also been found at the same piace.

The navy of North Germany has but one admiral, Prince Adelbert of Prussia, whose pay is
$3350 per year, besides $1750 for “table money.”
The vice-admiral gets $3200, and eachof the two
rear admirals $2350.
A British admiral gets
$8850, besides $7950 for table money.
The difference in economy in the two navies is much the
same throughout.
M. Didierjean, a red-lead manufacturer in
France, found that two of his workmen never
were affected by any symptom of lead poisoning.
The only peculiarity of their habits, that he
could learn, wis that they always drank milk at
their meals at the works.
He then made the use
of milk obligatory on the others, and during
18 months has kept all his men free from lead
disease.
Music in Paris just now consists almost exclusively of the Marseillaise. Faure sings the words
Amour sacre de la patrie kneeling and enveloped in the tri-color.
Alfred de Musset’s words,
Le Rhin Allemande, have been set to Music as a

cantata by M. Leo Delibes, and the work is to be
produced at the Grand Opera, with scenery, costumes, chorus, and a bass solo for Faure.
A census of Great Britain is tobe taken next
year on the ‘‘photographic” or instantaneous
plan, Blanks are to be left at each house during

the last week of March next, to be filled up “with

particulars

of the

name,

sex, age, rank, profes-

sion, occupation, condition, relation to the head
of the family, and birthplace of every person
who abdde in the house on the night of Sanday,

the 1st of April, 1871.
collected

during

the

The blanks will be

ensuing

will give sccurate returns
that night.

week,

and

wl

arms

fo avert French

dam and Trenton of the Silurian, With these
he has compared the deep-sea ooze taken in the

seems to be proved that the same sort of ooze
at the dawn of life on our planet at the

The Germans
say the French were so sure of bottom of the sea as is now found.

is importing

in-

flicting statements

as

to

Great

Britain.

The

Middlings

course

this latter is one result
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ISAAC ROSENFELD, Jr., Vice-President.
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CORN MANUFACTURED
& FEEDBY MILL
IRON—not

CAST

of New
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entire

rice =

ex:

I run

handsomely

it about

100

5 to 6 bushels

of corn
per hour.
Yours, &.,
THOs, H. BATE.”
“The
Union Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is
all that you represent it, It will grind with ease 6 to
8 bushels of corn per houy.
It also makes excellent
Graham flour.
I consider ita boen to farmers, and

it will be indispensable when

once

but one opinion—it is a success.

tested,

There

per hour; in fact, it is just the thing for
feeders. Nowe should
be without one.
ISAAC BARKLEY.”

&%~ Send for Circular.

J I) WEST, General Agent,
40 Cortland: St,
New York.
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MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Is now nearly complete and will be isIt is adapt-

ed to classes that have just completed
This book re-

“The story of Jesus.”

AND

RUST.

the autumn of 1869.
Three hundred and thirteen volumes in manuseript were received, embracing cone

tributions from nearly every State ia the Union
and from the Canadas. The two selected by the
committee of award, as fully meeting the conditions
of the offer, stand at the head of this advertisement
and will be found of su‘h rare interest and excellence, as places them at the head of the juvenile religious literature of the age.
Beautifully illustrated,
bound in gold and black.
Prize $1.60 each.
Sent

pre paid by mail. Please

send

.

:
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for full catalogue

of
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The Commentary on the Gospelsby
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Practice.
of
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by the Printing

Chatty,
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Notation

out Charge.
Classes in ELOCUTION, in ITALIAN, FRENCH
and German. at reduced rates. Pupils fitted to teach.
Situations procured. Fall term
8 September
12. Seod for circulgr givicg full information, to
1mo33.
E.TOURGEE, Director.
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Sold

new books,

Offers advantages unsurpassed by
any
music
school in America for securing a thorough musical
education in every
department, at the ‘LOWEST
POSSIBLE
PRICES.

Free Classes

and

on receipt of $2.

is

JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.
NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869,
H. C. SANDUSKY & Co.:—The (Empire) Mill I
bought of you gives perfect satisfaction. I grind" 7
or 8 bushels
farmers aud

Xl,

R. M. PALMER.”

satisfaction.

revolutions, and ground

Racy

Usual
di
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anything else.
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and

"MONROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869,
WEST— Sir: I have used my No.3 Empire

“J.D.
Mill

!
BOZ.

$13.50 PER

now Brat published, and UNCOLLECTED PAPERS in
rose and
verse.
With Portrait and Autograph.—

corn per hour. I then ground corn and oats mixed,
and it ground that somewhat faster. J am perfectly
&ec.,

PALM,

RECOLLECTIONS and ANECDOTES,

without

‘‘BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869,
J.D.
WEST— Sir: I worked my Ne. 4 Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses at 160
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
Yours

BOOK,

the same gize, induces to issue this year
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Who is universally
acknowledged to be in every way
eminently qualified for his task—with PERSONAL

IRON—

for years

Kentucky—the only ones at which

satisfied with it.

CHURCH

would show others how to teach, should himself be
an experienced, practical teacher, we have great sit- .
isfaction in announcing as the éditor of the work, Mr,. --.
C. M. WYMAN, of Boston, who is undoubtedly to-day
the foremost man in the convention work of New

Very

injury. It works with less Joa than any other,and
less.expense. It has taken the First Premium at the
Fairs

NEW

“LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS,”

And Sold by Agents everywhere.

“State Agricultural

‘

our second large book of Church Music, —The Palm.
In undertaking this work we have spared no labor
or expense—and entertaining the belief that he who
would lead others in sacred song should first teel the
spirit of sacred things himself, and that he who

of New York,

run

Dover, M.H,
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and is case-hardened

Street,
FOR

.

new work of

may

fail to

By C. M. WYMAN.

touely at the office of

T=

Wall

THE

CAPITAL,

$250,000.
For particulars,

fail

[RCLEWS & CO.,

HURD,
132

liecity,

AUTHORIZED

can not

the security equally safe.

5

CALVIN HALE,
OUR

T-

The convertibility prive «

to these bonds

cause them at no distant day to commadd a market
Jrice considerably above par, besides paying about
per cent., currency, interest in the meanwhile,
U.
8. Five-twenties at. resent prices only return 5 per

PRO RATA payment is re.
quiréd only when
a death
visin in which a
1egistered,

an un-

;

bany at par, and the payment of the principal is pro-

= Insurance

and

i

These bonds have 50 years to run, are convertible
at the option of the holder into the stock of the Com-

for
TWO
THOUSAND
DOLLARS, (larger sums in

Rev. John J. Butler, D.

D., is

now

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume, have already been sold.
This number is nearly half of all that

have been

printed.

This simple an-

nouncément is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be off

our hands.

Price $2,00.

Postage,

+=

extra 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more.
Orders are solicited.

RIE RAILWAY.

recommended \to pastorssuperintendgid teachers as being in every THE BROAD GAUGE, DOUBLE TRACK ROUTE.
ents/
way
worthy of their patronage. Orders
BETWEEN THE
ATLANTIC
CITIES
AND THE

« | they
Hk be sent at any tin.
will be filled just as soon us une book is
Price 15 cents.
out of press.

SABBATE SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
At

Wholesale

Prices.

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schools at as low rates as they

can be

are not excelled by any other books
of their class.
In another column, see

list, and retail prices.
ces we make
’

From these pri-

A LIBERAL

Sunday
12

00

LAMB

Tuning through WITHOUT

CHANGE

and

connecting

with all WESTERN AND SOUTHERN LINES.
Trains leave Cincinnati by Columbus,
time, from Depot cor. 5th and Hoadley Streets at

©.,

7,00 A. ML. 1,15 and 9,45 , M.

running through to New

York without change.

Cleveland by Columbus, O., time

from

10,26 ¥,

MM.

Leave Dunkirk by New York time,from Union

KNITTING

1,30 P.M,

MACHI

KNITTING MACHINE MFG CO.,
818 Washin

gton street, Boston, Mass.

and

a gen-

eral assortment of carefully selected
Sunday school books, and Stnday
school maps, cards, and singing books ;

Theological,

8.00 and 10.00 A. M., 5.30 and 7.00 P. M.

23d 8t., Depet at
7,45 and 9,45 A.M. 5,15 and 6,45 ¥, MF.

Depot, at

Books in New York.

and

Four EXpRESS TRAINS daily leave New York from
Depot foot of Chamber 8t.. at

1,256A M., 3,356 ¥*, M, and

DISCOUNT

NES
in
)
use, sold on their merits, with little advertising.
The only machine that knits circular, flat and
seamed work, narrowing and widening on each,
Evoy Family should have one.
end for SAMPLE STOOKING and circular showing
wherein the Lamb Machine is superior in all points,
and cheaper
than any other,

0Om30

NEW YORK to CINCINNATI 860 miles,
NEWYORK to CLEVELAND 625 miles,
NEW YORK to DUNKIRK 460 wiles,
NEW YORK to BUFFALO 423 miles,
NEW YORK to ROCHESTER 885 miles;
AND I8
22 MILES THE SHORTER ROUTE

Atlantic and Great Western Depot, at

schools.
LAMB

WEST
AND SOUTH-WEST.
THIS RAILWAY EXTENDS FROM

Leave

All of our own books,

(1 FRR
ALLOW.

Barrels........

00

TY}

inbgs 105@

seven

as
prime0!

doubted security:

N. Y,,
an

CHARLES L. FROST, '§ Trustees.

The greater part of the road is already completed,
and the earnings from the finished portion are already more than sufficient;to pay o
ting expenses
and Interest on the bonds.
Tuebalance of the work
1s progressing rapidly, in time for the movement
the coming grain craps, which, it is estimated
double the present income of the road.
The established character of this line, running as
it does through the heart of fhe most thickly
settled
and richest portion of the great State of
Iowa, together with its p
t advanced condition and lar,
earnings warrant us in unhesitatingly recommending
these bonds to investors, as, in every respect,

.

Canada svveee. 90
g19 00 Marrow.... ..1 70
@19 00
PORK.
Mess ¥ bbl. 26 00
CoD 32 @ . 38 Prime... ...26 00
prime
2 @ . 38 Hams,salted 17 00
Hams smok’d1700 @
OTATORS.

Western........00 @ ,

domestic

J19%

U.8, Ton-FOrties..sisestsessersassnrecssnssnsess 100%
U. 8, Coupons Sixes, 1881 iceservernrinnsannsas 145

LIFE

Interest parable May and November,
J. EDGAR THOMPSON, |

-

Gold. sseaseenssssrassescassren ee

U, 8. Five-Twenties, 1867....ceeenneans

bought elsewhere in New England,
In addition to the publications of others, we offer our own prize books which

endi ng, Aug. 81, 1870,

BEALE. iseeures. 29 @ 4 26

Os

The great objection to the average

18

>

.
White West’rn0 87 @ 0 90
Yeollow.......1 156 @ 120
EGGS

Dining.

105%

Coffee crush .. 11 @ 125

ture, the manipulation will be more complete.—
Journal of the Farm.

@

NewOrleans...... @.. ..
[P Ortland ceceeeeas @oesss
Refined
Crushed....1r% @ 13
Powdered....00 @ 0

Choice XX....51 @ 53

them in a raw state; but as farmers have not got

less than if fed upon raw grain.

28
27
22
12

Fine X
«43@ 49
Medium
A8 @ . 49
Coarse
oad@ . 47
Mich.,N
Vermont —
Clear Pine.. 25 00 G0 00
Extra
«46 @ . 48
Coarse do...20 00 @21 00
Fine.
6 @ . 47
Ship stock...21 00 @22 80
Medium
4 e.1%6
Spruce...... 15 00 @17 00
Coarse.......40 @ , 43
Oak,
¥ 100 +vvveee @-o 40 Other Western—
Hemlock bds13 0¢ @15 00
Fine and X...45 @ . 47
do,
plank...... @.. ..
Medium .,....44 @ . 46
do,
JOiSt.ssess @er oe
Common.....40 @ . 43
Clapboards 50 00 @00 00 Pulled, extra...35 @ . 48
Superfine....35 g . 48
es, pine.
California......18 @ . 83
docedar..i.ee.s @
Canada «iveeesa 00 @ . 00
Laths, pine..,1 76 @
do.combing ..58 @ . G0
do.
TUCO. 0s. ©
Buenos AF16E. 15 0.3
8.box shooks...0 §
CapeGoodHope2s g , 84

the convenience to covk food, and don’t feel inclined to be at so much trouble and expense,
there is another plan to feed hogs by which nearly the same object can be attained, which is, to
procure vats or tubs, and mix there-in the fine

with proper attentoo sour, and by
sweet occasionalhogs will thrive
will be one-third

@..
@..
@ .
@..

Pipe....@

Orinoco

It is a conceded fact that swine will fatten fast=
er on steamed or cooked food than when fed to

method of feeding swine and
tion not to let the swill become
changing the food from sour to
ly to keep up a good appetite,
rapidly, and the cost of feeding

19
14

HER.

gir
.

Swine.’

ground meal with water to the consistence of
their gruel, and leaye it till it becomes slightly
sour, before it is fed to the animals. By this

Nos.8to 12. 9 @ 10%
Nos.13t017..10% @ 12%
Nos.18to 20 12% @ 13

Sxiot
and Pye. ll 1

sure to be considerable.
The yield of hay in
Great Britain is very light, only about an eighth
of the usual average of the first crop, which will
prove a great source of embarrassment to graziers,
in

Feeding

...27 @

Pig. gold......6% @. 6%

And

mands for imports from

Pepper...

Russia, Sheet,..13 @.. 15
LEAD

of European breadstuffs may be described as bad
in France, somewhat better in Germany, and
be
de-

@12

TALLOW,
@12000 Reuflored, b.-2% 3 >
Eng. com...75 00 @ 80 00
TEAS,
’
Do. refined 82 50 @ 85 00 Gunpowder

haps in a slightly less degree, Russia, Bessarabia
and Poland. In short, the summarized condftion

therefore, though no approach to famine
apprehended, prices will be higher, and"

2

Mace. ceesseacl 30 @.
Nutmegs......107 @

00

@.@..

B Ayres, dry...27
Rio
Grande... .26
Western, dry...20
do. wet.....10%
Goat Skins,
Madras.......65
Patnas...... 47
hh aud
¥
Swedish—
Com.ass’d 82 00

of the fact that

regions.

837

Ginger «c......

East.&North 25 00 @ 32 00
Country Hay,
Best, ¥B.... . . @..
¥ 100 lbs ANa]%
Potato cocveee...6 @ 5%
Straw,1001bs..1 30 @
SUGAR.
HIDES AND SKINS,
Havana,

France can not this year be looked to for supplies, but on the contrary will need assistance
from other countries.
The accounts from Ger-

good in other grain producing

.. S100

Cassia,
# 1b gold 47 @ 4
Cloves..ssee..
20% @ 2

90 AND ACCRUED. INTEREST.

,

Aug. 31,1870.
AMErican

A limited Quantity still offered for_sale at

wool $,60 to'$ ,75 each; country lot

CONSERVATORY

RY@seeossesee. 095@ 100
Barley. ..eceee 000 @ 0 00
OatBessesee o.. bd @g.. 62
Shorts ¥on..2200 g22 00
‘Fine Feed...26 00 g28 00

weather has been unsettled, and the season was
late and cold.
There is, however, a confident
expectation that the wheat crop will be, if not
over-abundant, a fair average.
Oats and barley
are not yet considered safe, but reasonable hopes
are expressed in respect to them.
The prices
have, however, advanced, as also of wheat.
Of

they

Professor Gumbel, of Munich, has been examining microscopically the limestones of various
ages, including that from the chalk and the Pots-

existed

France

stead of exporting bread-stuffs, and must be
omitted therefore from the list of food resources
for other nations. There have been many con-

cf the population on

late dredging expeditions. He finds in all these
The Franch suport ssvort that the Prussians cases the peculiar minute coccoliths and other
Bate ad cys f tei avtbuliien advice ou | remains of an extremely simple structure which
now exist in the depths
of the ocean; so thatit

asm

remains that

lots, 63 to Te

to 70.

GOLD AND STOCKS.

Southernyeil
1128115
Western mx’d.. 95 @ 0 98
Yellow ....... 105 g 1 10
Wheat,west’'rm140 @ 1 90

that political causes may be at work to induce
the purchase of large quantities
of grain.
But

the fact

As an instance of the perfect organization and
preparation of the Prussian army, it is stated
that a Prussian regiment recently captured some
Turcos, when almost instantly a perfect sketch
of the group was executed by photograph, and
a copy handed to the soldiers to identify in case
of the escape of the prisoners.

The
of war
claim
ended

Crops in Europe.

<
1-3
o
"

A great fire in Chicago Sunday destroyed one
of the most important business blocks of the city.
The loss is estimated at $3,000,000.
Several
lives were lost by the falling of walls.

The

ggraggas

The statement of the public debt Shows that it
was diminished during the month. of August
$13,402,325, and that since the 1st of March it
has decreased $82,407,326.
:
SLi

&

portions

J

Country

750 a $125.
LALF SKINS—16al7o.

88

of the country.

09
me

seyeral fatal railroad accidents in other

2

gg

An accident occurred last week on the Des
Moines Valley R. R., by which 8 passengers
were killed and 20 wounded.
There have been

PaLT8—with

Minnesota R. R. Co.

to 14¢; retail 13 to 15¢.

Country lots 63

and original system,
The
ayment
of
EN
DOL.
ARS will secure a
policy

E38ry

last

TALLOW— Tto 7%,

For the week ending, Aug. 31, 1870.

e®

;
England

from

SHOTES—Wholesale, 12

THE

ISSUED BY

:

FAT HOGS—10%.to llc,

a correspond-

Mass.,

; farrow

Policy under

eS
=
& a EE

until the last of next week.
Mr. Motley arrived home
week Tuesday.

"Burlington, Cedar Rapids and

be

Issues

0

Six persons were killed by an acci-

dent at ene of the mines in Pennsylvania.
Official returns of the business of the Kansas
Pacific Railroad for July, 1870; show the net
earnings to have
been $24,753.
Thus far the
company has sold 21,203 acres of land, at an av-erage of $4 an acre. The total amount of freights
carried during the month was 11,713,000 pounds.
The road will not be fully opened for business

STORES—Yearling $14 to $25; two year old, $26 to

Hipes—Brighton 7to 7c;

CANDLES.
MOLASSES,
6
been
has
drought
The
crops:
the
of
writes
ent
Moulds.
12 @.. 15 Cubs, Clayed..30 @.
3
A fossil feathet has been found by Dr. HaySperm...
30 Ge. 38 | do sweet....00 §. 0,
killed
has
It
gardens.
our
upon
severe
intensely
den in Wyoming Territory, and is said to be the
20 @.. 28 | do Muscovadoss @.. 4
the early potato-vines, leaving the potatoes lit- Adamanti
first specimen on record.
Scientific men have
COAL.
Cienfuegos .....42 9 4¢/
on
quality
poor
of
and
grown
half
than
Cannel.......1700
§20 00 | PortRiCOs.. 0 45 @.. 65
more
tle
not decided whether, it belongs to a real bird or
PiClOtscanesss 000g 625
=~ OL
light land. I have noticed that potatoes planted
to some link between bird and reptile. They
Anthracite,.. 7 50 @ 8 50 (Olive, ¥ gal..135 @ 1 40
on very light land near the river bank have not
COFFEE,
.|Linseed—Eng. 00 @.. 00
looking with interest for skeletons in the regi
Java ¥ 1b ....23% 6 24
sufferedas those planted on much better land
American... 90 @.. 91
which may decide the matter.
h
St. Domingo....i7 @ 18
Crude Spefm 185 @ 1 4
one-eighth of a mile from the
river.
The
Rio......
vessess18
@o0
21
Do. Whale..0 65 g.. 70
Some enterprizing Mississippi steamboat me
drought has done great injury to beans, causing
Refined do....
75 @.0 8
have it in contempla tion to substitute iron boats
Sperm....... 160g i665
them to ripen unevenly: to corn by its not earfor the ordinary craft of the Mississippi river.
Lard, Western—
ing out; squashes are quite small, and our toExtra«.....120@1 8
And one is now being built at Carondelet which
matoes are partly cooked on the vines.
No. leivees.
80 @ 0 90
Even
will be more than 300 feet long, 45 feet beam, 9
*
DOMESTICS,
Neatsfoot¥gall
10 @.1 60
weeds are less thrifty than usual, though no fears
Sheetings
and
Shirtings—
PAINTS
feet depth of hold—to be entirely of iron, her
Heavy
4-4...13 @ 14
are entertained but they will survive,
Lead,
Red Am.. 10 @ 10%
sheathing plates three-eights of an inch in thickMegium 4-4...10 @ 124
Am.dry,pure .. @ )1
A correspondent who has just traveled through
Drill browns, 13 o 15
ness. It is estimated that she will carry 20 per
Ground,pure 12 @ 12%
Connecticut, writes
that the
recent
severe
Print Cloths.. 6% @ 7X
NO:
Leeeessild @ 14
cent. more than a wooden hoat of the same measdrought was much less injurious there than in Cotton Flanneis 16 @ 238 Zing, ground in eil—
Cotton Jeaus.10% @ 15
urement.
Her cost will be about $200,000.
NO.leveesnesdld
@ 14
Even the tobacother parts of New England.
Prints..cavseess 10 @.. 18 Paris Whites....3 @. 8%
The consumption of wood inthe United States is
co fields in the vicinity of the ConnecticuapShirting
Stripes
10
g
.
22
SpanBrownAm.1%g..2
t
Ticking eoveeses18 § + 32 VenRed¥ewt.2 C0 g 2 50
enormous.
Railway
sleépers
alone
require
peared by no means to despair of a tolerable
Cottonades.....00 g . 00 Vermillion.....22 g 1 10
150,000 acres of the best timber every year. The
Denims ceveese.15 @ . 27 Whiting—
crop. In Litchfield County there has been little
Ginghams...... 158.17
annual expenditure for railway buildings, reBoston .....225 @ 2 bb
if any suffering from drought, and there is a deMous.de
Laines00 g . 18 FrenchYellow2 00 @ 2 X
pairs and cars is $33.500,000.
The locomotives in
everywhere in the flelds and
lightful green
Carpetings—
Varnishes ....1 50 @ 9 Ou
the United States consume $56,000.000 worth of
Lowell sup.3-ply @1 42% Putty.eeeeecenied @.0 Bb
woods.
Extra super.... @l 15
Glueieeeceeiiindd @.. Be
the article. Wood industry amounts to $500,000,.
Corn is much earlier in Illinois than usual, and
Superfine....... gl 00
PETROLEUM.
000, in which there are 40,000 artisans.
FISH
The grain
in ruost of the counties is abundant.
Crude..........l4 @ HK
Codfish, large 6 0
Refined...
Xx @.. 28
The best and most simple disinfecting agent
crop is generally good throughcut that State.
Kerosene
“28 @.. 29
known is chloride of zine,
It is easily made hy
00
Of the fruit, apples are about an average as to
Naptha...o.o...ib @.. £3
0
PROVISIONS,
dissolving zinc.in muriatic acid, and can be apquantity and quality, but peaches were almost
Alewives..... 4 50
Beef—Mess,
pliedin a diluted state to cesspools, foul and
The harentirely cut off by the spring frosts.
Salmon. tce..25 OU
00
. Western...18 0C @i9 50
Herring, pick.4 50 @ 6 00
Family ....24 00 @25 vd
offensive drains, etc. Sulphate of zine is also an
vest in Wisconsin is better than was anticipated.
FLOUR AND M
Pork,
\
excellent disinfectant,
and can be purchased, The wheat yielded well, and is of good quality.
St.Louis, sup.. .. @
Extra Clear.83 50 @34 00
extra brand
6 00 @
‘The corn crop in Michigan is very abundant, but
at almost any drug store in the form of salt. A
Clear......32 50 @s3 bi:
choice extra 8 00 @
Mess, best.30 00 831 (0°
half pound dissolved in a pail of warm water and “the wheat is not so good as in most of the other
West’rn sup..b is []
Prime .... 25 00 26 00
Western States. Oats and barley are also rather 0O0m.extras..b J e
thrown into a cesspool not remarkably offensive
Lard keg,Bb..e.... @.. ..
Lard, bbl. Bb. 17% @ 18Y
poor and small in quantity. Afl kinds of grain | medium do..6 25
will deodorize it at once.
Copperas is another
choice do....7 25
Hams smoked..2l g.. 25
in Minnesota have proved good, and the yield is | Illinois and Ohio,
agent that may be applied in the same marner,
kled
choiceextra, 8 00
and for the same purpose, and either of these fully up to the average.
Corn is looking well,
Mich. and Indiana
DUCE,
will accomplish, if freely used, all that is needbut the potato crop is not so encouraging.
choice extra. 7 25
Apples, dried B..4 ¢ 8
ed.
Medium do...¢ 0U
do sliced.
..8 g 13
Millewakee— Jd0,0ew#bbl2 0C @ 4 50
Com.to chee
The American Chemist says that one great cause
Butter, # Bb,
Choice d0....0 00
Vermont......36 @.. 38
of the poisoning of water in lead pipes is the volsSouthern,sup . ..
Beans, ¥ bush,
taic action between the lead pipes and the copeXtraBecees.. 6 00
Smallandex, 20) @ 3 0
choice Balt. 8 50
Marrow ....2 25 @ 2 37
The Scottish American has been looking over
per boilers used in the kitchen range. These
Brandywine 7
75
Blue Pod...125 @ 2 00
its latest foreign exchanges with a view to ar- Rye Flour....5 50
boilers are tinned when they leave the copperCranberries, bud 00g 6 (0
Corn Meal....5 00
Cape...
smith’s shop ;hut in two cases out of three the tin.
rive at a fair estimate as to what the European
0°00 g 006°
FRU.
Cheese, ¥ Bb.
food supply of 1870—71 is likely to be. It says:
ning lasts but a few months, because not done
Almonds—
Factory ....12% @ 14%
Soft Shell.....15@ . 25
with pure block tin, but with an alloy of tin
Vt.and N.Y.. 10 ¢ 13
First in importance France must be considerShelled.......36 @ . 40
Western..... ab 8
and copper, while good tinning will last for
ed, for, and which is an unusual circumstance,
Cwrrants..... «.12 @ 12% | Peas. ¥ bush,
years. As soon .as the .tinming is worn off, a
Ciiron.as «sass» 43 @.. a4
she is even thus early in the market asa buyer,
Canada...... 90 @
50
Af.PeaNuts..2 25 @ 2 50 Potatoes, ¥ bu
galvanic current, dissolving the lead in the pipes,
and rather ‘eager to purchase.
The. assigned
Pigs common. 12 @ . 16 | JACKSONS.... 0
is set in action. In an experiment tried with a
cause, and to a great extent the true one, is that
JA86...
....12%X @ . 25 " new ¥h....3 00
Lemons,
#b x12 10 g13 00 Onions.¥bbl 4 4
flask of aqueduct water, containing clean lead,
the crops—especially of wheat—have not recovOranges. .....0 00 g00 00
an exposure of forty hours produced no dulling
ered so far as was hoped from the cold and wet
Bunch—
of the color and no poisoning of the water; but,
Cage
sv @ « +:
which have been frequent this year over many
Clover,Northern,168.. 18
when lead and copper in contact were tried, 40
extensive districts.
It may be that these obLayer....... 425 @4 30
West and South. @. a
hours’ exposure covered the lead with a white
GRAIN.
stucles to abundant harvests are exaggerated, and

Chelmsford,
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give the public the benefit of his discoveries.

COUPON OR REGISTERED AND FREE oF U.8 TAX,
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each of which several persons
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First Mortgage Bonds,

Mircea Cows—s30 to § 60; extra good, $65 to § 85

No. 98 BROADWAY,
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H

especially apples, promise

Fruits,

7 PER CENT GOLD.

quality $ 7,00 to

38; three years old, $10 to $62.

Markets.

[-}

i

gathered within four miles of this place,

"The

g3

Itis said that the schools of Virginia, now
closed, are to be re-established under the town.
ship plan of New England.
There is a prophecy
of Tuture greatness in this fact.
A great fire in Calais, Me., has destroyed the
best part of the town, the wharves and several
vessels in the harbor.
The loss is estimated at
$500,000.
Serious fires in Baltimore and Worcester are also reported.
There was a railroad accident at Roundout, N.
Y., and another in New, Jersey, last week, by

Courier Journdl.

7 S288:

:

Washington.

the best

2d quality $11,00 to $i2,00; 3d

with or without calves, as may
and gray. $30 to $50,

health by judicious food
period, one of the chief
who
regards his own
fellow-men.— Louisville

aye

Horatio Ames against Mr. Whitney, the private
secretary of General Butler, is in progress in

I have

the preservation of the
remedies, atthe proper
duties of a gentleman
welfare and that of his

8

by

yield.

$12,75;

[<4
(=

suit brought

abundant

$10,75, 2d ote on total weight of hide, farrow, and
‘dresse;
eef,
.
WORKING OXEN—$150 to $275 per pair, or aceord
ing to their value as Beef. Handy Steers, $70 to $125

the hour of dining is the test of civilization, and

looking lot I have seen, planted on new. ground,
plowed in the fall, with & fair coat of ‘manure
spread on and harrowed in.
Berries of all kinds
abundant, blueberries being gathered
by the
cartload ; dare say a thousand bushels have been | ~

AChoicoand Undoubted Security, -

Aug 31, 1870,

If thereis an hour when a man shotild be pro”

EX

wound.
~The trial of the ‘interesting

on the
severe

Fossil remains of birds of several species now
extinct have been found both in France and
America.
Prof, Alfred Miln Edwards, of Paris,
has prepared a work on the subject, and it is not
unlikely that Prof, Marsh, who is giving much
time to like r¥searches in our own country, will

above ‘its neighbors,

MARKET,

BEEF—Extra $13,00 to $13,25, first quality 812,50 to

®

Bon

strikinga cadet named Wilson
a blow
head with a water
dipper, inflicting a

LAE

Noticed one

91-2 feet high.
Potatoes, especially. the later
planted ones, looking very finely, and if we have
a continuance of the showers with which, for
more than a week past, we bave been blessed,

promise an

Paragraphs.

Corn never looked better,

CATTLE

* all

dle of the day, in a hurry, and then rush hack
to business, is criminal, inasmuch as digestion
is jeopardized, amiability tampered with, bile
roused, and all of the irritability, peevishness
and moroseness of the man liable to be developed. It may be safely assumed as an axiom that

fields injured to some ex-

spindle yesterday, and not

them

of the individual; therefore to dine in the mid-

the crops in that vicinity :~~Hay nearly harvested, average yield and of superior quality. Gain

or, for the season, more mature.

summons

ligence of the day, and outrage the clearest rights

following encouraging account of the condition of

| tent by the drought.

business

exertjon at such a moment is to insult the intel-

Lr

A Wakefield, N. H., correspondent gives the

being harvested, many

troops now

y

person in the State.

BRIGHTON

tected from workor care, that hour is the postprandial one, when the paramount duty of digestion is being discharged and the mental and
physical man is drifting, as it were, down the
stream of life on his oars. To be guilty of an

nin,

Itis estimated that the Iowa wheat crop of
1870 was gathered from two millions of acres,and
that it will amount to twenty-four million bushels, This is about twenty-four bushels to every

Paris.

ship Mercury, while out rowing, Saturday,threw
the boatswain overboard and escaped to the city.
The boatswaii was rescued, and ten of the boys | -

captured.
Smith, the colored cadet at West Point, is under arrest, awaiting a court of investigation for

dt

{

alleged spies are made daily.
i
The Riel Government in the Red ‘River country has been overthrown, and
hold the territory.

Crops.

of

8

York

im-

ly each arondissement and see that the ordef of
expulsion has been observed.
Many arrests of

:

Nearly all the strikes in this country, and the
disturbances occasioned thereby, are led by per“sons of foreign birth.

is

After that date, the police are to search careful

of

The Crispias of Massachusetts contribute each
one dollar a month toward the support of the
idle Fall River operators,
i
‘

Twenty-five boys from the New

Graphic,

Thursday was the last of the three days within

"Jamaica, L. I., has been poisoned by drinking
adulterated coffee.

the

prisened at Nancy, and Holdsworth of the News
has been escorted back to Paris under guard.
which the German residents

Hawkins

The

the train
aboard.”

8

M.

faring

Austin, of the London Times, is impris-

oned at Rheims: Hall, of

i

of Joseph

to

5

88355

:

The entire family

compelled

The army correspondents in France are

k

It is said that it takes ten men pearly a year to
finish a handsome camel’s hair shawl.
Police officer Cowan of Brooklyn, New York,
shot dead a thief whom he could not catch Satur-

day morning.

were

7, 1870.

in this *“ vale of tears” get out to snatch afew
precious mouthfuls before the dreadful bell of

«58

Ti

Washington will show an increasé’ in popula:
since 1860,

they

abandon it in great Guantities,

STAR: SEPTEMBER

Boural and Bomestic,

victoryat the opening of the campaign that they
made no arrangements to save their baggage in

MISCELLANEOUS:
tion of eighty per cent.

MORNING

8

288

’.

and

miscellaneous

books, can be had at wholesale

rates,

by sending orders to Rev. G. H. Ball,
No. 30 Vesey street N. York. -

and 9.50 ¥, MM.

Leave Buffalo Pow

corner Exchange and

York¢ime, from

Michigan 8

, At

Depot

2,00 A.M.,2,60 .5.,6,25 ¥. M.& 11,20 P.M.
Leave Rochester by New York time, from Genesee Valley Depot, at

2,15 A.M. and 4.00 I, Mi,

Aa New and improved DRAWING ROOM COAGIs#S
are attached to the train leaving New York at 10.80 A
M, and Buffalo at 7.60 A. M.,
running through
hout change,and affording a five opportunity
for viewlng the varied and beautiful scenery of this line,
while enjo ing the comfort and retirement of a private draw) ng
m.
B39. Magnificent Day and Night Coaches, of a style

eculiar to this line are fun through without shahge
tween New York and
hester, Buffalo, Dunkirk,

’

.

"

Cleveland, Cincinnati and intermediate points,

BAGGAGE CHECKED THROUGH.

Hare as low and time as quick Hl

ASK POR TICKETS

Which

can be procared

1.

other route

at all principal offices

throughout the co

3 Don supe
cowti28

"1

via ERIE RAILWAY,

May

2d. | WW. Bb. NBA NRE;

| Miia"

| Gen'l Paser A%.

”

oly

